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The most that can be expected from any model is that
it can supply a useful approximation to reality:
All models are wrong; some models are useful.
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Abstract
The evolution and characteristics of the electronics is directly linked to the technological
and societal progress. Today, there is a huge variety of electronic solutions offered, with
the RF low-power systems, such as wireless sensor networks, wireless body area networks,
self-powered and energy-harvesting systems and the Internet of Things (IoT), to gain more
and more ground. However, these RF low-power applications set stringent constraints on
the power consumption, which complicate even more the already difﬁcult task of the RF
IC design. This can be addressed by exploiting the phenomenal RF performance offered by
the state-of-the-art nanoscale CMOS technologies, with impressive peak transit frequency
at the order of hundreds of GHz, and sub-1 dB minimum noise ﬁgure. More speciﬁcally,
most of the RF applications operate at the low GHz range, so the cut-off frequency surplus,
achieved typically in strong-inversion (SI), can be traded-off with a lower power consumption
by shifting the operating point to moderate- (MI) or weak-inversion (WI), while keeping the
RF performance within the desired speciﬁcations.
There is an extensive work by the semiconductor community on characterization and mod-
eling the MOS transistor at RF. Nonetheless, most of such studies focus either on the high-
performance SI or on rather mature processes with respect to the contemporary state-of-
the-art. In this thesis, an extensive and multi-faceted work on detailed characterization and
accurate modeling of nanoscale MOSFETs for low-power operation, focusing therefore on
subthreshold operation, is presented and discussed. The analysis is always performed under
the perspective of the ultra-low power RF IC design. After all, the reliability of the RF IC
simulation tools in this high-end range of frequencies and at very low current densities, which
constitute the two extreme conditions in terms of operation of the transistor, strongly depends
on the accuracy of the model used.
The dissertation follows a dual course. First, a simple, yet thorough, small-signal RF model is
elaborated in order, to describe analytically the RF performance of nanoscale MOSFETs from
SI down to the deep WI region, including its noise behavior. This aspect of the work allows
the characterization of the RF performance and underlines the particularities of this mode of
operation of the device. The study of the device characteristics under all levels of inversion
reveals that WI displays different trends than SI region. Further, the analytical expressions
are also used in order to form a step-by-step parameter extraction methodology. Especially,
for the extraction of the RF noise model parameters, an innovative step-by-step procedure,
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which is applied directly on measurements, is developed. This whole analysis is consistent
with the existing advanced standard MOSFET compact models which makes it even worth for
the designer.
Then, a state-of-the-art physics-based compact model (BSIM6) is used. Within this part of the
work, a set of novel advancements and contributions are introduced in order for the model to
be able to capture the complexity of the behavior of modern advanced CMOS technologies.
The results show excellent agreement regarding all different aspects, across all modes of
operation (CV, DC, RF performance), even at very low bias conditions.
The evaluation of both the modeling approaches is done in detail and uses design oriented
tools and metrics, such as the Gm
/
ID, the Y-parameters, the four RF noise parameters and
a wide range of ﬁgures-of-merit (FoMs). Finally, a discussion around inversion coefﬁcient
(IC) design methodology is carried out, where several FoMs based on IC are modeled with the
use of very simple analytical expressions requiring only few parameters. Measurements of
advanced 40 nm and 28 nm CMOS technologies, with the latter to be the ultimate process for
conventional bulk CMOS, are used throughout the thesis to validate all the different modeling
approaches.
Key words: Advanced CMOS, nanoscale bulk MOSFET, low-power, analytical modeling, com-
pact modeling, BSIM6, RF small-signal, RF noise, parameter extraction, model evaluation,
geometrical scaling, IC design methodology, RF FoMs.
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Résumé
Les caractéristiques et évolutions de l’électronique sont directement liées aux progrès tech-
nologiques et sociétaux. De nos jours, une immense variété de solutions électronique sont
disponible avec des systèmes RF basse-consommation, tels que les réseaux de capteurs sans
ﬁl, les réseaux corporels sans ﬁl, les systèmes à récupération d’énergie et auto-sufﬁsants, et
l’internet des objets gagnant de l’importance. Cependant, ces applications RF basse consom-
mation imposent des contraintes strictes sur la consommation énergétique, compliquant
d’autant plus la conception de circuits intégrés RF. Ce problème peut être résolu en exploitant
les performances RF phénoménales des technologies CMOS actuelles, avec notamment des
pics de fréquences de transit de l’ordre de centaines de GHz, et des ﬁgures de bruits minimum
inférieures à 1dB. Plus particulièrement, la plupart des applications RF fonctionnent dans la
gamme basse des fréquences GHz permettant d’échanger le surplus de fréquence de coupure
contre une consommation plus basse en déplaçant le point d’opération de l’inversion forte à
l’inversion modérée ou l’inversion faible, tout en maintenant les performances RF dans les
spéciﬁcations requises.
La communauté des semi-conducteurs étudie de manière approfondie la caractérisation et la
modélisation des transistors MOS fonctionnant en RF. Toutefois, la plupart de ces études se
concentrent soit sur les hautes performances en inversion forte ou sur des procédés matures
par rapport à l’état de l’art contemporain. Cette thèse présente un travail approfondi sur la
caractérisation détaillée et la modélisation précise de MOSFETs nanométriques faible consom-
mation, en se concentrant sur le fonctionnement sous la tension de seuil. L’analyse entière
est faite dans la perspective de conception de circuits intégrés RF ultra basse consommation.
Finalement, la ﬁabilité des outils de simulation de circuits intégrés RF dans la gamme haute de
fréquences, et pour des densités de courant très faibles, qui constituent les deux conditions de
fonctionnement extrêmes des transistors, dépend fortement de la précision du model utilisé.
Cette dissertation est séparée en deux. Dans un premier temps, un model RF petit signal
simple mais complet est élaboré aﬁn de décrire de façon analytique les performances RF des
MOSFETs nanométriques, de l’inversion forte jusqu’à l’inversion très faible tout en incluant
le comportement de bruit. Cet aspect du travail permet de caractériser les performances
RF et souligne les particularités de ce mode de fonctionnent. L’étude des caractéristiques
du composant sous tous les niveaux d’inversions révèle que l’inversion faible afﬁche une
tendance différente de celle de l’inversion forte. De plus, les expressions analytiques sont
v
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également utilisées pour créer une méthodologie d’extraction de paramètres étape par étape.
Plus particulièrement, une procédure étape par étape d’extraction des paramètres du model
de bruit RF appliquée directement aux mesures est développée. Toute l’analyse est cohérente
avec les modèles compact standard du MOSFET, ce qui la rend d’autant plus intéressante pour
le concepteur.
Deuxièmement, le modèle compact BSIM6 basé sur la physique est utilisé. Dans cette partie du
travail, un ensemble de nouvelles avancées et contributions sont introduites pour permettre
au modèle de couvrir la complexité du comportement des technologies CMOS modernes.
Les résultats montrent un accord excellent sur tous les aspects et pour tous les modes de
fonctionnement (CV, DC et performances RF), même à polarisations très faible.
L’évaluation des deux approches de modélisation est faite de façon détaillée et utilise des
outils et métriques orientés design tels que Gm
/
ID, les paramètres Y, les quatre paramètres
de bruit RF ainsi qu’un large panel de ﬁgures de mérite. Finalement, la méthodologie de
conception basée sur le coefﬁcient d’inversion (IC) est discutée avec plusieurs ﬁgures de
mérite basées sur le coefﬁcient d’inversion, tout en utilisant des expressions analytiques
très simples nécessitants très peu de paramètres. Des mesures dans les technologies CMOS
avancées en 40 nm et 28 nm, la seconde étant le procédé ultime pour les technologies CMOS
conventionnelles à substrat, sont présentées dans cette thèse pour valider les différentes
approches de modélisation.
Mots-clés : CMOS avancé, MOSFET Nanométrique à Substrat, Basse-Consommation, Modéli-
sation Analytique, Modèle Compact, BSIM6, Petit-Signal RF, Bruit RF, Extraction de Paramètres,
Evaluation de Modèle, Mise à l’échelle Géométrique, Méthodologie de Conception de Circuits
Intégrés, Figure de Mérite RF.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Over the past decades, the microelectronics industry has managed to follow the Moore’s
law [1] by continuously scaling down the transistor’s dimensions in order to improve its
performance and reduce the power consumption and cost of the system. In recent years, the
state-of-the-art downscaled CMOS processes provide smaller and faster devices, in the order
of a few tens of nanometers in terms of the gate length. Although increasing the speed and
density of integration of advanced Systems-on-Chip (SoCs) is important, reducing the power
consumption remains a high priority for ultra-low-power applications like Internet-of-Things
(IoT), Wireless-Sensor-Networks (WSN), Wireless-Body-Area-Networks (WBAN), self-powered
and energy-harvesting systems, etc. These kinds of applications pose stringent constraints
on power consumption, becoming the driving force towards low-power analog and RF circuit
design.
Advanced nanoscale CMOS devices display very high peak transit frequency Ft of several
hundreds of GHz and sub-1 dB minimum noise ﬁgure NFmin [2–4]. Nonetheless, the operating
frequency of numerous RF applications remains signiﬁcantly lower. Thanks to this very high Ft
and the low NFmin the design of ultra-low-power RF applications has become feasible, with the
nanoscale MOSFETs constituting the most attractive solution. The high transit frequency can
be traded-off with lower power consumption, by shifting the operating point towards lower
levels of inversion. In moderate-inversion, for advanced nanoscale devices, the transistor
beneﬁts from a minimum value of the NFmin while the Ft remains in the GHz range [5]. An
even more aggressive policy, that would bring the operating point in weak-inversion, would
further minimize the power consumption at the expense of a considerable degradation of
the Ft and NFmin. Depending on the constraints of the application and the capabilities of the
technologies, the designer is to search for the best trade-off in this design hunt.
In such extreme operating conditions, i.e. low current density and RF, an accurate and reliable
description of the behavior of the MOS transistor is an indispensable tool for a successful
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design. Compact models, thus, have to play their crucial role in facilitating the complex
task of RF IC design. A lot of effort has already been put into characterization and modeling
of the MOS transistor in RF, however, most of the published work is focused either on the
high-performance strong-inversion region or on more mature processes with respect to the
state-of-the-art.
The main motivation behind this research work, has been to explore whether the aggressive
downscaling of MOSFET, along with the new fabrication techniques, has resulted in physical
phenomena that cause a deviation from the "well-known" behavior of the transistor in state-of-
the-art technologies, with a strong focus on the sub-threshold region. Towards this direction,
different modeling aspects were investigated. First, there was the BSIM6 compact model
which was evaluated thoroughly and enhanced where this was necessary. Then, a set of
analytical expressions that allowed us to study the RF behavior of the nanoscale devices from
weak- to strong-inversion, including the RF noise, were developed. Finally, we employed
and further developed simple analytical expressions that can be used by designers to have a
ﬁrst insight in different Figures-of-Merit (FoMs) of advanced MOS transistors for the whole
range of the inversion coefﬁcient (IC), based on the IC design methodology. To fulﬁll this
task, measurements of real devices of two commercial advanced CMOS technologies, namely
40 nm and 28 nm, were used.
1.2 The MOS Transistor
Modern electronics is the natural evolution of a ﬁeld the seeds of which may be found even
millenia before today [6,7]. However, the development of electronics boosted the last century
and it has been exponentially progressing the last decades. Societal evolution, in all aspects
and science included, is directed by the needs that emerge and have to be taken care of.
More particularly, electronics have been used in order to support the needs of mankind in
different ways like sensing, communicating and reproducing information over long distances
or processing and storing information in heavy workloads. For the ﬁrst kind of applications,
it is mainly the analogue electronics that have found room of manifesting their capabilities,
while for the latter, those are mainly performed by using digital electronics, a major spin-off of
the electronics industry, which is big enough to deserve the title of a ﬁeld on its own. Even
though there is a wide common area between analogue and digital electronics, there are
also important characteristics which differentiate the two ﬁelds and which result in their
distinction.
One major development that drove signiﬁcantly the advancement of electronics was the
invention of a three-terminal device at the beginning of the 20th century [8,9]. This element
was later called triode because of the fact that it was adding a third electrode to the already
available diode devices. Practically, this third electrode was connected to a grid placed inside
the electron tube and between the ﬁrst two electrodes, and in this way was able to control the
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conduction between the other two electrodes.
This evolution was revolutionary for the ﬁeld. One could say that it practically gave birth to
the electronics ﬁeld in the form that we know it today. In any case, everyone would agree that
this step brought the ﬁeld to a totally new level with much more possibilities than before. The
limitation of the two terminal devices limited the whole circuit design to passive topologies.
The introduction of the third terminal primed the device with a pair of input and output
ports. Subsequently, the operational capabilities were drastically multiplied giving space for
ampliﬁcation techniques of an input signal to the output, new possibilities for sensing of an
event at the input and translating this electrically at the output of the device and processing
signals and information.
Even though, qualitatively the triode, as a device, is a might element that did allow electronics
to go into a wide range of applications, it also contained certain limitations that where not
allowing the ﬁeld of electronics to reveal its maximum potential. These issues were mostly
related to fabrication characteristics, such as reliability and cost. The next step that expanded
further the horizons of electronics was the introduction of solid-state semi-conducting ma-
terials, such as the Silicon (14Si), as the core element of the electron devices [10], that came
out at the 1950’s. Progressively with time, this novel platform of materials was accompanied
by advanced fabrication techniques that crucially mitigated reliability issues and drove the
implementation cost to lower and lower levels.
The ﬁrst successful transistor in solid-state electronics was the Bipolar Junction Transistor
(BJT) [11]. The advantages that it brought to electronics were unforeseeable. Compared to
its predecessor, the triode vacuum tube, it was characterized by a much smaller size, much
more reliable performance, lower cost, and more convenient fabrication technique both in
terms of a single device and in the perspective of a whole electronic system as well. Roughly
speaking, the BJT is a current-controlled current source. Similarly to the electron tube based
triode, its active nature of a three terminal device, where one port controls the conductive state
of another, kept open all the topologies that were evolved with previous technologies. This
time, the limit was set by a ﬁner detail of the performance of the element, that was mainly the
nature of its input gate. Between the base and the emitter the device is essentially a forward
bias diode, which, even though can be used in order to control the much higher current of the
collector, its power consumption is not negligible. On the course of time, its energy footprint
became its Achilles’ heal that needed to be dealt with.
At that time, the Field-Effect-Transistor, came to the rescue. The MOSFET as an architecture of
a device had already been envisioned, in parallel to the evolution of the vacuum tubes [12,13].
Yet, it was not till the 1970’s that the device was introduced in a wide scale in the ﬁeld of
electronics. Themajor improvement that is characterizing theMOSFET is that it transforms the
transistor from a current-controlled current source, such as the BJT is, to a voltage-controlled
current source. This is done by introducing an oxide layer at the input node of the device,
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which is the Gate in the MOSFET and the Base in the BJT. Apart from this addition, there is an
important degree of similarities between the operation of the two transistors, even though,
it must be underlined that the oxide layer reconstructs from the scratch all the physical
mechanisms that take place in the transistor.
The MOSFET contained a key characteristic that allowed it to be the vessel that formed the
electronics in the shape that we know it today and that is the vehicle that has brought the
ﬁeld into the modern age. The lithographic way that the crucial dimension of the device is
designed, i.e. the gate length, allowed the fabrication processes to embark on a down-scaling
quest that started from the very beginning of the CMOS technologies and which is still going
on even today [1]. The observation that the amount of transistors per chip will follow a certain
exponential trend with time was the ﬁrst instantiation of the Moore’s Law, which later on
was updated to a certain trend of the exponential decrease of the gate length of the MOSFET
with time. This trip allowed the technologies to shrink from a minimum gate length in the
order of tens of micrometers during the ﬁrst CMOS technologies in the 1960’s to the deep
sub-micrometer technologies of todays, where the minimum gate length is in the order of few
tens of nanometers, if not even lower [14,15].
In term of performance, the reduction of the gate length of the device has resulted into a major
evolution. The speed of the transistor as a switch and its maximum operational frequency of
the device as an analogue element is inversely proportional to the square of this characteristic
dimension [16]. The aggressive downscaling has revealed a wide spectrum of capabilities and
application on which the CMOS technologies can be an ideal tool to provide high-performance
solutions. This beneﬁts both the ﬁelds of digital and analogue electronics.
Nonetheless, this miniaturization has come neither gratuitously nor effortlessly. A lengthy
series of hurdles needed to be surpassed in order to be able to shrink the minimum gate
length of the transistor in a way that each newer technology will be fully functional and an
improvement with respect to the predecessor [17]. Subsequently, the ideal and simpliﬁed
sketch of a MOSFET that one can ﬁnd in a textbook of an introductory course of electronics
in university level is profoundly different from an SEM picture of a cross-section of an actual
device of a state-of-the-art CMOS technology. These complicated fabrication procedures
result into devices whose performance is affected by an extended list of physical phenomena.
In turn, the pile of the challenges that any modeling effort of such transistor has to face gets
higher and higher, and the effort needed in order to end up with adequate compact models
becomes increasingly demanding [18].
1.3 Compact and Analytical Modeling
Compact modeling is an essential element in modern electronics. The electron devices and
circuits operate within the general framework of physics and more particularly under the
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laws of electromagnetism and semiconductor’s physics. Based on these laws, it is possible
to study the internal operation of the electron devices and how this depends on the outside
conditions. Using such laws it is possible to extract mathematical models that match the
actual performance of the fabricated devices.
There is a series of different models that can be used in the framework of the electronics.
The range of these tools varies mainly in terms of complexity and accuracy. The highest the
complexity the ﬁnest the maximum accuracy one can get with such a tool. Nonetheless, the
complexity comes with the penalty of increased computational needs and, subsequently, it is
inversely connected with the speed of the model. [19]
On the one end of the simulation toolbox there are the numerical simulations (Technology
CAD - TCAD) tools. With such tools the user can fully represent the whole structure of an
electron device, in either a two- or a three-dimensional frame. The information provided to
such tools is a full description of the architecture of the device containing all the parameters
that are connected with the materials used for the device, together with detailed information
on the geometry of the structure. Numerical simulators are responsible for solving the known
or selected laws of physics within the frame of a speciﬁc architecture. The discretization of the
whole area or volume of the device, depending on the dimensionality of the given problem,
results into a grid of points in the device that are used in order to ﬁnd the solution of the
differential problem that is to be solved. The density of this grid is directly connected to the
complexity of the system and the accuracy of the solution at the same time. A wide range
of academic and commercial implementations of such tools exist and are available to the
electronics community [20].
Such tools offer a unique and indispensable insight in the overall behavior of the electron
device under study. The solution found by the numerical simulators contains information
that does not only cover the whole electron device as an entity alone, but also it provides a
full internal proﬁle of the physical status of the device under operation. This insight provides
invaluable information about the internal state of the structure and it can assist the modeling
engineer to understand the operation of the device in a clearer way. On the other hand,
the complexity of this simulation method is so high that even with the use of the modern
computational technology it is required to spend minutes or hours in order to solve a single
device. This restriction makes such tools very important for device level analysis, despite their
heavy workload, yet they are inadequate for circuit level analysis.
At the other end of the spectrum of simulation modeling tools one can ﬁnd a particular type
of models, called look-up table (LUT) models [21,22]. The particularity of such models is their
maximum speed and utmost simplicity. The content of such LUT models is limited to a group
of tables that associate certain outer and environmental conditions of the corresponding
electron device, such as the bias and the temperature, with the corresponding internal and
performance properties, such as the static current ﬂow and their dynamic behavior. The
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information for such models may be acquired either by performing measurements directly on
the devices under study or by using TCAD numerical simulators, as described above. The LUT
model contain in the tables speciﬁc bias and outer conditions. When the actual conditions of
a simulation differ from the available set, then an interpolation is followed using the closest
available points.
The beneﬁts of this approach is the almost zero computational needs of the model in order
to provide an answer on the behavior of a device under certain circumstances. On the other
hand, the simplicity of such a modeling approach do not allow the models to reach high levels
of accuracy. The ﬁrst problem comes from the fact that interpolation schemes are needed
when the provided bias conditions are not identical to the available ones. Practically, this
covers a very wide range of cases, since the limitation on the size of the LUT do not allow
matrices of inﬁnite size to be provided. Further, such models are not able to provide accurate
information on differential aspects of the performance of the device, and more particularly on
higher order effects such as inter-modulation which depends heavily on the 3rd and the 5th
derivative of the current. In general, the non-linear behavior is not accurately described with
such a LUT approach.
Compact modeling lays between the two aforementioned approaches and combines the
advantages of the two extremes. The development of a compact model has its roots on the
physics that take place inside the electron device. Based on the physical laws and, with the
aid of a series of approximations, certain formulas can be extracted that connect the internal
state of the device and its electrical behavior with the outer conditions of bias, temperature
and signal application. It is imperative though that these formulas are able to be solved
in a way that they will provide analytical relations between the quantities of interest and
that no numerical calculations and iterations are needed. For this reason, a second wave
of approximations might be needed in order to remove derivatives and integrals that do
not allow such formulation. This series of approximations dissociate gradually the model
from the accuracy of the pure expression of the physical laws. Nevertheless, the beneﬁt from
resulting into a set of compact formulas is crucial enough and thus any additional inaccuracy
of the model is fully justiﬁed. However, it must be underlined that the smarter the way these
approximations are made, the higher the accuracy that the model will be able to preserve.
Compact models employ, as a general rule, a powerful characteristic. During the development
of their formulation, certain physical properties of the device are associated with speciﬁc
model parameters. These parameters are mostly connected with material properties, fabrica-
tion characteristics and geometrical details. Frequently, in the real device such quantities, e.g.
the doping of the substrate, cannot be easily represented by one single number. However, part
of the ﬂexibility and a major advantage of the compact models is the fact that a single value for
each model parameter has to be used, extracted under the criterion of the optimal behavior
of the model with respect to the real devices and technology and not based on the nominal
characteristics of the physical manifestation of the model parameter itself. This ﬂexibility over
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the values of the model parameters makes the model adaptable enough in order to ﬁt a wide
range of technologies and devices. This approach is mostly followed for the model parameters
which are connected with various physical properties. For the geometrical characteristics of
the device, especially the ones who deﬁne the design of the structure, the nominal values are
used typically.
Around the core of the compact model, which is based on the physics of the behavior of
the device, it is imperative, in order to expand the capabilities of a compact model to add a
shell of empirical or semi-empirical formulations. This shell is important in order to cover
the gaps where the pure physical approach is so complicated that it would be impossible to
be simpliﬁed into a compact and analytical formulation. It is to the beneﬁt of the compact
model, such semi-empirical additions to have a limited extension with respect to the whole
size of the model. Each empirical addition removes from the compact model a piece of its
physical foundation, which further affects the predictability of the model and its ability to
accurately describe all the multiple sides of any single phenomenon. Nonetheless, it is of high
importance the fact that such additions can translate a computationally heavy, iterative part
of a model to a fast formulation, or that they can ﬁll-in holes of the model, where the physical
approach is not capable of offering a compact solution.
As an outcome, the compact model contains all the essence of the electrical behavior of the
electron device. This information is passed into the circuit simulators, and for this reason, it
is vital that the the model is compact enough that allows the simulator to ﬁnd circuit level
solutions even for complicated topologies and under a wide range of environmental condi-
tions, i.e. temperature. The compact model, at this point makes clear its status as the hidden
link between the device and the circuit. Any level of circuit design requires models that can
operate fast and with high levels of convergence under all types of simulation, e.g. from static
to high frequency analysis and noise. Practically, the compact model starts from the device
architecture and the technology itself and brings the details, via an avenue of simpliﬁcations
and approximations, to the circuit design environment and makes it possible for the electron
device to be integrated into a circuit. This hidden link that keeps the whole chain of electron-
ics together and connects the two ends of the ﬁeld, technology and circuit design, is one of
the most important elements in the ﬁeld and any advancement and improvement helps in
strengthening the backbone of the electronics today.
Compact models might be a necessary tool during the design procedure, however there are
other modeling approaches that can be exploited and whose value should not be underes-
timated. In this category lie the modeling through the use of analytical expressions. These
analytical formulas are usually dedicated to model a speciﬁc part of the behavior of a device.
They might not show the completeness of a compact model and the conditions under which
they can be used is limited, however they are important to help towards the in-depth under-
standing of the working mechanisms of a speciﬁc aspect in the device behavior. Studying
the device operation using simulation tools like numerical simulators or compact models
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can be quite confusing, since these tools demonstrate a complete picture of the device be-
havior in which all the physical phenomena interact with each other, and thus it is difﬁcult
to separate the contribution of each one. The use of analytical expressions is simple and the
model developer can focus on and investigate exclusively an aspect of interest. The analytical
expressions can then be imported in a compact model and add a new or an improved feature
to it. Furthermore, some simple analytical expressions can be utilized from engineers outside
the modeling community, like circuit designers, who would like to get a ﬁrst insight into the
device behavior, but do not master all the different physical mechanisms.
1.4 State-of-the-Art
1.4.1 Compact Modeling
The evolution of the MOSFET compact modeling follows closely the development of the
MOSFET device itself. The most important criterion for the evaluation of the compact model
is whether the model includes the state-of-the-art characteristics to cover each generation
of the device. The earliest implementations were able to describe accurately enough the
strong inversion region of the MOSFET in static and low-frequency aspects and these points
were enough in order to consider these models adequately good for the needs of that period
[23]. Modern technologies include MOSFET with high end performance even in weak- and
moderate-inversion and with operational frequency range that goes to tens of GHz and the
compact models should also be evaluated under this framework.
At the core of the state-of-the-art MOSFET compact model of contemporary technologies, ei-
ther for industrial or for academic and research needs, there are three main types of modeling
approaches which differ in terms of the basic quantities that they are using in order to calcu-
late and express the basic electrical behavior of the device. These three types constitute the
threshold-voltage-based models, the surface-potential-based models and the charge-based
models. Each type has widely known advanced representatives which attest the solid founda-
tion of each approach and which does not allow any category to claim for an unquestionable
predominance in the ﬁeld. Historically speaking, the threshold-voltage-based models were
exclusively used till the beginning of the century for industrial needs. These models have a
stronger empirical side which has allowed them to be more ﬂexible, adjustable and easier to
be developed.
The surface-potential-based models and the charge-based models have a stronger physical
side with fewer empirical contributions in their structure. Their development was mostly
connected with the research and academic activities, or they were receiving only limited
industrial share. Nevertheless, their capabilities in the commercial environment has been
strongly appreciated the last years. This has brought more attention and support to the
corresponding groups that lead such physics based compact MOSFET modeling activities and
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has allowed them to bring their implementation at a high maturity level, capable to support
the state-of-the-art IC design needs of today [24].
Threshold-Voltage-based Compact Models
The history of electron device compact modeling is strongly connected with the evolution of
the circuit simulation platforms. One of the milestones in circuit simulation tools is the SPICE
circuit simulator, which started in the 70’s [25, 26]. Comparing this tool with other similar,
contemporary tools the major and key differentiation that led to the de facto standardization
of the SPICE simulator was the inclusion of the available compact models of that time directly
into the software. This allowed the user to have direct access to a complete environment
which contains both the simulator itself and the corresponding algorithms, and the models
that can be used for the circuit simulation as well. The MOSFET technology of that period was
mostly, if not exclusively, used under high bias conditions and in strong inversion. For these
needs, threshold voltage based models and the square law were enough in order to describe
the electronic devices.
The high-end representative of this category of models is developed and maintained by the
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences (EECS) at the University of
California, Berkeley, and is used under the name Berkeley Short-channel IGFET Model (BSIM).
The ﬁrst version of themodelwas released in the 80’s, while its third revision became a standard
for industrial application in the 90’s. However, the model was limited by its rather empirical
foundations andwas restricted in certain aspects of high order behavior [27]. Amajor evolution
of themodel was released under the nameBSIM4which included all the advancements needed
in order ot be able to follow the state-of-the-art contemporary technologies [28]. The model
has been widely used at industrial level and it is still used for a wide range technologies, even
nanoscale ones.
The turning point that resulted the emerging of the physic-based models, and which brought
them from the limited range needs of the research activities to the full size industrial applica-
tion, was the open contest from the Compact Model Council (CMC) of the "Next-Generation
Standard MOSFET Model" launched in 2004. The goal of the contest was to identify a newer
model that would be able to outperform the standard model of the era, which was the BSIM4
model, and which would be able to ﬁll in the shortcomings of this, mostly empirical, MOSFET
compact model.
Surface-Potential-based Compact Models
The surface-potential based models place in their core the calculation of the surface potential
of the channel after the gate bias. As it name suggests, all the important electrical properties
of the device, such as the channel current, are calculated from the surface potential. The
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major difﬁculty that this approach has to surpass is the fact that the surface potential cannot
be expressed analytically explicitly after the bias of the device. In order to circumvent this
obstacle one has to use numerical techniques that, even though they do not remove value
from the physical approach of the problem, they add a computational load that undermines
the compactness of the model [18]
Currently, there are two models in the semiconductor community which belong to this cate-
gory. One is the PSP model [29] which was the outcome of the collaboration of two modeling
groups, the SP model, from Pennsylvania State University [30], and the MM11 model, from
Philips [31]. The combination of the two models was based on using the core calculation of
the SP model for the surface potential, together with the extrinsic modeling pieces of code
that the industrial MM11 had developed. The result was the PSP model, which managed to
win the aforementioned CMC competition in 2006 and became a new standard model for the
semiconductor community. Since 2012, the model is supported jointly by the Delft University
and the NXP Research [32].
In parallel, Hirosima University has also been working on a MOSFET compact model, entitled
HiSIM, which belongs also to the category of the surface-potential-based models. The team
is supporting strongly the model development and the tight collaborations with industrial
partners have allowed the HiSIM model to develop, improve and also be acknowledged as a
standard model [33].
Charge-based Compact Models
A third way of handling the MOSFET physics is by targeting the charges in the device and
more particularly focusing on the inversion charge in the channel. This approach calculates
all the quantities of importance in the structure, including static currents, dynamic behavior
and intrinsic noise, based on their dependence on the charges and on the charge distribution
along the channel [34,35]. To this category belongs another standardized MOSFET compact
model which is a later version developed by the BSIM group, which is entitled BSIM6. To the
same category belonged also the BSIM5 version of the models developed by the same group,
which is now discontinued and given room to the current BSIM6 model [36].
Furthermore, there are two more models maintained by universities which rely their core
on the charge-based modeling. One is maintained by a group located in Brazil under the
acronym ACM, which stands for the Advanced Compact Model [37], and the other has been
developed by the EPFL and later on jointly with the TUC, Greece, and is known under the
name of the EKV model [38–40]. Actually, the BSIM6 model was developed using at its core the
long-channel EKV model to which the BSIM4 expressions that describe the multiple physical
phenomena that appear in a real, non-ideal, devices were added.
This work has been developed on the foundation of such a modeling approach and tries to
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proceed further into improving such tools and bringing them to the challenging environment
of the lower node CMOS technology available in semiconductor industry today.
1.4.2 Analytical RF MOSFET modeling
The above modeling works focus on the description of the physical behavior of the intrinsic
part of the transistor. Primarily this includes the calculation of the static currents, which ﬂow
through the device, and the charges that are associated with the nodes of the device. However,
this level of modeling hardly provides a sufﬁcient tool for the estimation of the performance
of the MOS device far from the static analysis and the low frequency regime. As the operating
frequency of the simulations climbs up into the RF range it is the extrinsic part of the MOSFET
that strongly inﬂuences and sets the pace of the device behavior.
The most common approach in order to extend a model into the RF regime is the careful
representation of the physical enclosure of the MOSFET by a sub-circuit consisting of resistors,
capacitors and diodes. The parasitic junction diodes typically have already been included
for the low frequency and static representation of the device as they affect even the leakage
currents at the static regime, together with the onset of the AC performance of the transistor.
Nonetheless, their role in terms of the RF performance is further upscaled and their accurate
modeling becomes of higher importance. The resistors that are incorporated are responsible
for describing the resistive paths of the extrinsic part of the device covering mostly the resis-
tance of the gate material and the resistance that the semiconductor has within the substrate.
The series resistances of the drain and source nodes are as well inﬂuencing also the static
behavior of the device, as they lay upon the path of the current of the channel. Similarly, with
the diodes, the role of the resistances in RF becomes more important and their exact value
changes more drastically the overall performance of the device [41]. The capacitances beyond
the junction interfaces, such as the fringing and the overlap parasitic capacitances manifest
their existence primarily in the RF regime. Together with the resistances, and with the added
nodes added from the development of the RF sub-circuit, allow the macro-model to capture
the delay and high frequency effects that are not possible to be described by a plain and ﬁrst
order, static model.
The components that are included in the extrinsic sub-circuit should be chosen carefully.
Although it can be tempting to account for all the physical components that exist in a MOSFET
in detail, this would lead to a very complex equivalent sub-circuit that would not only increase
the simulation speed of the model due to the additional nodes that are introduced, but
also it would be very difﬁcult, if not impossible, to extract the values of the components from
measured data. Furthermore, the sub-circuit, especially if it is to be implemented in a compact
model, should maintain its validity no matter the technology or the device layout that it is
used for. A universal model should surpass the need for a speciﬁc solution for each process
and geometry. It is therefore, once again, an issue of ﬁnding a balanced trade-off between
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complexity and accuracy.
A suitable representation of the extrinsic parasitic network around a MOSFET, considering
at the same time accuracy and simplicity, is the outcome of an extensive characterization of
the device RF behavior with the use of simple analytical expressions. Although a lot of effort
has already been put into characterizing and modeling the MOS transistor at RF, including RF
noise, most of the published work in the literature is focused either on the high performance
strong inversion region or on more mature processes with respect to the state-of-the-art
or the modeling part is not expressed in consistency with the standard compact MOSFET
models [3,42–55].
Based on the valuable work that has already been published, this research focuses on propos-
ing RF analytical expressions that are valid for nanoscale devices, in the whole IC range and
are compatible with the standard compact MOSFET models.
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Description
2.1 Introduction
In this thesis, there are two basic modeling "tools" that are used and evaluated. On one hand
there is the analytical model, whose beneﬁts are its versatility and its efﬁciency in providing a
deep insight into the behavior of the device, and on the other hand the BSIM6 model, whose
key features are its completeness and its feasibility to be integrated into circuit simulators. In
this chapter we provide a short description regarding the processes, DUTs and measurements
that were used in order to evaluate the different features and capabilities of the two modeling
approaches. At this point it should be clariﬁed that the measurements used and shown in
this thesis were performed, following the standard industrial procedures, in the fabrication
facilities by the production company. Due to reasons of conﬁdentiality the name of the
company cannot be provided.
2.2 Technology Details
Two state-of-the-art and highly advanced CMOS technologies have been employed in order
to assess the qualities of the models and their accuracy. The nominal lengths of these te-
chnologies are 40 nm and 28 nm. From both of these technologies the standard bulk CMOS
devices have been used as the devices under test (DUT). Regarding the processes, it is worth
mentioning that contrary to the polycrystalline silicon (or polysilicon) and silicon dioxide that
is used in older processes, in the 28 nm technology the gate stack is fabricated using a high-k
dielectric (HK) combined with a metallic gate (MG) in order to optimize its performance at
this aggressive downscaled regime.
The high-k metal-gate (HKMG) approach is an emerging technological booster that is used in
order to permit the continuation of the Moore‘s Law [1], by enabling faster switching speeds
while reducing the device power consumption. The traditional oxide material of silicon dioxide
has become too thin in advanced technologies and would become even thinner in order to be
13
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able to maintain a good enough dynamic coupling between the gate and the channel. However,
the miniaturization of the oxide in terms of its thickness naturally leads to the increase of
the tunneling current through the oxide. It can be underlined here that this tunneling gate
current, even though negligible in older technologies, is increasing exponentially with the
decrease of the oxide thickness. For technologies at this low node the gate leakage has become
a signiﬁcant issue and the usage of high-k materials can strongly improve the performance
of the device. High-k materials that are used as replacement of the silicon dioxide have a
dielectric constant a few times larger than that of the silicon dioxide. This allows them to offer
an equivalent capacitive coupling between the gate and the channel with a signiﬁcantly higher
oxide thickness. This characteristic allows the reduction of the parasitic gate leakage while at
the same time there is room for improvement on the effective oxide thickness of the gate stack.
The metallic gate adds further to the improvement of the performance of the device since the
polysilicon can no longer provide equally advanced results with respect to the ideal metal.
The limited charge availability in the gate node results into a depleted layer at the interface
between the oxide and the gate which effectively increases the thickness of the structure and
deteriorates the maximum speed of the device. The return to the metallic gate, the material
type which, historically speaking, has given the ﬁrst letter to the name of the MOS device, has
again become the most adequate choice for the gate stack.
On the other hand, this booster does not come cost-free. The silicon dioxide and the poly-
crystalline silicon offered a natural simplicity in terms of materials used in the process since
they are based on the silicon which is already available in the semiconductor fabrication
process. In this direction the usage of new materials makes the whole fabrication process
more challenging and increases its complexity. Nonetheless, the beneﬁts obtained justify the
technological step in terms of cost and complexity.
An important note that should be kept in the mind is that this particular node of the 28 nm
is regarded as the last technology node for the conventional planar bulk CMOS devices. The
classical planar MOSFET geometry has started its industrial life already decades ago and, partly
due to its planar simplicity, its low cost and its two-dimensional straight forward geometrical
down-scaling, has so far triumphed in the ﬁeld of semiconductors. However, at this point an
impassable barrier seems to exist. The short channel effects make the single sided planar bulk
approach no longer sufﬁcient for accurate current control. Thus, more advanced structures,
are already being fabricated for the continuation of the downscaling journey of the MOSFET.
The Fully-Depleted Silicon-on-Insulator (FD-SOI) [56] and the Fin-Field-Effect-Transistor
(FinFET) [57] architectures are among the devices that can offer strong enough control of the
gate over the channel in order to extend the shrink of the MOSFET even further.
A few more details can be mentioned regarding the CMOS technologies that are studied. For
the 40 nm process the maximum supply voltage that can be applied is set to VDD = 1.1 V ,
while the actual minimum drawn length of the shortest possible MOSFET is the same with the
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nominal length of the technology Lmin = 40 nm. For the 28 nm process the maximum bias
that can be applied over the channel is slightly lower and set to VDD = 1.0 V , while the actual
drawn length of the shortest MOSFET of the process is higher than the nominal length of the
technology and more precisely Lmin = 32 nm.
2.3 DUT Details
The study of the models extends to two different types of devices. The basic analysis starts, as
always, from the typical and most simple DC devices, while, on a next step, devices operating
in the RF regime are studied. For the RF analysis, special RF geometries, that follow guidelines
which optimize their dynamic behavior are used in order to be able to exploit the high fre-
quency capabilities of the low node technology at the maximum degree. The main advantages
that the RF structures can offer with respect to their simpler DC counterparts are in terms of
higher gain at RF and higher cut-off frequencies. This optimized performance makes them
more adjusted for mm-wave applications. These advantages come with the penalty of a larger
footprint of the structure and a higher complexity of the layout of the device. However, this
drawback is negligible compared with the tangible RF out-performance that they offer over
the DC devices. Generally speaking, the total number of the RF devices needed in a circuit is
not high enough and so their size is not the most important parameter for the optimization of
the circuit.
For the technologies under study, each RF DUT consists of a series of multi-ﬁnger devices
connected all in parallel, isolated from the rest of the die by a deep buried n-well layer (typically
connected to the ground for nMOS devices). More speciﬁcally, the minimum length RF devices
of each process have M = 6 (devices in parallel), Nf = 10 (number of ﬁngers per device),
W = 2 μm (Wtot =M ·Nf ·W = 120 μm) and L = 40 nm and 28 nm. In order to provide a clear
picture to the reader, a visualization of the layout of such a device is depicted in Fig. 2.1. In
this particular instance a rather small 2x2 structure (M = 2 and Nf = 2) is drawn.
STI STI STI STI STI STI
deep n-well
G G
D DS S S SB B B
p-well
Figure 2.1 – Cross section of a 2x2 nMOS RF DUT across L.
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2.4 Measurement Details
The validation of a model is achieved through the comparison between the predictive sim-
ulation that is based on the model and the actual measured behavior that is extracted from
fabricated devices. A series of different types of measurements are required in order to be able
to cover the full spectrum of the electrical behavior of the MOSFET device.
The most fundamental set of measurements that describe the electrical behavior of the MOS
device is the static DC measurements. In this setup a certain set of biases is applied to the
device and the currents that ﬂow through the nodes of the device are recorded. At this type of
measurements the series resistances that appear from the probes and the metalization used
in order to bias the device should be kept to minimum as their impact on the measured values
cannot be avoided. However, the minimization of these metal connections at a negligible level
is not difﬁcult to achieve. If needed, these resistances could be included in the simulations
as well, however, their relatively much lower value than the DUT do not make this necessary.
Typically, these measurements are used in order to study the behavior of the device from
weak-inversion to strong-inversion and both in the linear mode and saturation. Furthermore,
it is meaningful to extend the DC analysis in accumulation, in order to study the Gate-Induced-
Drain-Leakage (GIDL), the Gate-Induced-Source-Leakage (GISL) whose inﬂuence is more
prominently shown in that regions partly due to the absence of the channel current. DC
measurements in accumulation region are also useful to study some of the gate tunneling
current components. Different body bias conditions should be taken into account while also
measuring the device under different temperatures is essential in order to obtain a picture of
the behavior of the device in the full temperature range that appears in realistic applications.
Another major tool for the characterization of the MOSFET is the CV analysis, i.e. the capacitive
measurements between its nodes. Such measurements typically cover the full range of the
gate biasing from the positive (strong-inversion) to the negative (accumulation) side. The
capacitive measurements are able to reveal more clearly certain information that is partly
hidden in the DC behavior. These aspects include the body factor of the device, or the doping
concentration of the substrate, while also it can show certain aspects of the behavior in
accumulation, such as the Flat-Band Voltage (VFB ). Such measurements are typically done
within a frequency range from tens of kHz up to a few MHz. For the capacitive measurements a
single calibration step of the measurement setup is possible to be made where all the parasitic
and extrinsic part of the setup is measured with no DUT being connected to the measuring
equipment. The capacitive load measured is considered as the reference measurement level
and all the additional capacitance which is measured after the contact with the DUT is the
actual capacitive load that the DUT alone adds to the measurement.
The third measurement environment that brings into the discussion the information of the
high frequency behavior are the S-parameters measurements. For the S-Parameter measure-
ments the device is regarded as a two-port network where the input port (namely 1) is the port
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between the Gate (G) and the Source (S), while the output port (namely 2) is the port between
the Drain (D) and the Bulk (B). Typically, the Bulk node for these measurements is shorted to
the Source node. The S-parameters are small-signal measurements which take place under
a certain static bias condition. This bias should sweep over the whole inversion levels and
covering both linear operation and saturation. The physical meaning of the S-parameters is
based on the power transmission of the RF signal. For example, the S21 parameter shows how
much of the power of the signal that is applied into the port 1 reaches the port 2. Comple-
mentary to this, the S11 parameter is how much of the energy transmitted into the port 1 is
reﬂected back to the signal source. Similar deﬁnitions apply to the S12 and S22, respectively.
The S-parameters are measured in a wide frequency range that extends much beyond the
capabilities of the CV measurement systems and which reach, depending on the equipment
the range of tens of GHz. In this thesis measurements up to 50 GHz are used.
The nature of the RF measurements requires a more advanced de-embedding technique in
order to isolate the contribution of the DUT itself and remove all the inﬂuences of the parasitic
environment. There is a series of de-embedding procedures which are all based on measuring
reference (dummy) structures, which maintain the same parasitic environment as the DUT but
without including the actual DUT. Regarding the RF measurements used in this thesis, the de-
embedding of the S-parameters is based on ’OPEN’ and ’SHORT’ dummy test structures [58]. A
’SHORT’ structure is created by replacing the DUT with a metal piece that short the ports with
each other and to the ground, while an ’OPEN’ structure is created by removing completely
the DUT from the PAD and leaving the nodes of the ports ﬂoating. For the above device the
’SHORT’ one is responsible for removing the inﬂuence of the in series parasitics at each port
and the ’OPEN’ device removes the parasitics that are in parallel connection to the device and
works in a similar manner with the calibration in the CV measurements. The de-embedded
measurements should then match the simulations which are not inﬂuenced by this parasitic
environment of the measurement setup and thus not taken into account in the simulations.
Within the RF regime the study can be completed by performing noise measurements on the
device. The noise measurements are performed again under a static bias proﬁle in the GHz
regime, which in this thesis reach up to 18 GHz. The resulted values of the measurement are
the four noise parameters in the RF regime, namely: Fmin, Rn, Gopt and Bopt. Similar to the
S-parameters, a procedure based on ’OPEN’ and ’SHORT’ dummy test structures [59] can be
applied for the de-embedding of the RF noise measurements. In order to extract the four RF
noise parameters the NF50 method is used [60]. This measurement adds the last piece in a
rather complete picture of the electrical performance of the device. Corresponding RF-noise
simulations are performed in order to capture also the noise aspects of the electrical behavior
of the MOSFET.
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3 Analytical RF Modeling
3.1 Introduction
Nowadays, low-power wireless applications, such as wireless sensor networks, wireless body
area networks and the Internet-of-Things (IoT), are setting stringent constraints on power con-
sumption, in particular on the part of the radio operating at RF. This can be partly addressed
by taking advantage of the phenomenal RF performance obtained from the continuous down-
scaling of CMOS technology [61]. Indeed, advanced nanoscale transistors achieve impressive
peak transit frequency, reaching typically several hundreds of GHz, and extremely low thermal
noise, sub-1 dB minimum noise ﬁgure, for a nanoscale CMOS process [2–4]. Since the above
mentioned applications are mostly running in the low GHz frequency range, the very high peak
transit frequencies achieved in strong-inversion can be traded-off with power consumption
by shifting the operating point towards moderate- or even weak-inversion.
Although a lot of effort has already been put into characterizing and modeling the MOS
transistor at RF, most of the published work in the literature is focused either on the high per-
formance strong-inversion region [3,43,62–65] or on more mature processes [42,47,50,66,67]
with respect to the state-of-the-art or usually the modeling part is not expressed in consistency
with the standard compact MOSFET models [45, 46, 68, 69] or the result demonstration is
limited [70,71].
In this chapter, we present a thorough small-signal RF characterization and modeling of the
advanced nanoscale transistor from strong-inversion down to deep weak-inversion region.
We explore whether classical equivalent circuits and models can still provide an accurate
representation of the small-signal RF behavior of the nanoscale MOSFET at low inversion
levels. We show that a very basic RF equivalent schematic can lead to simple analytical ex-
pressions, providing an accurate description of the small-signal RF behavior.The analytical
expressions for the Y-parameters and the related RF Figures-of-Merit (FoMs), H21,U , Ft and
Fmax, are demonstrated. Additionally, we describe the procedure for the direct extraction from
measurements of the components of the small-signal equivalent circuit. The advantage of
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the proposed parameter extraction methodology is that it remains consistent with existing
standard compact MOSFET models.The analytical expressions are validated against measure-
ments of two commercial state-of-the-art CMOS processes, namely 40 nm and 28 nm, even in
deep weak-inversion; a region where models are typically not validated. We should point out
here, that although the analytical expressions are only validated for nMOS devices, the general
study of the technologies shows that pMOS devices display similar behavior to nMOS [72],
and therefore we expect the analytical expressions to be valid for pMOS devices as well [5].
3.2 MOSFET Equivalent Circuit at RF
As the operating frequency increases into the GHz range, the contribution of the extrinsic
part of the transistor (the part outside the channel region) dominates that of its intrinsic
counterpart. Consequently, an RFmodel should account for both the intrinsic and the extrinsic
components [73, 74]. It is certainly possible to model the RF MOS transistor in great detail
accounting for all physical components, but this would lead to a very complex equivalent
circuit whose components would be very difﬁcult, if not impossible, to extract individually
from measured data. Additionally, such an equivalent circuit would highly depend on the
technology and the device layout, yet, it is mandatory to have a universal model surpassing
the need for a speciﬁc solution for each process and geometry. It is therefore crucial to ﬁnd a
balanced trade-off between complexity and accuracy.
Fig. 3.1a shows a generic and simple equivalent circuit that can be used for different technolo-
gies and device layouts, while at the same time, it offers a good compromise between accuracy
and computing efﬁciency and can be easily implemented as a spice sub-circuit. It consists of
the intrinsic part of the transistor and the parasitics components that affect the behavior of
MOSFET at RF, namely, the gate resistance RG, the substrate resistance RB, the source
/
drain
series resistances RS, RD, the extrinsic capacitances CGSe, CGDe, CGBe, which include both the
overlap and the fringing capacitances, and the junction capacitances CBSj, CBDj. Note that,
advanced nanoscale RF MOSFETs are usually large multi-ﬁnger devices designed to meet the
RF requirements in terms of gain, and thus, using a single substrate resistance in the RF equiv-
alent circuit [75] can be usually sufﬁcient [39]. Normally, for RF measurements, MOSFETs are
used in a typical two-port conﬁguration, with S and B connected to the ground (VS =VB = 0 V).
The same conﬁguration is adopted in the equivalent schematic, but, the parasitic components
that are related to the test structure, e.g., pad capacitances, lead series resistances
/
inductances
etc., are not included, since all the data used in this work are de-embedded measurements.
In most RF applications, a MOSFET usually operates in the saturation region. The quasi-static
(QS) RF small-signal equivalent circuit in saturation, corresponding to Fig. 3.1a, is shown in
Fig. 3.1b. In this circuit the capacitances include the contribution of both the intrinsic and the
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Figure 3.1 – (a) Equivalent sub-circuit of an RF MOSFET and (b) quasi-static small-signal equivalent
circuit of an RF MOSFET valid in saturation.
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extrinsic capacitances, given by:
CGS =CGSi+CGSe, (3.1a)
CGD =CGDi+CGDe, (3.1b)
CGB =CGBi+CGBe, (3.1c)
CSB =CSBi+CSBj, (3.1d)
CDB =CDBi+CDBj. (3.1e)
The currents generated by the voltage-controlled current sources (VCCSs) can be calculated
using [39]:
Im = Ym · [V (g i )−V (bi )], (3.2a)
Ims = Yms · [V (si )−V (bi )], (3.2b)
with
Ym =Gm− jωCm, (3.3a)
Yms =Gms− jωCms, (3.3b)
being the gate transadmittance and source transadmittance, respectively. In Eq. (3.3a) and
Eq. (3.3b), Gm and Gms are the gate and source transconductances and Cm and Cms the gate
and source transcapacitances [39] .
3.3 Y-parameters Analysis
Using the RF small-signal circuit of Fig. 3.1b, we can carry out a Y-parameters analysis in
order to determine the analytical expressions for the Y-parameters suitable to characterize
the small-signal RF behavior of a MOSFET. The Y-parameters of a two-port network can be
calculated from:
Y11 = I1
V1
∣∣∣
V2=0
, (3.4a)
Y12 = I1
V2
∣∣∣
V1=0
, (3.4b)
Y21 = I2
V1
∣∣∣
V2=0
, (3.4c)
Y22 = I2
V2
∣∣∣
V1=0
, (3.4d)
with Ix and Vx the current and voltage across port-x. In our case, port-1 is between the G and
the S and port-2 between the D and the B. In order to simplify the analytical expressions for
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the Y-parameters ﬁrst we assumed that:
ω2
(
C2BBRB
2+RG
(
2CGB
2RB+CGG2RG
))+ω4RG2RB2(CGB2−CBBCGG)2  1, (3.5)
where
CBB =CDB+CSB+CGB (3.6)
is the total bulk capacitance. Eq. (3.5) can be valid for operating frequencies up to the low THz
range. Then we neglected: (i) all the higher than second-order terms, (ii) the least dominant
terms and (iii) the NQS (Non-Quasi-Static) effects. Finally, the simpliﬁed expressions for the
Y-parameters in saturation can be derived as:
Y11 ≈ω2
(
CGB
2RB+CGG2RG
)+ jωCGG, (3.7a)
Y12 ≈ω2
(
CDBCGBRB−CGDCGGRG
)− jωCGD, (3.7b)
Y21 ≈Gmeff +ω2
(
CGBRB
(
CDB−Cm+Cms
)−CGGRG(CGD+Cm))− jω(CGD+Cm), (3.7c)
Y22 ≈Gds+ω2
(
CDBRB
(
CDB−Cm+Cms
)+CGDRG(CGD+Cm))+ jω(CDB+CGD), (3.7d)
with
CGG =CGS+CGD+CGB (3.8)
being the total gate capacitance. Note that the poles due to the S
/
D series resistances are
located typically at much higher frequencies than the transit frequency, so RS and RD can be
neglected in the calculations of the Y-parameters [42,43]. Their contribution is accounted for
by using the effective gate and source transconductances:
Gmeff =Gm
/
D, (3.9a)
Gms,eff = (Gms+Gds)
/
D, (3.9b)
where D in saturation is given by [39]:
D ≈ 1+GmsRs. (3.10)
The values of the effective gate and source transconductances are directly extracted from the
Y-parameters, without the need to individually calculate RS and RD. Nevertheless, if needed,
different methods to extract the S
/
D series resistances either during a DC or an RF analysis
exist [76–79].
We notice that Gms and CSB do not appear in the simpliﬁed expressions of the Y-parameters
given by Eq. (3.7), which implies that they do not play an important role in a ﬁrst-order
analytical model of the Y-parameters of such a common-source (CS) circuit conﬁguration.
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This is mainly due to the small voltage drop Vsi−Vbi, which is because S is shorted to ground
and RS
/
RD are not accounted for when calculating the Y-parameters.
3.4 Expressions for the Direct Extraction of the RF Components
In order to model accurately the device characteristics, the RF components of the small-signal
equivalent circuit should be extracted from measurements. The simpliﬁed equations for
the Y-parameters deﬁned in Eq. (3.7) form a system of ten equations (ℜ{Y11}, ℑ{Y11}, ℜ{Y12},
ℑ{Y12}, ℜ{Y21}, ℜ{Y21}|ω=0, ℑ{Y21}, ℜ{Y22}, ℜ{Y22}|ω=0, ℑ{Y22}) with ten unknowns and thus
can be used to derive the expressions for the direct extraction of the RF components’ values.
As demonstrated below the extraction is performed in two phases:
Phase 1:
Gmeff=ℜ{Y21}|ω=0 (3.11a)
Gds=ℜ{Y22}|ω=0 (3.11b)
CGG=ℑ{Y11}
/
ω (3.11c)
CGD=−ℑ{Y12}
/
ω (3.11d)
Cm=(ℑ{Y12}−ℑ{Y21})
/
ω (3.11e)
CDB=(ℑ{Y12}+ℑ{Y22})
/
ω (3.11f)
Phase 2:
RG= b ·ℜ{Y11}−a ·ℜ{Y12}
ω2
(
b ·CGG2−c ·CGDℜ{Y11}−CGG
(
Cmℜ{Y12}−d ·CGD
)) (3.12a)
RB=
(
c ·ℜ{Y12}−b ·CGG
)2(CGDℜ{Y11}+CGGℜ{Y12})
ω2CDB2
(
a ·CGG−c ·ℜ{Y11}
)(
b ·CGG2−c ·CGDℜ{Y11}−CGG
(
Cmℜ{Y12}−d ·CGD
)) (3.12b)
CGB=
CDB
(
c ·ℜ{Y11}−a ·CGG
)
c ·ℜ{Y12}−b ·CGG
(3.12c)
Cms=
CDB
(
b ·e ·CGG2−c ·e ·CGDℜ{Y11}+CGG
(
d ·e ·CGD−Cm
(
Gdsℜ{Y11}+ℜ{Y12}2
−ℜ{Y11}ℜ{Y22}
)))+Cm(c ·ℜ{Y12}−b ·CGG)(CGDℜ{Y11}+CGGℜ{Y12})(
c ·ℜ{Y22}−b ·CGG
)(
CGDℜ{Y11}+CGGℜ{Y12}
) (3.12d)
with
a =Gmeff −ℜ{Y21},
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b =Gds−ℜ{Y22},
c =CGD+Cm,
d =Gmeff −ℜ{Y21}−ℜ{Y12},
e =Gmeff −ℜ{Y21}+ℜ{Y12}.
Each phase consists of a group of calculations. The order of the calculations in each phase is
of no importance, since they do not depend on each other, but, Phase 1 should precede Phase
2. Some of the expressions, e.g., RB, Cms, despite being long, consist of simple mathematical
calculations. The RF model parameters should not depend on frequency, but if they display
some variations across frequency due to low quality measurements, their average value can
be used. On the other hand, the RF parameters are bias and geometry dependent, so the
parameter extraction procedure should be performed for each operating point and device
geometry. Extracting the values of the RF components from measurements can serve as a
valuable tool in understanding and modeling the different dependencies, e.g., on bias or
geometry. These dependencies can then be included in compact models, for which a global ﬁt
(across the whole bias and geometry range), with a single set of parameters, is desirable.
3.5 Parameter Extraction from Measurements
For the validation of the analytical model, the de-embedded S-parameters up to 50 GHz of two
commercial state-of-the-art CMOS processes, were used. The minimum length RF multiﬁnger
nanoscale nMOS devices of each process having M = 6 (devices in parallel), Nf = 10 (number
of ﬁngers per device), W = 2 μm (Wtot =M ·Nf ·W = 120 μm) and L = 40 nm and 30 nm, were
measured. The layout of a single cell (M = 1) of the 40 nm device is shown in Fig. 3.2. The
measurements were carried out using a standard small-signal RF measurement set-up. For
the de-embedding of the S-parameters a procedure based on ’OPEN’ and ’SHORT’ dummy
test structures [58], has been applied. The de-embedded S-parameters measurements were
converted to Y-parameters, which can be directly compared to the analytical expressions
provided by Eq. (3.7).
Following the procedure described in Eq. (3.11) and Eq. (3.12), the RF components of the RF
DUTs were extracted in saturation (VD = 1.1 V for the 40 nm device and VD = 1.0 V for the
30 nm device) and from weak- to strong-inversion. The normalized values of the extracted RF
components vs. the inversion coefﬁcient (IC) are shown in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4. IC is calculated
using:
IC = IDsat
Ispec
, (3.14)
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Figure 3.2 – Layout of a single cell (Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm) of the measured RF DUT.
with Ispec being the speciﬁc current given by:
Ispec = 2nβU2T, (3.15)
where n is the slope factor, β= μCoxWtot
/
L the transfer parameter, UT = kT
/
q the thermo-
dynamic voltage, μ the mobility of the carriers and Cox the oxide capacitance per unit area.
IC is especially useful for design optimization since it is a metric for the inversion level of
a transistor, with IC < 0.1 deﬁning weak-inversion (WI), IC > 10 strong-inversion (SI) and
0.1< IC < 10 moderate-inversion (MI) region [39]. The capacitances are normalized to:
Cox ·Wtot ·L, (3.16)
and the resistances to:
Rspec = 1
Gspec
, (3.17)
with Gspec = Ispec
/
UT being the speciﬁc conductance. For example, the normalized total gate
capacitance cgg is found through:
cgg = CGG
Cox ·Wtot ·L
, (3.18)
the normalized gate resistance rg through:
rg = RG
Rspec
, (3.19)
and so on. Note that, the normalization factor Ispec is extracted from DC measurements as
explained in details in Fig. 9.4, while different methods have been proposed for the extraction
of Cox from CV measurements [80–82].
FromFig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, we observe thatCGD,CDB and RG present aweakVG bias dependence
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(c) rg, rb
Figure 3.3 – Normalized extracted values of the RF components of the small-signal equivalent circuit
vs. IC of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT of a 40 nm CMOS process, with M = 6, Nf = 10,
W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at VD = 1.1 V: (a) cgg, cgs, cgd, cdb, (b) cgb, cm, cms and (b) rg, rb. The
capacitances are normalized to Cox ·Wtot ·L = 62 f F and the resistances to Rspec = 15.92Ω.
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(c) rg, rb
Figure 3.4 – Normalized extracted values of the RF components of the small-signal equivalent circuit
vs. IC of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT of a 28 nm CMOS process, with M = 6, Nf = 10,
W = 2 μm and L = 30 nm, at VD = 1.0 V: (a) cgg, cgs, cgd, cdb, (b) cgb, cm, cms and (b) rg, rb. The
capacitances are normalized to Cox ·Wtot ·L = 80 f F and the resistances to Rspec = 9.7Ω.
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(regarding RG similar results were obtained in [83]), whereas all the other RF model parameters
show a much stronger one. Regarding RB, we observe a sharp transition in moderate-inversion
region, while in weak- and strong-inversion it remains relatively constant. This steep transition
of RB was also demonstrated in [71].
3.5.1 Validation of the Analytical RF Model
Using the extracted values of the RF components, we can compare the analytical expressions
of the Y-parameters vs. frequency, against measurements, for different levels of inversion.
The Y-parameters in Fig. 3.5, Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 are normalized using the speciﬁc
conductance Gspec following the expression:
yij = Yij
/
Gspec. (3.20)
Even with the use of a single resistance for the substrate, the simple analytical model is
able to predict accurately the RF behavior of both 40 nm and 28 nm devices, except for a
discrepancy at the lower RF frequencies of ℜ{Y22}. RB may have a strong impact on ℜ{Y22}
even at low frequencies, however the discrepancy is due to the isolation layer that expands
below the RF Device-Under-Test (DUT) and is not accounted for in our calculations as this
is a speciﬁc characteristic of these particular technologies and might not apply for all CMOS
processes. For a perfect ﬁt with measurements of this technology, it is important to take into
account the impact of the isolation layer as already described in [70,72]. Nevertheless, even
without considering the impact of the isolation layer the discrepancy in ℜ{Y22} is < 15% in
weak-inversion and < 5% in strong-inversion.
3.6 RF Figures-of-Merit
Using the simpliﬁed analytical expressions for the Y-parameters Eq. (3.7), we can model
analytically different RF FoMs useful from a designer’s point of view.
3.6.1 Current Gain - H21
The current gain is deﬁned as:
H21 = I2
I1
∣∣∣∣
V2=0
= Y21
Y11
. (3.21)
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(b) ℜ{y12}
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(c) ℜ{y21}
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(d) ℜ{y22}
Figure 3.5 – Normalized real part of the Y-parameters vs. frequency of a minimum channel length RF
nMOS DUT of a 40 nm CMOS process, with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at VG−VT0 =
[−0.25,−0.05,0.15,0.35,0.75] V andVD = 1.1 V: (a) Real(y11), (b) Real(y12), (c) Real(y21) and (d) Real(y22).
Note that at VG−VT0 =−0.25 V the device is in weak-inversion (IC < 0.1), at VG−VT0 = [−0.05,0.15] V
the device is in moderate-inversion (0.1 < IC < 10) and at VG −VT0 = [0.35,0.75] V the device is in
strong-inversion (IC > 10). The Y-parameters are normalized according to the formula: yij = Yij
/
Gspec,
with Gspec = 62.8 mS.
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(a) ℑ{y11}
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(b) ℑ{y12}
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(c) ℑ{y21}
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(d) ℑ{y22}
Figure 3.6 – Normalized imaginary part of the Y-parameters vs. frequency of a minimum channel
length RF nMOS DUT of a 40 nm CMOS process, with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at
VG−VT0 = [−0.25,−0.05,0.15,0.35,0.75] V andVD = 1.1 V: (a) Imag(y11), (b) Imag(y12), (c) Imag(y21) and
(d) Imag(y22). Note that at VG−VT0 =−0.25 V the device is in weak-inversion (IC < 0.1), at VG−VT0 =
[−0.05,0.15] V the device is in moderate-inversion (0.1< IC < 10) and at VG−VT0 = [0.35,0.75] V the
device is in strong-inversion (IC > 10). The Y-parameters are normalized according to the formula:
yij = Yij
/
Gspec, with Gspec = 62.8 mS.
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(b) ℜ{y12}
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(c) ℜ{y21}
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(d) ℜ{y22}
Figure 3.7 – Normalized real part of the Y-parameters vs. frequency of a minimum channel length RF
nMOS DUT of a 28 nm CMOS process, with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 30 nm, at VG−VT0 =
[−0.25,−0.05,0.15,0.35,0.65] V andVD = 1.0 V: (a) Real(y11), (b) Real(y12), (c) Real(y21) and (d) Real(y22).
Note that at VG−VT0 =−0.25 V the device is in weak-inversion (IC < 0.1), at VG−VT0 = [−0.05,0.15] V
the device is in moderate-inversion (0.1 < IC < 10) and at VG −VT0 = [0.35,0.65] V the device is in
strong-inversion (IC > 10). The Y-parameters are normalized according to the formula: yij = Yij
/
Gspec,
with Gspec = 103.1 mS.
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(a) ℑ{y11}
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(b) ℑ{y12}
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(c) ℑ{y21}
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(d) ℑ{y22}
Figure 3.8 – Normalized imaginary part of the Y-parameters vs. frequency of a minimum channel
length RF nMOS DUT of a 28 nm CMOS process, with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 30 nm, at
VG−VT0 = [−0.25,−0.05,0.15,0.35,0.65] V andVD = 1.0 V: (a) Imag(y11), (b) Imag(y12), (c) Imag(y21) and
(d) Imag(y22). Note that at VG−VT0 =−0.25 V the device is in weak-inversion (IC < 0.1), at VG−VT0 =
[−0.05,0.15] V the device is in moderate-inversion (0.1< IC < 10) and at VG−VT0 = [0.35,0.65] V the
device is in strong-inversion (IC > 10). The Y-parameters are normalized according to the formula:
yij = Yij
/
Gspec, with Gspec = 103.1 mS.
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Using Eq. (3.7a) and Eq. (3.7c) in Eq. (3.21), we can calculate the complete expression for the
current gain:
H21 =
Gmeff +ω2
(
CGBRB
(
CDB−Cm+Cms
)−CGGRG(CGD+Cm))− jω(CGD+Cm)
ω2
(
CGB2RB+CGG2RG
)+ jωCGG . (3.22)
However, the above expression is rather complex, displaying two zeros at:
ωz1 =−
CGD+Cm−
√√√√√ CGD2+Cm2+4 ·Gmeff
(
CGBRB
(
CDB+Cms
)
−Cm
(
CGBRB+CGGRG
))+2 ·CGD(Cm−2 ·CGGGmeffRG)
2 ·
(
CGBRB
(
CDB−Cm+Cms
)−CGGRG(CGD+Cm)) , (3.23a)
ωz1 =
2 ·Gmeff
CGD+Cm−
√√√√√
(
CGD+Cm
)2+4 ·Gmeff(CGBRB(CDB−Cm+Cms)
−CGGRG
(
CGD+Cm
))
, (3.23b)
and two poles at:
ωp1 = 0, (3.24a)
ωp2 = CGG(
CGB2RB+CGG2RG
) , (3.24b)
whereas the target is to have the simplest expressions possible. In order to achieve that, we
can ignore the 2nd-order terms in Eq. (3.22) ending up with:
H21 ≈
Gmeff − jω
(
CGD+Cm
)
jωCGG
. (3.25)
The above simpliﬁed expression is valid for ωωp2, considering that ωp2 is located at lower
frequencies than the two zeros.
In Fig. 3.9 themagnitude of the current gain
∣∣H21∣∣ vs. frequency is shown. The simple analytical
model Eq. (3.25) is compared against measurements. We see that the model is able to capture∣∣H21∣∣ accurately. The model is valid from weak- to strong-inversion, even for f 	Gmeff/(2π ·(
CGD+Cm
))
, for which at lower inversion levels, e.g., atVG−VT0 = [−0.25,−0.15,−0.05] V,
∣∣H21∣∣
becomes independent of the frequency and simpliﬁes to just a ratio of capacitances equal to:
∣∣H21∣∣=
(
CGD+Cm
)
CGG
. (3.26)
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(a) Minimum Length RF DUT of a 40 nm CMOS process
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(b) Minimum Length RF DUT of 28 nm a CMOS process
Figure 3.9 –
∣∣H21∣∣ vs. frequency of minimum length RF nMOS DUTs of 40 nm and 28 nm CMOS
processes, with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = [40,30] nm. The bias conditions for the 40 nm DUT
are VG−VT0 = [−0.25...0.75] V and VD = 1.1 V, whereas for the 30 nm DUT are VG−VT0 = [−0.25...0.65] V
and VD = 1.0 V. Note that at VG−VT0 = [−0.25,−0.15] V the devices are in weak-inversion (IC < 0.1),
at VG−VT0 = [−0.05,0.15] V the devices are in moderate-inversion (0.1 < IC < 10) and at VG−VT0 =
0.75 or 0.65 V the devices are in strong-inversion (IC > 10).
3.6.2 Transit Frequency - Ft
The transit frequency is deﬁned as the frequency at which the magnitude of the current gain
becomes equal to unity (or 0 dB). Using Eq. (3.25) and solving for
∣∣H21∣∣= 1 we can calculate
Ft 1 as:
Ft =
Gmeff
2π
√
CGG2−
(
CGD+Cm
)2 . (3.27)
1The transit frequency and the maximum oscillation frequency are mostly denoted by ft and fmax, respectively.
However for consistency in the current thesis, in order to distinguish them from their normalized form, Ft and
Fmax will be used for the non-normalized quantities.
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The above expression is valid up to frequencies where f ωp2
/(
2π
)=CGG/(2π · (CGB2RB+
CGG2RG
))
. However, the transit frequency at high levels of inversion is located above this limit
so Eq. (3.27) cannot be used across all the different inversion levels. In order to provide a
consistent approach that is valid from weak to strong-inversion, for the calculation of Ft we
further simplify Eq. (3.27) using the assumption that Gmeff
2 	ω2(CGD+Cm)2, which results in
the well-know expression [39]:
Ft =
Gmeff
2πCGG
. (3.28)
In Fig. 3.10b and Fig. 3.11b, the transit frequency Ft vs. IC is displayed. The analytical ex-
pression Eq. (3.28) is compared against measurements. To calculate Ft from measurements,
the extrapolated value of
∣∣H21∣∣ at 0 dB, assuming a −20 dB/dec slope, is calculated, using
Ft = fspot · |H21
(
fspot
)|, where fspot is the frequency at which Ft is calculated. However, for the
correct estimation of Ft, especially at low levels of inversion, fspot must be carefully chosen
before the point at which
∣∣H21∣∣ levels off.
From Eq. (3.28) we see that Ft ∝ Gmeff , so at low levels of inversion where Gmeff ∝ IC [39],
Ft ∝ IC, whereas at higher levels of inversion Ft starts to saturate and even slightly decreases,
due to the effect of velocity saturation and the increase of CGG in strong-inversion, as shown
in Fig. 3.10b and Fig. 3.11b. Combining also the facts that CGG ∝ L and IC ∝ 1
/
L, we ﬁnd
that Ft ∝ 1
/
L2 in weak-inversion, while Ft ∝ 1
/
L in strong-inversion [39]. This means that
contrary to strong-inversion, in weak-inversion we can take full advantage of scaling, as there
are no limitations posed by the short channel effects.
Note that, if the zeros and the poles of the complete expression for H21 are rather close to Ft,
they affect
∣∣H21∣∣ in a frequency range close to Ft. Thus, ∣∣H21∣∣ does not display a −20 dB/dec
slope close to the transit frequency and using Eq. (3.28) for the calculation of Ft might under-
estimate the transit frequency by ∼ 10%−20%. This change in slope is obvious in moderate-
inversion levels as can be seen inside the inset of Fig. 3.10a and Fig. 3.11a, where a zoom
in the region close to Ft of the
∣∣H21∣∣ curve, which corresponds to moderate-inversion for
the 40 nm device and to weak-inversion for the 30 nm device, shows where we calculate Ft
using Eq. (3.28) and where it is actually located according to measurements. In such a case,
Eq. (3.27) would be accurate. Nonetheless, Eq. (3.28) provides a very simple approximation to
estimate Ft. At this point it is also worth mentioning, that the actual Ft of the devices could
be even higher if RF pulsed measurements were carried out so that the degradation of the RF
characteristics resulting from the electro-thermal phenomena would be avoided [84].
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(b) Ft
Figure 3.10 – (a)
∣∣H21∣∣ vs. frequency at VG−VT0 = [−0.25...0.75] V and (b) Ft vs. IC (at f = 0.1 GHz for
measurements), of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT of a 40 nm CMOS process, with M = 6,
Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at VD = 1.1 V. The inset inside (a) zooms in a region close to Ft of
the
∣∣H21∣∣ curve in moderate-inversion, and shows a 10%−20% difference between the calculated Ft
and the actual one. Note that at VG−VT0 = [−0.25,−0.15] V the device is in weak-inversion (IC < 0.1),
at VG−VT0 = [−0.05,0.15] V the device is in moderate-inversion (0.1< IC < 10) and at VG−VT0 = 0.75 V
the device is in strong-inversion (IC > 10).
3.6.3 Unilateral Gain -U
Mason’s Unilateral Gain can be calculated as [85]:
U =
∣∣Y21−Y12∣∣2
4 · (ℜ{Y11}ℜ{Y22} − ℜ{Y12}ℜ{Y21}) . (3.29)
Using the simpliﬁed analytical expressions for the Y-parameters Eq. (3.7) in Eq. (3.29), we can
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(b) Ft
Figure 3.11 – (a)
∣∣H21∣∣ vs. frequency at VG−VT0 = [−0.25...0.65] V and (b) Ft vs. IC (at f = 0.2 GHz for
measurements), of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT of a 28 nm CMOS process, with M = 6,
Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 30 nm, at VD = 1.0 V. The inset inside (a) zooms in a region close to Ft of
the
∣∣H21∣∣ curve in weak-inversion, and shows a 10%−20% difference between the calculated Ft and
the actual one. Note that at VG−VT0 = [−0.25,−0.15] V the device is in weak-inversion (IC < 0.1), at
VG−VT0 = [−0.05,0.15] V the device is in moderate-inversion (0.1< IC < 10) and at VG−VT0 = 0.65 V
the device is in strong-inversion (IC > 10).
deﬁneU as:
U = K
ω2
(
1+
( ω
ωp2
)2) , (3.30)
where K is given by:
K = Gmeff
2
4 ·
(
CGBRB
(
CGBGds−CDBGmeff )+CGGRG(CGDGmeff +CGGGds
)) , (3.31)
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(b) Slope ofU at high f
Figure 3.12 – (a)U vs. frequency at VG−VT0 = [−0.25...0.75] V and (b) the slope ofU at high frequencies,
of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT of a 40 nm CMOS process, with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm
and L = 40 nm, at VD = 1.1 V. In (b) the slope of U that it is predicted by the analytical model is
shown and clearly displays the transition from −40 dB/dec slope in weak-inversion to −20 dB/dec in
strong-inversion. Note that at VG−VT0 = [−0.25,−0.15] V the device is in weak-inversion (IC < 0.1), at
VG−VT0 = [−0.05,0.15] V the device is in moderate-inversion (0.1< IC < 10) and at VG−VT0 = 0.75 V
the device is in strong-inversion (IC > 10).
ωp2 is a real double pole that is calculated from:
ωp2 =
√√√√√ CGBRB
(
CGBGds−CDBGmeff
)+CGGRG(CGDGmeff +CGGGds)
RBRG
(
CDBCGG+CGBCGD
)(
CGG
(
CDB−Cm+Cms
)+CGB(CGD+Cm)) , (3.32)
while the zeros are neglected as they are located at very high frequencies. The ωp2 pole cannot
be neglected, since it has a prominent effect onU especially at low levels of inversion. This is
obvious in Fig. 3.12a and Fig. 3.13a where the analytical model Eq. (3.30) is compared against
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(b) Slope ofU at high f
Figure 3.13 – (a)U vs. frequency at VG−VT0 = [−0.25...0.65] V and (b) the slope ofU at high frequencies,
of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT of a 28 nm CMOS process, with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm
and L = 30 nm, at VD = 1.0 V. In (b) the slope of U that it is predicted by the analytical model is
shown and clearly displays the transition from −40 dB/dec slope in weak-inversion to −20 dB/dec in
strong-inversion. Note that at VG−VT0 = [−0.25,−0.15] V the device is in weak-inversion (IC < 0.1), at
VG−VT0 = [−0.05,0.15] V the device is in moderate-inversion (0.1< IC < 10) and at VG−VT0 = 0.65 V
the device is in strong-inversion (IC > 10).
measurement. We see that the slope of U with respect to frequency changes as we move
towards lower levels of inversion, as already discussed in [70, 86]. In strong-inversion, e.g.,
at VG −VT0 = 0.75 V or 0.65 V, U has a slope of ∼ −20 dB
/
dec, while as the current density
decreases the slope gradually becomes steeper, till it reaches a value of ∼−40 dB/dec in deep
weak-inversion, e.g., VG −VT0 = −0.25 V. In Fig. 3.12b and Fig. 3.13b the slope of U that is
predicted by the analytical model at the higher RF frequencies, namely at f 	 10 GHz, is
shown. The analytical model is able to capture accurately the slope change in the unilateral
gain, and this is achieved when ωp2 is accounted for.
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3.6.4 Maximum Oscillation Frequency - Fmax
The maximum oscillation frequency is deﬁned as the frequency at which the unilateral gain
becomes equal to unity. Using Eq. (3.30) and solving forU = 1 results in:
Fmax =
√
ωp2 ·
(√
4 ·K +ω2p2−ωp2
)
2

2 ·π . (3.33)
In Fig. 3.14 the maximum oscillation frequency Fmax vs. IC is displayed. The analytical model
Eq. (3.33) is compared against measurements. The observation made above concerning the
slope change ofU implies that Fmax can no longer be calculated using the traditional method
for which:
Fmax = fspot ·
√
U
(
fspot
)
, (3.34)
with fspot being the frequency at which Fmax is calculated [85]. Indeed, the previous approxi-
mation for Fmax assumes a constant slope of −20 dB
/
dec and results in an overestimation of
the value of the maximum oscillation frequency especially at lower inversion levels. Instead,
Fmax must be calculated as the frequency at whichU = 1 for the operating points for which this
is possible or as the frequency at whichU , extrapolated with the correct slope, becomes equal
to one. This method was used to obtain Fmax from measurements and simulations in Fig. 3.14.
We see that the analytical model is able to correctly predict Fmax, even at low current densities
whereU displays a steeper slope at higher RF frequencies. Since Fmax ∝
√
Gmeff , for the same
reasons as explained for Ft, at low inversion levels Fmax ∝

IC , while it saturates and even
slightly decreases at higher levels of inversion
(
due to the effect of velocity saturation and
the increase of CGG in strong-inversion
)
. In Fig. 3.14 the Fmax, using the traditional method
of calculation
(
Fmax = fspot ·
√
U
(
fspot
) )
, is also shown. It is obvious in that case that the
maximum oscillation frequency is overestimated compared to Fmax calculated by all the other
methods that account for the slope change inU .
3.7 Conclusions
In order to achieve low-power consumption for GHz wireless applications, the parts of the
radio operating at RF, can employ nanoscale technologies, for which the very high transit fre-
quency can be traded-off with lower power, by shifting the operating point towards moderate-
and even weak-inversion region. During the last years various metrics, e.g., [5, 54, 86–88],
conﬁrm how advantageous moderate inversion can be, as it offers a well-balanced trade-off in
terms of gain, power consumption, noise and linearity.
This chapter was dedicated to the analytical modeling of the small-signal RF behavior of
nanoscale MOSFETs, i.e., the Y-parameters and different FoMs. It was demonstrated that
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(a) Minimum Length RF DUT of a 40 nm CMOS process
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(b) Minimum Length RF DUT of 28 nm a CMOS process
Figure 3.14 – Fmax vs. IC (at f = 10 GHz for measurements using the traditional method) of minimum
length RF nMOS DUTs of 40 nm and 28 nm CMOS processes, with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and
L = [40,30] nm. The bias conditions for the 40 nm DUT are VG−VT0 = [−0.25...0.75] V and VD = 1.1 V,
whereas for the 30 nm DUT are VG −VT0 = [−0.25...0.65] V and VD = 1.0 V. Note that at VG −VT0 =
[−0.25,−0.15] V the devices are in weak-inversion (IC < 0.1), at VG−VT0 = [−0.05,0.15] V the devices
are in moderate-inversion (0.1 < IC < 10) and at VG −VT0 = 0.75 or 0.65 V the devices are in strong-
inversion (IC > 10). It should be highlighted that Fmax is layout dependent and thus, higher values can
be obtained for a speciﬁc process through layout optimization (e.g., W reduction).
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a generic, and simple RF small-signal equivalent circuit of the transistor can still provide
accurate expressions even for very short channel devices. Special attention was given so
that the expressions were valid even at low levels of inversion. A methodology for the direct
extraction of the components of the RF small-signal equivalent circuit from measurements,
was also presented. The VG dependence of all the components was also shown, which can
be useful for implementation in compact models, for which a global ﬁt is desirable. The
advantage of the proposed parameter extraction methodology is that it remains consistent
with existing standard compact MOSFET models.
Furthermore, the study of the device characteristics from weak- to strong-inversion demon-
strated that lower levels of inversion display different trends than strong-inversion region,
and thus they must be modeled carefully. For example, the small-signal current gain H21
and the Mason unilateral gain U clearly illustrate the strong impact of the extrinsic part of
the transistor in weak inversion region, which governs the overall behavior of the device,
e.g., H21 levels-off and the slope of U becomes steeper above a speciﬁc frequency. For the
ﬁrst time, analytical expressions able to capture different FoMs from deep weak-inversion to
strong-inversion, were presented.
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4 Analytical RF Noise Modeling
4.1 Introduction
During the last decade, RF CMOS integrated circuits are strongly present in the commer-
cial world [61]. The development of RF applications is strongly related to the continuous
downscaling of MOSFET, thanks to the impressive RF performance that advanced nanoscale
CMOS processes can provide. Nanoscale transistors constitute now a viable option for RF
applications and RF Systems-on-Chip (SoCs). For realistic RF designs however, a model should
be able to predict accurately the RF noise characteristics of the transistor, especially at low
levels of inversion where the generated noise becomes signiﬁcantly larger. In the GHz range,
the thermal noise, generated in the channel and in the parasitic resistances, is the dominant
noise source.
The thermal noise in the channel results from the random thermal motion of the current
carriers. At high frequencies, the potential ﬂuctuations within the channel are coupled with
the gate terminal through the gate–oxide capacitance resulting in a noise current ig ﬂowing
to the gate [89] called induced gate noise. Since, the physical source of the thermal channel
noise and the induce gate noise is common, the terminal noise currents at the drain and at
the gate are correlated (at least partially) [39,89,90].
In this chapter, we carry out an RF noise analysis and derive the analytical expressions that
describe the four RF noise parameters, namely, Fmin, Rn, Gopt and Bopt [39]. We demonstrate
a step-by-step procedure for the extraction of the RF noise model parameters directly from
measurements, which can be linked to the parameters of standard compact MOSFET models.
The analytical expressions are validated against measurements of a commercial state-of-the-
art 40 nm CMOS process from moderate- to strong-inversion region. Note that the reason for
not demonstrating the analytical RF noise model in weak-inversion, is the difﬁculty to carry
out RF noise measurements in this region and as a result there were no available data [5].
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External
InternalV1,ext V2,extV3,ext V1,int V2,int V4,ext
Figure 4.1 – For the RF noise analysis, a two-port DUT is divided in two parts, one external and one
internal. Note that after the division the external part is a four-port and the internal part a two-port.
4.2 RF Noise Analysis
The target of this section is to derive the analytical expressions for the four RF noise parame-
ters, namely, the minimum noise factor Fmin (or minimum noise ﬁgure NFmin = 10 · log
(
Fmin
)
),
the input referred noise resistance Rn and the real and imaginary part of the optimum source
admittance Yopt (=Gopt+ j ·Bopt), that can be compared directly to the actual RF noise mea-
surements [39]. The analysis is based on the noise correlation matrix of two-port networks [91]
and on the multiport noise theory [92–94]. But, in contrast to all the work on the characteriza-
tion of the RF noise found in literature, where noise de-embedding is ﬁrst carried out in order
to calculate the channel and the induced gate noise, we perform the reverse procedure. In the
following few paragraphs, the concept of the reverse RF noise analysis is further elaborated.
The noise de-embedding is a bit tedious but it is also a well deﬁned procedure [93, 94]. In
short, in the noise de-embedding process the two-port MOS device is divided in two parts,
one external and one internal. As shown graphically in Fig. 4.1, after the division the external
part is a 4-port network, while the internal part is a 2-port network. Knowing the four RF
noise parameters of the DUT, the equivalent circuit of the internal part and the four-port
Y-parameters of the external part, the method allows one to predict the noise properties of the
external part of the device. The noise of the external part can then be de-embbeded from the
total DUT noise, leading to the four RF noise parameters of the internal part. From the four RF
noise parameters of the internal part, the power spectral densities of the channel noise SI2nD ,
the induced gate noise SI2nG and their correlation SInG,InD can be calculated from [94]:
SI2nD = 4kT ·Rn ·
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2, (4.1a)
SI2nD = 4kT ·Rn ·
(∣∣Yopt∣∣2− ∣∣Y11,int∣∣2+2 ·ℜ((Y11,int−Ycor) ·Y ∗11,int)
)
, (4.1b)
SInG,InD = 4kT ·Rn ·
(
Y11,int−Ycor
) ·Y ∗21,int, (4.1c)
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G
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V2
Internal
External
b i
(a) Quasi-static small-signal equivalent circuit of an RF MOSFET in saturation divided in
two parts needed for the RF noise analysis
Im
Im s
Ds i d i
g i
RD
RB
I4
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S/B S/B
V2
InD
InRD
InRB
InRG
CGS CGDCGB
InG
CSB CDB
b i
Gds
G RG
RS
I 1
I 3
V1 InRS
(b) Quasi-static small-signal equivalent circuit of an RF MOSFET in saturation including its noise sources
Figure 4.2 – (a) Quasi-static small-signal equivalent circuit of an RF MOSFET valid in saturation divided
in two parts for the RF noise analysis. The internal part, includes the components inside the gray
rectangular region, and the external part consists of the components outside the gray rectangular
region. (b) Quasi-static small-signal equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.1b together with its noise sources of an
RF MOS transistor.
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where:
Ycor = Fmin−1
2 ·Rn
−Yopt, (4.2)
k is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin. Note that in the
above expressions the noise parameter Rn, Fmin and Yopt refer to the internal part.
In our method, we exploit the well-known channel and induced gate noise models, then we
embed all the other components that contribute to the thermal RF noise of the device and
ﬁnally, we derive analytically the four RF noise parameters that should ﬁt to the actual RF
noise measurements. To do so, we also divide the RF MOS transistor equivalent circuit in
two parts, using the same RF equivalent schematic as in Sec. 3.2, as shown in Fig. 4.2a. The
quasi-static small signal equivalent schematic of an RF MOSFET including its noise sources is
shown in Fig. 4.2b. The channel thermal noise is modeled by the noise current source InD, the
induced gate noise by the noise current source InG, and the thermal noise of the resistances
with noisy current sources parallel to each resistance.
4.2.1 Step-by-step Derivation of the Analytical Expressions of the Four RF Noise
Parameters
Below the steps to derive the analytical expressions of the four RF noise parameters, perform-
ing a noise embedding method are described. The S
/
D series resistances can be neglected not
only in the RF analysis but in the noise analysis as well since their typical values in MOSFETs
are only a few Ohms and therefore their noise contribution is small [95]. Note that the correla-
tion matrices throughout the analysis are normalized by the factor 2kTB , where B is the noise
bandwidth. This factor is canceled out in the ﬁnal noise parameter expressions.
 Step 1: Calculation of Yint
A Y-parameter analysis is carried out in order to calculate the two-port admittance matrix
Yint of the internal part, leading to:
Yint =
[
Y11,int Y12,int
Y21,int Y22,int
]
=
[
jωCGG − jωCGD
Gmeff − jω
(
CGD+Cm
)
Gds+ jω
(
CDB+CGD
)
]
. (4.3)
 Step 2: Calculation of Rn,int, Gi,int and Yc,int
In this step, the input-referred thermal noise resistance Rn,int, the input-referred thermal
noise conductance Gi,int and the noise correlation admittance Yc,int of the internal part
are calculated. For their calculation we will use the theory of noise analysis of multiport
networks [92] according to which, any noisy two-port, shown in Fig. 4.3a, can be repre-
sented by its Norton equivalent, that is, its noiseless counterpart and a noise current source
connected across each port (admittance representation), shown in Fig. 4.3b. However, for
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Noisy
two-portV1 V2
(a) Noisy two-port network
Noiseless
two-port
V1 V2
In1 In2
(b) Admittance representation of the noisy two-port network
Noiseless
two-port
V1 V2
In
Vn
(c) Chain representation of the noisy two-port network
Figure 4.3 – Different representations of a linear noisy two-port. (a) Noisy two-port network. (b)
Admittance representation of the noisy two port network. (c) Chain representation of the noisy two
port network. [91]
noise calculation it is more convenient to refer both noise current sources to the input
(chain representation) as shown in Fig. 4.3c. The two noise sources Vn and In of Fig. 4.3c
are related to the noise sources In1 and In2 of Fig. 4.3b through the relations [92]:
Vn =− In2
Y21
, (4.4a)
In = In1− Y11
Y21
In2, (4.4b)
In a case of a MOS transistor the two noise current sources In1 and In2 of Fig. 4.3b are
actually equivalent to InG and InD respectively.
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The parameters Rn,int, Gi,int and Yc,int are given by [39,91]:
Rn,int =
∣∣Vn∣∣2
4kTB
, (4.5a)
Gi,int =
∣∣In∣∣2
4kTB
, (4.5b)
Yc,int = InV
∗
n∣∣Vn∣∣2 , (4.5c)
so knowing Vn and In from Eq. (4.4) and after some math calculations we end up with:
Rn,int =
∣∣InD∣∣2
4kTB · ∣∣Y21,int∣∣2 , (4.6a)
Gi,int =
∣∣InG∣∣2+
∣∣Y11,int∣∣2∣∣Y21,int∣∣2
∣∣InD∣∣2−
(
Y21,intY ∗11,intInGI
∗
nD+Y ∗21,intY11,intI∗nGInD
)
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2
4kTB
, (4.6b)
Yc,int = Y11,int−Y21,int
InGI∗nD∣∣InD∣∣2 . (4.6c)
In order to complete the calculation of the parameters Rn,int, Gi,int and Yc,int, we need to
know the mean-square values
∣∣InD∣∣2, ∣∣InG∣∣2, InGI∗nD and I∗nGInD. For that, we use the well
known analytical models for channel thermal noise and the induced gate noise [39]:
∣∣InD∣∣2 = 4kTB ·GnD, (4.7a)∣∣InG∣∣2 = 4kTB ·GnG, (4.7b)
InGI∗nD = j cg ·4kTB ·
√
GnGGnD, (4.7c)
I∗nGInD =− j cg ·4kTB ·
√
GnGGnD, (4.7d)
(4.7e)
where GnD is the drain thermal noise conductance given by:
GnD = γnDGmeff , (4.8)
and GnG is the gate thermal noise conductance deﬁned as:
GnG = δnGω
2CGGCm
2 ·Gmeff
. (4.9)
In Eq. (4.8), Eq. (4.9) and Eq. (4.7), γnD, δnG and cg are the three RF noise model parameters
that will be used in the analytical expressions, with γnD being the thermal noise excess
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factor at the drain, δnG being the thermal noise parameter at the gate and cg the correlation
parameter [39]. The long-channel values of these three RF noise model parameters in
saturation are demonstrated in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 – Long-channel values of the three RF noise model parameters in saturation
Parameter Weak-Inversion Strong-Inversion
γnD
n
2
2
3
n
δnG 1
4
3
cg 0.6 0.4
Finally, by combining Eq. (4.3), Eq. (4.6), Eq. (4.7), Eq. (4.8) and Eq. (4.9) we are able to
calculate the analytical expressions for Rn,int, Gi,int and Yc,int parameters of the internal
part as:
Rn,int =
GmeffγnD∣∣Y21,int∣∣2 , (4.10a)
Gi,int =ω2CGG
(
Gmeff
(
CGGγnD−cg
√
2 ·CGGCmγnDδnG
)
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2 +
CmδnG
2 ·Gmeff
)
, (4.10b)
Yc,int =−ω2CnoicgCGD+Cm
Gmeff
+ jω(CGG−Cnoicg), (4.10c)
where:
Cnoi =
√
CGGCmδnG
2 ·γnD
. (4.11)
 Step 3: Calculation of CYint
Knowing the Rn,int, Gi,int and Yc,int parameters of the internal part, we can now proceed
to the calculation of the admittance correlation matrix CYint of the internal part, which is
given by [91]:
CYint =
[
CY11,int CY12,int
CY21,int CY22,int
]
=
=
[
Giu,int+
(∣∣Y11,int−Yc,int∣∣2)Rn,int Y ∗21,int(Y11,int−Yc,int)Rn,int
Y21,int
(
Y11,int−Yc,int
)∗Rn,int ∣∣Y21,int∣∣2Rn,int
]
,
(4.12)
where Giu,int is the uncorrelated part of Gi deﬁned as:
Giu,int =Gi,int−
∣∣Yc,int∣∣2Rn,int. (4.13)
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Using Eq. (4.10) in Eq. (4.12), we can express analytically the elements of CYint as:
CYint =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
ω2CGGCmδnG
2 ·Gmeff
jωcg
√
CGGCmγnDδnG
2
− jωcg
√
CGGCmγnDδnG
2
GmeffγnD
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (4.14)
 Step 4: Calculation of CYext
In this step the admittance correlation matrix CYext of the external part is calculated. First,
a Y-parameter analysis is carried out, to calculate the four-port admittance matrix of the
external part given by:
Yext =
[
Yee Yei
Yie Yii
]
, (4.15)
where Yee, Yei, Yie, Yii are 2x2 matrices, ending up with:
Yee =
⎡
⎢⎣
1
RG
0
0
1
RB
⎤
⎥⎦ , (4.16a)
Yei =
⎡
⎢⎣−
1
RG
0
0 − 1
RB
⎤
⎥⎦ , (4.16b)
Yie =
⎡
⎢⎣−
1
RG
0
0 − 1
RB
⎤
⎥⎦ , (4.16c)
Yii =
⎡
⎢⎣
1
RG
0
0
1
RB
⎤
⎥⎦ . (4.16d)
Then, knowing Yext we can calculate CYext based on [93]:
CYext =
1
2
(
Yext+Yext†
)=
[
CYee CYei
CYie CYii
]
, (4.17)
where CYee , CYei , CYie , CYii are also 2x2 matrices, and † denotes the Hermitian (conjugate-
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transpose) of the associated matrix. Finally, CYext is calculated as:
CYext =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
RG
0 − 1
RG
0
0
1
RB
0 − 1
RB
− 1
RG
0
1
RG
0
0 − 1
RB
0
1
RB
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (4.18)
 Step 5: Calculation of CY
At this step we have all the elements to calculate the admittance correlation matrix CY of
the DUT:
CY =
[
CY11 CY12
CY21 CY22
]
(4.19)
from [93]:
CY =CYee +D CYie +CYei D†+D
(
CYii +CYint
)
D†, (4.20)
where D is the transformation matrix of the internal part given by:
D=−Yei
(
Yii+Yint
)−1. (4.21)
Note that from this step and on, all the calculations result to complex formulas, which
require a mathematical tool to handle. Nevertheless, we chose to demonstrate these
formulas and not only the ﬁnal simpliﬁed ones, so that they can serve as a potential
reference.
After performing the calculations indicated by Eq. (4.19), we end up with:
CY11 =
(
CGGCm
(
1+ (CDB+CGD)2RB2ω2)δnG
+2 ·Gmeff
(
CGG2RG+RB
(
CGD
(
CGD+Gmeff (2 ·CGG+CGDGmeffRB)RG
)
+
(
CDBCGG−CGD
(
CGD−CGG+Cm
))2
RBRGω2
)
+CGDRB
(
CGDGmeffRBγnD+cg
√
2 ·CGGCmδnGγnD
)))
ω2
D
, (4.22a)
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CY12 =
[
2 ·Gmeff
(
CGGRG
(
jGmeff −
(
CGD+Cm+
(
CDB+CGD
)
GmeffRB
)
ω
− j (CDB+CGD)CmRBω2
)
+CGDRB
(
− (CDB+CGD)ω)+RG( jGmeff
+Cmω
)(
Gmeff + j
(
CGD+Cm
)
ω
)))
+CGGCmRGω
(
− jGmeff +
(
CGD
+Cm
)
ω
)(
− j + (CDB+CGD)RBω)δnG+Gmeff
(
2 ·CGDGmeffRB
(
j
+CGGRGω
)
γnD+cg
√
2 ·CGGCmδnGγnD
(
j +ω
(
CGGRG−RB
(
CDB+CGD
+CGDGmeffRG
)− j (− (CDBCGG)+CGD(CGD−CGG+Cm))RBRGω)
))]
ω
D
, (4.22b)
CY21 =
[
2 ·Gmeff
(
CGGRG
(
− jGmeff −
(
CGD+Cm+
(
CDB
+CGD
)
GmeffRB
)
ω+ j (CDB+CGD)CmRBω2
)
+CGDRB
(
−
(
CDB
+CGD
)
ω+RG
(
− jGmeff +Cmω
)(
Gmeff − j
(
CGD+Cm
)
ω
)))
+CGGCmRGω
(
jGmeff +
(
CGD+Cm
)
ω
)(
j + (CDB
+CGD
)
RBω
)
δnG+Gmeff
(
2 ·CGDGmeffRB
(− j +CGGRGω)γnD
+cg
√
2 ·CGGCmδnGγnD
(
− j +ω
(
CGGRG−RB
(
CDB+CGD
+CGDGmeffRG
)+ j (− (CDBCGG)+CGD(CGD−CGG+Cm))RBRGω)
))]
ω
D
, (4.22c)
CY22 =
CGGCmRG2ω2 ·
(
Gmeff
2+ (CGD+Cm)2ω2)δnG
+2 ·Gmeff
((
CDB+CGD
)2RBω2+RG
(
Gmeff
2
+(CGD+Cm)2ω2+CGDGmeffRB(2 · (CDB+CGD)+CGDGmeffRG)ω2
+
(
CDBCGG−CGD
(
CGD−CGG+Cm
))2
RBRGω4)
+(Gmeff +CGG2GmeffRG2ω2)γnD−cg√2 ·CGGCmδnGγnDRG(CGD
+Cm+CGGGmeffRG
)
ω2
)
D
, (4.22d)
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where D is the common denominator calculated by:
D =
2 ·Gmeff
(
1+
((
CDB+CGD
)2RB2+2CGDRB(CGD+Cm
+(CDB+CGD)GmeffRB)RG+ (CGG+CGDGmeffRB)2RG2)ω2
+
(
CDBCGG−CGD
(
CGD−CGG+Cm
))2
RB2RG2ω4
)
.
(4.23)
 Step 6: Calculation of CA
In this step the admittance correlation matrix CY of the device is converted to its chain
representation CA:
CA =
[
C A11 C A12
C A21 C A22
]
, (4.24)
as shown in [91,93], using:
CA =V−1CY V†−1, (4.25)
with:
V=
[
−Ye,11 1
−Ye,21 0
]
, (4.26)
and
Ye = Yee+DCYie . (4.27)
The calculations result to the following analytical expressions for the components of the
CA matrix:
C A11 =
2 ·Gmeff
(∣∣Y21,int∣∣2RG+RB
((
CDB+CGD+CGDGmeffRG
)2
+
(
CDBCGG−CGD
(
CGD−CGG+Cm
))2
RG2ω2
)
ω2+GmeffγnD
)
+RG
(
CGGCm
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2RGδnG+2 ·Gmeff(CGG2 ·GmeffRGγnD
−cg
√
2 ·CGGCmδnGγnD
(
CGD+Cm+CGGGmeffRG
)))
ω2
2 ·Gmeff
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2 , (4.28a)
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C A12 =
(
CGGCm
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2RGδnGω+Gmeff
(
2RB
(
CGDGmeff
(
CDB
+CGD+CGDGmeffRG
)+ j (CDB+CGD)(−CDBCGG+CGD(CGD
−CGG+Cm)
)
ω+RG
(
CDBCGG−CGD(CGD−CGG+Cm)
)2
ω2
)
ω
+2CGGGmeff
(− j +CGGRGω)γnD−cg√2 ·CGGCmδnGγnD(− jGmeff
+(CGD+Cm+2CGGGmeffRG)ω)
))
ω
2 ·Gmeff
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2 , (4.28b)
C A21 =
(
CGGCm
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2RGδnGω+Gmeff
(
2RB
(
CGDGmeff
(
CDB
+CGD+CGDGmeffRG
)+ j (CDB+CGD)(CDBCGG−CGD(CGD
−CGG+Cm)
)
ω+RG
(
CDBCGG−CGD(CGD−CGG+Cm)
)2
ω2
)
ω
+2CGGGmeff
(
j +CGGRGω
)
γnD−cg
√
2 ·CGGCmδnGγnD(
jGmeff +
(
CGD+Cm+2CGGGmeffRG
)
ω
)))
ω
2 ·Gmeff
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2 , (4.28c)
C A22 =
(
CGGCm
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2δnG+2Gmeff
(
CGD2Gmeff
2RB+RB
(
CDBCGG−CGD
(
CGD−
CGG+Cm
))2
ω2+CGGGmeff
(
CGGγnD−cg
√
2 ·CGGCmδnGγnD
)))
ω2
2 ·Gmeff
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2 .
(4.28d)
with
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2 being the magnitude of the Y21 of the internal part given by:
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2 =Gmeff 2+ (CGD+Cm)2ω2. (4.29)
 Step 7: Calculation of the four RF noise parameters of the DUT
The ﬁnal step in this procedure is to calculate the analytical expressions for the four RF
noise parameters of the DUT from [94]:
Rn =CA,11, (4.30a)
Fmin = 1+2
(ℜ{CA,12}+√CA,11CA,22−ℑ{CA,12}2), (4.30b)
Yopt =
√
CA,11CA,22−ℑ{CA,12}2+ j
ℑ{CA,12}2
CA,11
. (4.30c)
Performing the calculations indicated by Eq. (4.30) and after simpliﬁcation, we can derive
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the analytical expression for the four RF noise parameters of the device as shown below:
Rn = γnD
Gmeff
+RG, (4.31a)
Fmin = 1+ω bN∣∣Y21,int∣∣2
+ω2
2 ·RB
(
GmeffCGD
(
CDB+CGD+GmeffRGCGD
))+ω2eNRG
Gmeff
2 ,
(4.31b)
Yopt =Gopt+ jBopt =
ω
(
bN+ j cNGmeff
)
2
(
dN+ω2RB
(
CDB+CGD
)2) , (4.31c)
with:
aN = cg
√
2 ·CGGCmδnGγnD, (4.32a)
bN =
√√√√√√√√√
2 ·dN
[
2 Gmeff
(
ω2eNRB+CGGGmeff
(
CGGγnD−aN
))+
CGGCm
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2δnG
]
−c2NGmeff 3
Gmeff
, (4.32b)
cN = aN−2 ·γnDCGG, (4.32c)
dN =GmeffγnD+
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2RG, (4.32d)
eN =
(
CDBCGG−CGD
(
CGD−CGG+Cm
))2
. (4.32e)
From the simpliﬁed analytical expressions in Eq. (4.31), we notice that Rn depends mainly
on the channel thermal noise through the parameter γnD, whereas both Fmin and Yopt are
strongly dependent on both the channel thermal noise and the induced gate noise [43]. We
should mention here that if RB is small, just a few Ohms, then it has almost no impact on the
total RF noise and can be neglected. On the other hand the contribution of RG is important
for RF noise modeling and characterization and thus, special attention needs to be paid in
the extraction of RG, as it is crucial to separate the noise contribution of RG from the intrinsic
channel [95]. Furthermore, especially for low-noise applications, the gate resistance of devices
should be minimized [48,95–97].
4.3 Expressions for the Direct Extraction of the RF Noise Model Pa-
rameters
The simpliﬁed analytical expressions of the four RF noise parameters given by Eq. (4.31) can
be used for the direct extraction of the RF noise model parameters, speciﬁcally γnD, δnG and
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cg. In order to extract directly these parameters from measurements, a ﬁve consecutive step
procedure should be followed as described in Eq. (4.33). Obviously, for the extraction of the
RF noise parameters, the RF parameters should have been extracted previously, using the
procedure described in Sec. 3.4. First, γnD can be extracted from Rn. Then two intermediate
steps are needed to extract aN and bN from Bopt and Gopt, respectively. Note that bN can
be extracted also from Fmin, but it leads to a more complex analytical expression, so for
simplicity Gopt is chosen for the extraction of bN. Finally, solving aN and bN deﬁnitions given
by Eq. (4.32a) and Eq. (4.32b), δnG and cg parameters can be extracted, respectively. Similar, to
the RF parameter extraction procedure, the RF noise parameter extraction procedure Eq. (4.33),
should be performed for each operating point or device geometry. It should be noted here that
in most cases RF noise measurements suffer a lot of scattering, which makes direct extraction
of the RF noise model parameters even more challenging.
RF Noise Model Parameter Step-by-Step Extraction:
Step 1: γnD =Gmeff
(
Rn−RG
)
(4.33a)
Step 2: aN =
2 ·
[
Bopt
(∣∣Y21,int∣∣2RG+ω2RB(CDB+CGD)2)+GmeffγnD(Bopt+ωCGG)
]
ωGmeff
(4.33b)
Step 3: bN =
2 ·Gopt
(
GmeffγnD+
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2RG+ω2RB(CDB+CGD)2)
ω
(4.33c)
Step 4: δnG =
Gmeff
[
b2N+c2NGmeff 2−4 ·dN
(
ω2eNRB+GmeffCGG
(
CGGγnD−aN
))]
2 ·dNCGGCm
∣∣Y21,int∣∣2 (4.33d)
Step 5: cg = aN√
2 CGGCmγnDδnG
(4.33e)
4.3.1 Validation of the Analytical RF Noise Model and the Parameter Extraction
Procedure
For the validation of the analytical noise expressions, the de-embedded RF noise measure-
ments up to 18 GHz, of the same 40 nm RF DUT as in the RF analysis (M = 6, Nf = 10,
W = 2 μm) were used. The measurements were carried out using a standard RF noise mea-
surement set-up. Similar to the S-parameters, a procedure based on ’OPEN’ and ’SHORT’
dummy test structures [59] has been applied for the de-embedding of the RF noise mea-
surements. In order to extract the four RF noise parameters the NF50 method is used [60].
Following the procedure in Eq. (4.33), the RF noise model parameters were extracted in sat-
uration (VD = 1.1V) and from moderate to strong-inversion (VG = 0.4V...1.1V). In Fig. 4.4a,
the extracted values of the RF noise parameters of the DUT vs. IC are shown, along with the
theoretical long channel values [39]. From moderate- to strong-inversion γnD varies from
60
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(a) Noise model parameters vs. IC
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(b) RMS error of the extracted noise model parameters
vs. IC, with respect to the analytical expressions
Figure 4.4 – (a) Extracted values of the RF noise model parameters of the small signal-equivalent circuit
vs. IC of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at
VD = 1.1 V. The theoretical long channel values are also shown. (b) RMS error of the extracted RF noise
model parameters vs. IC, with respect to the analytical expressions used for their extraction across
frequency. The RMS error is expected to be large due to the great dispersion of the noise measurements,
especially at lower levels of inversion.
∼ 1 to 3, δnG from ∼ 0.3 to 2.5 and cg from ∼ 0.2 to 0.5. The difference from the theoretical va-
lues for long channel devices can be attributed to short channel effects e.g., velocity saturation,
channel length modulation, carrier heating etc. that directly impact the values of γnD and
δnG [39,43,98,99]. The extracted values for γnD and δnG are in agreement with the obtained
results in [97,98], corroborating the adopted approach. Additionally, the RMS error for each
of the extracted RF noise model parameters vs. IC, with respect to the analytical expressions
used for their extraction across frequency, is shown in Fig. 4.4b. As expected, the RMS error
is quite large due to the great dispersion of the noise measurements and especially at lower
levels of inversion, at which the RF noise is very difﬁcult to measure.
Using the extracted values of the parameters of the small-signal equivalent circuit and the RF
noise model parameters, we can compare the analytical model Eq. (4.31) against measure-
ments. In Fig. 4.5, the four RF noise parameters vs. frequency, for different levels of inversion
are displayed, while in Fig. 4.6, the four RF noise parameters vs. IC are shown as well. From
the plots we see that the analytical model is capturing accurately the RF noisy behavior of
the device from moderate to strong-inversion. In Fig. 4.6a we observe also that the minimum
NFmin is achieved in moderate-inversion region. This adds one more argument in favor of
biasing RF circuits in this region when targeting for low-power operation [54,86–88]. Note that
in moderate-inversion the fT is already some tens of GHz for the technology under study.
For further validation of the consistency of the analytical model, the noise ﬁgure NF at two
different bias points, in moderate- and strong-inversion, is demonstrated in Fig. 4.7a. The
measured NF at a varying ZS around 50Ω (as shown in Fig. 4.7b) is compared to the analytical
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(a) NFmin
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(c) Gopt
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(d) Bopt
Figure 4.5 – The four RF noise parameters vs. frequency of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT
with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at VG −VT0 = [0.05,0.15,0.55] V and VD = 1.1 V with
Z0 = 50Ω: (a) NFmin, (b) Rn, (c) Gopt and (d) Bopt. Note that at VG−VT0 = [0.05,0.15] V the device is in
moderate inversion (0.1< IC < 10) and at VG−VT0 = 0.55 V the device is in strong-inversion (IC > 10).
NF = 10 · log(F ), with F being calculated by the formula [49]
F = Fmin+ Rn
GS
· ∣∣YS−Yopt∣∣2, (4.34)
using the measured source admittance YS = 1
/
ZS, the measured source conductance GS =
Real(Ys) and the analytical four RF noise parameters shown in Fig. 4.7. In addition, the
NF50 = 10 · log(F50), which is the noise ﬁgure at a constant source impedance ZS =RS = 50Ω,
is calculated for the analytical model. The analytical model shows a good agreement with
the measured NF , especially accounting for the fact that an uncertainty remains at higher
frequencies between the actual source impedance value during the noise measurement and
the one obtained from a separate source impedance measurement. Note that the noise factor
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(a) NFmin
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(d) Bopt
Figure 4.6 – The four RF noise parameters vs. IC, of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT with
M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at VD = 1.1 V and f = [10 GHz, 14 GHz], with Z0 = 50 Ω.
It is clearly observed that the minimum values of NFmin and Rn are achieved in the onset between
moderate and strong-inversion, whereas regarding Gopt and Bopt their minimum value is in moderate
inversion.
deﬁned by Eq. (4.34) is frequency dependent, so it is sometimes called spot noise factor
while the noise factor is obtained from the spot noise factor after integration over a certain
bandwidth. If the bandwidth is narrow the spot noise factor and the noise factor are almost
equal [39].
4.4 Conclusions
Accurate RF noise modeling is a prerequisite for RF IC design, especially for low-power appli-
cations. In this chapter we presented analytical expressions able to model the four RF noise
parameters of nanoscale MOSFETs. For the analysis, a generic, and simple RF small-signal
equivalent circuit of the transistor was used but a different approach, reverse to the noise
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(b) ZS
Figure 4.7 – NF and ZS vs. frequency of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT with M = 6, Nf = 10,
W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at VG −VT0 = [0.05,0.55] V and VD = 1.1 V: (a) The measured NF@Zs is
compared to the analytical NF@Zs , which is calculated using Eq. (4.34) and the measured ZS shown in
(b). The analytical NF50 is calculated using Eq. (4.34) but with a constant impedance ZS =RS = 50Ω.
(b) Measured ZS (real and imaginary parts). Note that at VG−VT0 = 0.05 V the device is in moderate
inversion (0.1< IC < 10) and at VG−VT0 = 0.55 V the device is in strong-inversion (IC > 10).
de-embedding procedure, was adopted. We were able to model analytically the four RF noise
parameters, accounting for the channel thermal noise and the induced gate noise. These
expressions can be directly used to predict the RF noise parameters of the device, without the
need to calculate ﬁrst the individual noise contributions e.g., InD, InG etc.
For the extraction of the RF noise model parameters, a step-by-step procedure for the ex-
traction of their values directly from measurements was shown for the ﬁrst time [5]. The
VG dependence of all the model parameters was also presented, which can be useful for
implementation in compact models, for which a global ﬁt is desirable. The advantage of
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the proposed parameter extraction methodology is that it remains consistent with existing
standard compact MOSFET models.
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5 The BSIM6 Compact Model
5.1 Introduction
Advanced Systems-on-Chip (SOCs) consist of millions of devices with the MOS transistor being
the key element among them. Due to the increasing complexity of modern ICs, designers
rely heavily on device models that serve as an accurate interface between circuit design and
fabrication. No matter how much design effort is put, it is the ability of the compact model
to describe the device’s characteristics accurately that will guarantee the precise operation
of circuits. This is especially true with the aggressive downscaling of advanced bulk CMOS
technologies that demands MOSFET models able to describe correctly the behavior of devices
accounting for all the physical phenomena. A reliable model should have the ability to handle
all the different operating regions of the MOS transistor in the whole geometry range of one
technology. It should also be robust and cause no convergence issues during circuit simulation.
Targeting to meet the aforementioned needs, the Berkeley Short-Channel Insulated-Gate-
Fet Model (BSIM) family has introduced its latest member, BSIM6 as the next generation
compact model for the conventional bulk MOSFET. In this chapter, we will describe the main
characteristics of the BSIM6 compact model.
5.2 A Short History
The BSIM family of compact models, developed by the UC Berkeley, are extensively used by
semiconductor and IC design companies for more than 20 years. The third version of BSIM3,
namely BSIM3v3, became the ﬁrst industry standard of its kind on December 1996 [100] and
BSIM4 was released in 2000. And although, both BSIM3 and its successor BSIM4 were adopted
by most IC companies worldwide due to their accuracy and simulation speed, a subtle but
important asymmetry around VDS = 0 V , forced the BSIM group to start the development of
BSIM6 in late 2010 [101]. Recognizing that the source of the asymmetry issue was the threshold-
voltage-based scheme used in the core of BSIM3 and BSIM4, the BSIM group searched for
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different known approaches for the core of the BSIM6 model, choosing the charged-based
one [39,102]. In less than 3 years and after undergoing an intense and thorough benchmarking,
BSIM6 was standardized in 2013 by the Compact Modeling Coalition (CMC) [103].
5.3 BSIM6 Main Characteristics
In the core of BSIM6, the charge-based approach of the EKV model has been adopted. The
main advantages of this approach are a) its physical nature, which ensures consistency be-
tween the actual behavior of MOSFET and the behavior predicted by the compact model,
b) accuracy and continuity in all regions of operation, from weak to strong inversion and
from linear operation to saturation; this results from the continuous current-charge and
charge-voltage relations [39,104], and c) computational efﬁciency since the calculated charges
can be used without any intermediate steps, to calculate all the other quantities e.g. current,
capacitances, noise etc. Unlike its predecessors that were source-referenced, BSIM6 is a bulk-
referenced model and thus consistent with the existing symmetry between source and drain
of real devices [105].
The core charge density equation of BSIM6 [104], is given by:
2qi+ ln(qi)+ ln
(
4n
γ
(
n
γ
qi+
√
ψp−2qi
))
=ψp−2φ f − vch, (5.1)
where qi is the normalized inversion charge density:
qi =− Qi
2nCoxUT
, (5.2)
with Qi being the inversion charge density, n the slope factor, Cox the oxide capacitance per
unit area, and UT = kT
/
q the thermodynamic voltage and ψp is the normalized pinch-off
surface potential:
ψp =
Ψp
UT
. (5.3)
In earlier compact model approaches [106], [107] the second log term of Eq. (5.1) was neglected
in the evaluation of charge density at source and drain. In BSIM6, though, Eq. (5.1) has been
solved with respect to qi, without using any approximations, ensuring better accuracy of the
model for the entire bias range [36].
The normalized drain to source current, obtained using the well-known drift-diffusion model,
is given by [39]:
ids =
IDS
Ispec
=
(
q2s +qs
)− (q2d+qd)
1
2
(
1+
√
1+ (λc (qs−qd))2
) , (5.4)
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where qs and qd are the normalized charge densities at source and drain ends, respectively.
Ispec is the speciﬁc current deﬁned as Ispec = 2nβU2T, where β = μCox WL with μ being the
low-ﬁeld mobility of the carriers in the channel. The denominator term in the above equation
accounts for velocity saturation for short channel transistors, with:
λc = Lsat
Leff
, (5.5)
where:
Lsat = 2μeffUT
vsat
. (5.6)
Note, that the drain charge density qd is the effective charge density at drain, which is obtained
using effective drain voltage accounting for VD to VDsat transition [39].
Apart from the advantages that stem from the charge-sheet approximation adopted by BSIM6,
the model inherits from BSIM4 the expressions, adequately modiﬁed, that describe the mul-
tiple physical phenomena that appear in a real, non-ideal, device e.g. short channel effects,
quantum-mechanical-effects, non-uniform doping effects, gate leakage current, etc. [28].
Although some parts of the model used to describe these effects are not electrically equiva-
lent to BSIM4, the parameter names are kept identical in order to maintain the BSIM4’s user
experience.
During BSIM6’s development, emphasis was placed so that the model preserves DC and AC
symmetry, thus, the equations regarding all the second-order physical effects were updated
accordingly. BSIM6 has been tested using different quality tests for compact MOSFET models
[108, 109], e.g. slope-ratio test, Gummel-symmetry test, tree-top test, AC symmetry test,
harmonic balance simulation test, etc. The benchmarking demonstrated that BSIM6 satisﬁes
all the quality tests. For example, it maintains continuity and preserves its symmetry with
respect to source-drain interchange for higher order derivatives of currents and capacitances,
it shows accurate slopes up to the 5th harmonic in harmonic balance simulations, it provides
a smooth transition from weak to strong inversion, etc. [105,110,111].
In BSIM6 several other improvements were made. For example the conventional junction
capacitance model of BSIM4 was improved in order to ensure symmetry and continuity
around VBS = 0 V and VBD = 0 V , the nodal capacitances are derived using physical charge
derivation and Ward-Dutton partitioning [112], self heating that provides additional accuracy
for high-power applications is included, etc. [111]. Last but not least, BSIM6 is provided freely
online. The model has been coded and released in Verilog-A facilitating its use [113], while is
being implemented in major EDA simulators.
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6 Geometrical Scaling in BSIM6
6.1 Introduction
Despite its multiple advantages, the downscaling of devices results also in increased short
and narrow-channel effects. These effects, naturally become dominant to the corresponding
geometries and they must, thus, be accurately modeled. Consequently, one of the most
important challenges for compact MOSFET models is their scaling property, namely their
ability to accurately represent the behavior of the real devices across the whole range of W and
L and for all bias conditions, using a single model parameter set without any binning [105]. The
idea of binning is based on dividing the whole device geometry plane into smaller, typically
rectangular, areas called bins. The devices belonging to each bin, determined by Lmin, Lmax,
Wmin and Wmax of the bin, share the same set of model parameters, called local model card.
At the end, the different sets of model parameters are uniﬁed into a complete scalable model
that forms a model card for which ever geometry available. Binning can be implemented for
any model, however, it might result to geometrical discontinuities at the borders between the
binning areas. Further, wemust underline that the binning procedure can be time inefﬁcient as
it requires as many local model cards as the bins used. Thus, a global set of model parameters
combined with a complete set of scaling equations is generally preferred over the binning, as
a solution covering the full geometrical range of a certain process. Nevertheless, the simplicity
of the binning, and its applicability to all models, despite their scaling qualiﬁcations, does give
a certain credit to binning as an engineering solution to a highly complicated problem.
In this chapter, we will present which equations were developed for the geometrical scaling of
the BSIM6 model and the reasoning behind this process.
6.2 Geometrical Scaling Approaches
Every physical phenomenon that impacts the behavior of the device, follows each own ge-
ometrical scaling proﬁle, e.g. the velocity saturation effect has different scaling properties
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compared to the DIBL effect. The scaling proﬁle of each effect depends on multiple factors.
One major aspect is inherently the nature and the physics behind the phenomenon itself. In
addition, the scaling trend is also affected strongly by the fabrication process and the exact
doping proﬁles and shapes that are achieved in the actual integrated circuit.
Even though a physical geometrical scaling suitable for each effect is desired, the rapid tech-
nological advancements and the limited time provided to the model to be developed does not
leave enough space to the modeling engineers to meticulously follow this path. Also note that
to the time needed for a model to be developed one should include both the actual develop-
ment of the model and its propagation into and adoption by the designer community and the
fabs. This leads to the contradictory situation where the state-of-art-technologies struggle
for the development of advanced and complicated compact models, which demand so long
time for their implementation that their development process outlives the technology that it
is targeted for. Under the described constraints, an empirical approach was chosen for imple-
menting the geometrical scaling of BSIM6, which was able to provide good enough results for
the needs of the state-of-the-art technologies against which the model was evaluated.
A variety of different options for the geometrical scaling expressions of the model parame-
ters are already implemented and have been evaluated for their capacity in other compact
models [106,114]. Assuming that PLscaled is the value of the model parameter after the length
geometrical scaling, P is the value of the model parameter for a long
/
wide device and PL1, PL2
are the length scaling model parameters, the main length scaling expressions are presented
below. Note that similar expressions are valid for the width scaling as well, where all the
corresponding symbols have been replaced by W instead of L. The effective channel length of
the device is denoted as Leff and it is always divided with 10
−6 so that it is expressed in μm, for
convenience.
 Option A:
PLscaled = P +
PL1 ·10−6
Leff
(6.1)
 Option B:
PLscaled = P +PL1 ·exp
( −Leff
PL2 ·10−6
)
(6.2)
 Option C:
PLscaled = P +PL1 ·
(
10−6
Leff
)PL2
(6.3)
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 Option D:
PLscaled = P ·
(
1+ PL1 ·10
−6
Leff
)
(6.4)
 Option E:
PLscaled = P +PL1 ·
10−6
Leff
+PL2 ·
(
10−6
Leff
)2
(6.5)
 Option F:
PLscaled =
P
1+ PL1 ·10
−6
Leff
(6.6)
The above options can be divided into ﬁrst and second order models and differ in the number
of the scaling parameters they use, one (only PL1) or two (both PL1 and PL2), and the ﬂexibility
they offer. Among them, Option A and D provide a similar scaling proﬁle, while Option E
can approach the behavior of Option C in many cases, although Option E is generally more
abrupt than Option C. Especially Option E can provide a scaling proﬁle where two separate
regions across L follow a different trend. Options B and C on the other hand offer two degrees
of freedom upon the length scaling
6.2.1 Comparison of Existing Geometrical Scaling Approaches
The identiﬁcation of the most suitable geometrical scaling formulas is not a trivial task. First
of all, the equations should demonstrate enough ﬂexibility so that they can provide a good
enough universal solution applicable to different CMOS processes from different fabs and
technologies. Secondly, they should keep a useful balance over the trade-off between the
ﬂexibility, which is achieved by an increased number of parameters, and the simplicity, which
requires the exactly opposite characteristic. Finally, the minimum number of the model
parameters that need to be updated by the geometrical scaling should be identiﬁed and the
scaling equations should be applied only to this limited subset. A crude approach where the
complete set of the model parameters is affected by the scaling scheme would result into an
overkill in terms of model complexity, while regarding the parameter extraction procedure it
would increase dramatically the required time. Eventually, an excessive number of scalable
parameters might lead to a undesired ﬂexibility from the model, that could be able to provide
similar results with different model cards.
Based on the critical points analyzed above and in order to select a suitable scaling approach,
the ﬁrst step was the identiﬁcation of the smallest, yet sufﬁcient, subset of parameters that
should be scalable in order to provide accurate modeling for any device geometry. This is a
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limited subset of the overall set of model parameters that includes the core model parameters,
such as, the doping, the sub-threshold slope, the mobility, the parameters regarding the
mobility reduction effect, the body factor, the velocity saturation, the series resistances, the
parameters regarding the effects of CLM, DIBL, DITS and GIDL, etc. Then a dedicated local
parameter extraction procedure was followed for each of the available geometries across the
width
/
length plane, forming a group of model cards each one of which is targeted for each
geometry. In our study thirty-two parameters were enough to form an adequate subset able
to capture accurately the behavior of any device in all regions of CV and DC operation. In
order to analyze the length scaling, devices with constant wide channel and different channel
lengths, covering the whole range from a long device to the shortest ones, with a rather uniform
distribution in logarithmic scale of the available length values in between, were used. This
way, the inﬂuence of the narrow channel effects is avoided for this analysis as they would have
no impact on the behavior of the group of the wide geometries. Similarly, for studying the
width scaling, devices with constant long channel and different channel widths from narrow
to wide were used. When the values of each one of the parameters were plotted across either
the width or the length axis, we were able to see the scaling proﬁle of each parameter. The last
step, was to check whether the available scaling expressions were able to model correctly the
behavior of the different scaling proﬁles of the various parameters.
In Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2, we demonstrate a selection of the most characteristic length scaling
proﬁles we encountered during the above procedure and how each scaling approach captures
each proﬁle. Note that option A is not demonstrated since it provides similar results to option
D. Due to common length scaling proﬁles between the different parameters it was decided
not to show all the 32 parameters proﬁles but to limit the demonstration to the most critical
ones. Furthermore, the discussion here will be concentrated on the length scaling since the
analysis for the width variations is more or less similar. In general, the width scaling is easier
to be modeled compared to the length scaling for three reasons: (a) the minimum width of
the devices does not typically scale down so agressively as the length (Wmin ≈ 3∼ 4 Lmin), (b)
the width axis of the device is perpendicular to the direction of the channel current and it,
thus, inﬂuences less the electrical behavior of the device and (c) the actual doping proﬁle and
shape of the devices on the width axis is more uniform than on the length axis. The main
reason of the narrow channel effects is as the edge conductance of the device which becomes
prominent mostly for the narrow channel devices.
In Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2, we see that when there is a certain, mostly monotonic trend throughout
the L range, Option C proves to be the one that represents the scaling proﬁles with the best
accuracy, e.g. Fig. 6.1a, Fig. 6.1b, Fig. 6.2a and Fig. 6.2b. On the other hand, when there is
a strong change of the sign of the slope across the L, then the option that has the ability to
approach the scaling proﬁle closer is Option E, e.g. Fig. 6.1c, Fig. 6.1d and Fig. 6.2d,or Option
B, e.g. Fig. 6.2c .
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Figure 6.1 – Length scaling of the selected model parameters of nMOS DUTS of a 40 nm CMOS process
- part A: (a) NDEP - Channel doping concentration, (b) U0 - Low ﬁeld mobility, (c) UA - Phonon
/
surface
roughness scattering parameter and (d) EU - Phonon
/
surface roughness scattering parameter.
6.3 Selection of Geometrical Scaling Equations for BSIM6
In Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2, the abilities of the different existing geometry scaling expressions on
different scaling proﬁles were demonstrated. And although, in certain cases the available
scaling options were able to capture accurately the proﬁles, there were other cases where none
of the scaling formulas under evaluation was accurate enough, e.g. Fig. 6.1d , Fig. 6.2c and
Fig. 6.2d, where even Option E that can approach the results better than the rest is not close
enough to either the medium or the short devices. Furthermore, in many cases after extracting
the scaling parameters, even though the scaling expression ﬁts the short and medium channel
length devices it does not ﬁt accurately the long channel one, e.g. Fig. 6.1a, Fig. 6.2a. This
is a highly undesirable characteristic since the scaling extraction might lead to loops where
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Figure 6.2 – Length scaling of the selected model parameters of nMOS DUTS of a 40 nm CMOS process
- part B: (a) K2 - VTH shift due to non-uniform vertical doping, (b) ETA0 - DIBL coefﬁcient, (c) VSAT -
Saturation velocity and (d) PSAT - Velocity saturation exponent.
the wide and long channel extraction must be repeated. Finally, we would ideally want to be
able to generalize the model and prime it with the ﬂexibility to offer various scaling proﬁles
with a single geometrical scaling expression. Subsequently, this would result into extending
the model capabilities to cover more easily and accurately different CMOS technologies and
processes. Taking into account the above considerations, we decided to restructure the scaling
options that offer the most ﬂexibility so that they meet our speciﬁed demands. So, Option C
and Option E were changed accordingly to BSIM6L1 and BSIM6L2, as shown below.
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 BSIM6L1:
PLscaled = P ·
[
1+PL1 ·
(
10−6
Leff
)PL2
−PL1 ·
(
10−6
Leff,long
)PL2]
(6.7)
 BSIM6L2:
PLscaled = P ·
[
1+PL1 ·
(
10−6
Leff
)PL3
+PL2 ·
(
10−6
Leff
)PL4
−PL1 ·
(
10−6
Leff,long
)PL3
−PL2 ·
(
10−6
Leff,long
)PL4]
(6.8)
In Eq. (6.7) and Eq. (6.8), by subtracting the scaling term of the longest channel device, we
ensure that the already extracted parameters of the long channel DUT will be kept unchanged
after the scaling analysis, regardless of the values of the extracted scaling parameters. In this
way the unnecessary reﬁnement within loops that are in general required in such procedures
is mitigated, since the scaling step does not inﬂuence at all the previous long and wide
channel extraction. Additionally, if we compare Eq. (6.5) and Eq. (6.8), we see that in BSIM6L2
the exponents of the terms are no longer constant but instead new parameters have been
introduced. This of course doubles the number of the scaling parameters but at the same time
it expands the applicability of the formula so that its usage is justiﬁed despite the additional
computational cost and the increment in the size of the model card.
In Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4, we compare the best of the already existing scaling options with the new
scaling expressions (BSIM6L1 and BSIM6L2) based on the same scaling proﬁles as before. From
the plots we see that BSIM6L1 not only keeps the value of the long channel device constant
but also improves the ﬁtting of the overall scaling proﬁle, e.g. Fig. 6.1a and Fig. 6.2a. Regarding
the plots where two different trends are observed, we see that BSIM6L2 can offer the same
accuracy or even better than Option B or Option E, e.g. Fig. 6.1b, Fig. 6.1d, Fig. 6.2c and
Fig. 6.2d.
As already mentioned above, the BSIM6L2 expression might offer signiﬁcantly higher ﬂexibility
but it also involves four length scaling parameters per core model parameter, which can be
a major drawback if we consider (a) that the scaling equations are implemented for a few
decades of the parameters and (b) that width scaling parameters and scaling parameters for
short
/
narrow channel devices should be added as well. As a result, a compromise between
accuracy and ﬂexibility should be made and the modeling engineer should decide which of
the two new equations will be used for which parameters. In an effort to keep the number
of the model parameters and the complexity of the model as low as possible, maintaining
though a good accuracy, BSIM6L1 was chosen as the main scaling expression for BSIM6 model,
while BSIM6L2 was used only for the length scaling of the channel doping NDEP. It has to be
noted here that NDEP is possibly the most critical parameter that also presents the higher
variability with respect to the geometry in advanced CMOS technologies. By applying the
same principles of the length scaling to the width scaling and to the scaling for combined
short and narrow channel devices, also called small geometries, we end up with the equations
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Figure 6.3 – Comparison of the new BSIM6 length scaling expressions with the best of the already
existing ones for the selected model parameters of nMOS DUTS of a 40 nm CMOS process - part A: (a)
NDEP - Channel doping concentration, (b) U0 - Low ﬁeld mobility, (c) UA - Phonon
/
surface roughness
scattering parameter and (d) EU - Phonon
/
surface roughness scattering parameter.
for the ﬁnal scaled value of a parameter Pscaled as:
Pscaled = P ·
[
1+PL ·
(
10−6
Leff
)PLexp
−PL ·
(
10−6
Leff,long
)PLexp
+PW ·
(
10−6
Weff
)PWexp
−PW ·
(
10−6
Weff,wide
)PWexp
+PWL ·
(
10−12
Weff ·Leff
)PWLexp ] (6.9)
In Eq. (6.9), for the short
/
narrow scaling there is no need to subtract the scaling for the large
device, because usually the scaling parameters for short
/
narrow channel devices have a
negligible impact on the wide
/
long geometry. Especially for the doping, the ﬁnal value for
the scaled parameter, taking into account the formula BSIM6L2 which contains two different
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(d) PSAT
Figure 6.4 – Comparison of the new BSIM6 length scaling expressions with the best of the already
existing ones for the selected model parameters of nMOS DUTS of a 40 nm CMOS process - part B: (a)
K2 - VTH shift due to non-uniform vertical doping, (b) ETA0 - DIBL coefﬁcient, (c) VSAT - Saturation
velocity and (d) PSAT - Velocity saturation exponent.
critical lengths for the scaling of the parameter, is given by the expression:
NDEPscaled =NDEP ·
[
1+NDEPL1 ·
(
10−6
Leff
)NDEPLexp1
−NDEPL1 ·
(
10−6
Leff,long
)NDEPLexp1
+NDEPL2 ·
(
10−6
Leff
)NDEPLexp2
−NDEPL2 ·
(
10−6
Leff,long
)NDEPLexp2
+NDEPW ·
(
10−6
Weff
)NDEPWexp
−NDEPW ·
(
10−6
Weff,wide
)NDEPWexp
+NDEPWL ·
(
10−12
Weff ·Leff
)NDEPWLexp ]
.
(6.10)
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6.4 Evaluation of the BSIM6 Scalability
After implementing the new scaling equations in BSIM6, the validation of the model’s ability
to accurately represent the behavior of nanoscale bulk MOSFETs in the whole geometry plane
of a technology follows. The ﬁrst step before the evaluation of the model was the extraction
of two global model cards (different for nMOS and pMOS devices), that could be used: a)
across the geometry plane (W
/
L), b) for all bias conditions; from weak- to strong-inversion
and from linear operation to saturation and c) for CV and IV operation. In order to extract
the global model cards, the parameter extraction procedure described in details in Ch. 7 was
used. The model is then compared against measurements of the state-of-the-art 40 nm bulk
CMOS technology, over a wide range of biases and geometries, for nMOS and pMOS devices,
and for static (IV) operation. In the plots that follow only the length scaling abilities of the
model are shown. Due to the fact that the W of the devices does not scale as much as the L,
the width scaling properties of a process can be modeled easier and thus it is more critical to
demonstrate the length scaling abilities of the model. Further results are presented in Ch. 8.
All the different quantities that are displayed throughout this section are normalized according
to the relations presented in Table 6.1, while a more in depth analysis regarding the normaliza-
tion procedure can be found in [39]. The different threshold voltages are calculated using the
constant current method proposed in [115]. According to this method, the current at which
the threshold voltage is calculated is ITH = 0.4804 · Ispec when VD = 0.05 V (linear mode) and
ITH = 0.608 · Ispec when VD = 1.1 V (saturation) at T = 25 ◦C, where Ispec denotes the speciﬁc
current. For the validation of the model in IV operation measurements of DC DUTs were used.
Table 6.1 – Description of the normalization process
Quantity Normalization Factor Normalized Quantity
IDS Ispec = 2nβU2T id = IDS/Ispec
Gm Gspec = Ispec/UT gm =Gm/Gspec
Gm2 Gspec2 = Ispec/U2T gm2 =Gm2/Gspec2
Gm3 Gspec3 = Ispec/U3T gm3 =Gm3/Gspec3
Gds Gspec = Ispec/UT gds =Gds/Gspec
where:
β=μCoxW /L the transfer parameter,
n the slope factor, Cox the oxide capacitance per unit area,
μ the mobility of the carriers and
UT = kT /q the thermodynamic voltage
In Fig. 6.5, Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7 the characteristics for the fundamental DC analyses of both
nMOS and pMOS devices and for different channel lengths, varying from 40 nm to 10 μm, are
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shown. Fig. 6.5 presents the normalized drain current |id| vs. VG−VT0, for linear operation
(VD = 0.05 V ) and saturation (VD = 1.1 V ), with VT0 being the threshold voltage of the long
channel device in the equivalent region of operation and type of device when VSB = 0V . The
normalized transconductance namely, gm is shown in Fig. 6.6a and Fig. 6.6b in linear mode
and saturation. For further demonstrating the excellent scaling abilities of the model, the
2nd and 3rd derivative of the current, namely gm2 and gm3, are shown in Fig. 6.6c
/
Fig. 6.6d
and Fig. 6.6e
/
Fig. 6.6f respectively. Being higher order derivatives they are more sensitive to
any inaccuracies of the model which would be visible immediately. In Fig. 6.7 the |id| and
the normalized output conductance gds vs. VD for different VG biases that cover from weak-
to strong-inversion, is presented. The model is able to give an exact representation of the
behavior of the nanoscale MOS transistor despite the fact that is highly inﬂuenced by complex
higher order physical effects.
It should be noted that in the plots the normalized current reduces with the reduction of
L. This is due to the short channel effects (SCEs), e.g. velocity saturation, RSCE etc., that
strongly impact the behavior of nanoscale devices. Without the SCEs the characteristics of
the normalized drain current for the devices with different channel lengths should overlap.
However, the SCEs cause a reduction of the mobility with the reduction of L so, the normalized
drain current of the shorter devices is smaller compared to that of the longer ones. This can be
explained better using the following equation:
id =
IDS
Ispec
= IDS
Ispec · WL
∝ μ(L) ·
W
L
Ispec · WL
= μ(L)
Ispec
, (6.11)
where the Ispec is extracted from the long
/
wide channel device. In (6.11), it is shown that the
normalized drain current id is proportional to the length dependent mobility μ(L). So, since
SCEs cause a reduction of μ(L) with the reduction of L, id will also reduce for shorter channel
devices.
Targeting to demonstrate further the abilities of the BSIM6 model, the length scaling plots
of the sub-threshold slope SS (SS = ∂VGS
/
∂log (ID)), the normalized threshold voltage vtb
(vtb =VTB
/
VT0,long), with VT0,long being the threshold voltage of the long channel device in the
deﬁned region of operation when VSB = 0 V and the maximum normalized current max(id),
are presented in Fig. 6.8. These characteristics describe the scaling properties of both nMOS
and pMOS devices, in linear mode and saturation, for different VSB biases. It can be observed
that the model displays a very good scalability across L, despite the fact that a single model
card (without binning) is used for all the simulations.
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(a) |id,lin| - Linear Scale
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(b) |id,lin| - Logarithmic Scale
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(c) |id,sat| - Linear Scale
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(d) |id,sat| - Logarithmic Scale
Figure 6.5 – Normalized drain current |id| vs. VG−VT0 in linear and logarithmic scale, for nMOS and
pMOS DC DUTs, with W = 10 μm and L = [40n,70n,120n,240n,10μ] m, of a 40 nm CMOS process. (a)
id,lin vs. VG−VT0,lin at VD = 0.05 V (linear mode), in linear scale, (b) id,lin vs. VG−VT0,lin at VD = 0.05 V
(linear mode), in logarithmic scale, (c) id,sat vs. VG−VT0,sat at VD = 1.1 V (saturation), in linear scale, (d)
id,sat vs. VG−VT0,sat at VD = 1.1 V (saturation), in logarithmic scale,
6.5 Conclusions
The outcome of the comparison of BSIM6 against measurements of an advanced CMOS
process attests the excellent scaling abilities of the BSIM6 model and justiﬁes the choice
and the development of the new global scaling scheme. The model shows a smooth and
continuous behavior, up to higher derivatives, in the prediction of the MOSFET performance.
Furthermore, its accuracy is importantly boosted with respect to its previous version that
included only binning equations, capturing, now, correctly all the scaling properties of one
type of transistor using a single model card. This task has proved to be fairly challenging,
especially in modern technologies where the device channel lengths extend over almost three
decades. However, the systematic and careful way that this task was handled, allowed the
optimization of the results, adding signiﬁcant value to the compact model.
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(b) |gm,sat|
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(c) |gm2,lin|
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(d) |gm2,sat|
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(e) |gm3,lin|
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(f) |gm3,sat|
Figure 6.6 – Normalized drain current derivatives |gm|, |gm2|, |gm3| vs. VG−VT0, for nMOS and pMOS
DC DUTs, with W = 10 μm and L = [40n,70n,120n,240n,10μ] m, of a 40 nm CMOS process. The VD
bias for linear mode is VD = 0.05 V and for saturation VD = 1.1 V . (a) |gm,lin|, (b) |gm,sat|, (c) |gm2,lin|, (d)
|gm2,sat|, (e) |gm3,lin| and (f) |gm3,lin|.
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(b) gds
Figure 6.7 – Normalized drain current |id| and its derivative gds vs. VD for VG−VT0 = [−0.26,−0.07] V
(weak inversion) and VG−VT0 = [0.12,0.72] V (strong inversion) at VS =VD =VB = 0 V , for nMOS and
pMOS DC DUTs, with W = 10 μm and L = [40n,70n,120n,240n,10μ] m, of a 40 nm CMOS process. (a)
|id| and (b) gds.
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(a) SS - nMOS
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(b) SS - pMOS
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(c) vtb - nMOS
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(d) vtb - pMOS
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(e) max(id) - nMOS
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(f) max(id) - pMOS
Figure 6.8 – Length Scaling of: (a), (b) SS, (c), (d) vtb, (e), (f) max(id) for nMOS and pMOS DC DUTs
of 40 nm CMOS process, at VD = 0.05 V (linear mode) and VD = 1.1 V (saturation) and for |VSB| =
[0.0,0.06,0.12,0.18,0.24,0.3] V .
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7 Parameter Extraction Methodology of
BSIM6 for CMOS Technologies
7.1 Introduction
The development of the compact models of electron devices is based on the analysis of their
physical behavior. The physics that lay inside the core of the device dictate the structure
of the model and its formulation. However, the complexity of the real devices force the
modeling engineers to proceed into a series of simpliﬁcations and approximations. These
steps enable the development of a compact model which is appropriate for circuit level
simulations [116]. On this direction, it is proved to be necessary to add certain empirical
elements to physics based formulas in order to cover higher order effects where the physical
approach is overcomplicated for the speciﬁcations of a compact model, resulting in a set
of model parameters. These parameters are not strictly deﬁned by the technology but their
values are extracted against each different technology under the main criterion of modulating
the behavior of the model towards the actual and measured performance of the fabricated
devices of this technology. The set of values used in order to describe a certain technology is
also refereed to as the "model card" of this technology.
The objective of this chapter is to provide the main guidelines for the extraction of the main
model parameters of the BSIM6 MOSFET model in order to describe a certain technology. The
procedure is structured in such a way that parameters linked to speciﬁc psychical phenomena
are extracted from analyses where these effects are prominent. Although the parameter
extraction is not always a straight-forward procedure, the aim is to minimize the effort invested
and the number of the performed loops and iterations.
If all the steps of the described procedure are followed then a single model-card is obtained
that can be globally used for all the devices of the technology regardless of their geometry.
This means that the model can be used across the entire width/length plane of the technology,
although it might not display equal accuracy for all DUTs. If a local ﬁtting is needed, then
only the parameters of Section 7.2.1 need to be extracted for each targeted DUT and a more
accurate ﬁtting is achieved. However, in that case, a higher level binning solution needs to be
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found if the model card is to be used for the entire geometry range of the technology. A trade-
off can be underlined at this point between a global, full-geometry study and a local extraction.
The study of a wide range of corner geometries allows the more accurate investigation of the
combination and the correlation mechanisms between the various phenomena which prevail
in different geometries. On the other hand, the local extraction optimizes the ﬂexibility that
can be obtained by the model on a single DUT. However, if the local extractions are binned
together to a full geometry structure, this comes at the expense of an effort at a higher level,
together with possible discontinuities issues at the edges of the bins. Irrespectively of the
choice between global and local ﬁtting, different model cards should be extracted for nMOS
and pMOS devices or for different technologies.
The guidelines reported here are based on the BSIM6 model and its model parameters and
are, now, a part of the ofﬁcial BSIM6 technical manual [117]. Nevertheless, the applicability
of the steps shown below has strong validity for any MOSFET compact model. The exact
names of the parameters might differ between different models, yet the connection between
the phenomena and effects with which the parameters are related and the analysis based on
which they are extracted, as well as the order that is followed, is more connected with the
nature and the characteristics of the MOSFET itself, rather than a speciﬁc compact model.
Note that in the following section the names of the parameters of the BSIM6 model are written
in bold and capital letters so that it is easier for the reader to distinguish them.
7.2 Parameter Extraction Methodology
As the ﬁrst step and before proceeding to the extraction of any parameter, it is important that
the TNOM parameter is set to the value of the temperature at which the available or reference
measurements were carried out. Further, it is recommended that, if certain process related
parameters are available, their values are provided into the model card. The most common
process parameters are shown in Table 7.1.
Parameter Name Physical Description
EPSROX ∗ Relative Gate Dielectric Constant
EPSRSUB Relative Dielectric Constant of the Channel
TOXE ∗ Electrical Gate Equivalent Oxide Thickness
TOXP or DTOX Physical Gate Equivalent Oxide Thickness
NDEP ∗ Channel Doping Concentration
NGATE Gate Doping Concentration
NSD S/D Doping Concentration
XJ ∗ S/D Jucntion Depth
XW/XL ∗ Channel W/L Offset due to Mask/Etch Effect
Table 7.1 – Process parameters which are recommended to be provided before starting the parameter
extraction procedure with BSIM6. Parameters that are followed by an asterisk (∗) should be considered
as the most important among them.
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7.2.1 Extraction of Main Physical Effects & Geometry Independent Parameters
The ﬁrst part of the model parameter extraction procedure is to extract the parameters that are
related to the main physical phenomena, which deﬁne transistor’s behavior and are geometry
independent. To this direction, a wide and long channel device should be studied. At this point,
WWIDE and LLONG parameters must be assigned to the values of the width and length of this
DUT of large dimensions. This step ensures that once the behavior of the long/wide channel
device is ﬁtted, it will not be affected afterwards by the values of the scaling parameters that
will be extracted in the following steps.
CGG vs. VG Analysis, VS = 0 V , VD = 0 V & VB = 0 V
At this ﬁrst step the process parameters and the parameters related to the Quantum Mechan-
ical effect are extracted. Even if the values of these parameters have been already assigned
from information directly related to the fabrication process itself, a ﬁne tuning of them should
be made in order to ﬁt more accurately the electrical behavior of the model to the actual
capacitive measurements of the device.
From the CGG vs. VG analysis the following process parameters can be extracted: NDEP, TOXE,
VFB and NGATE. Each one of these parameters affects a different region of or in a different
way the CGG capacitance vs. VG, so they should be extracted accordingly. More speciﬁcally:
 NDEP is affecting the CGG in the depletion region. If possible, NDEP, which deﬁnes the
doping level, is ideally extracted from the CGB vs. VG analysis (with the S and D terminals
grounded).
 TOXE is affecting the deep accumulation and strong-inversion regions, where the maxi-
mum capacitive load is seen from the gate node towards the rest of the device.
 VFB is deﬁning the ﬂat-band voltage of the device and it can be extracted by studying the
region from depletion till the onset of strong-inversion. If the threshold voltage is used
by the model as a parameter, then the threshold voltage can be extracted instead or in
parallel, depending of the model parameter set.
 NGATE is related to the poly-silicon depletion effect, so it affects the slope of CGG in the
strong-inversion region.
Furthermore, the value of COX is affected by the Quantum Mechanical effect. The parameters:
ADOS, BDOS, QM0 and ETAQM are also extracted from theCGG vs.VG analysis, when focusing
at the slope of CGG at the onset of the strong-inversion region.
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ID vs. VG Analysis, VD = [VD,lin,VD,sat], VS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
In this step, the VG dependence of the drain current (ID), is studied. Different parameters are
extracted in two different regions of operation, namely the linear mode (i.e. VD VG−VTH)
and the saturation (i.e. VD 	VG−VTH). It is very important that during the extraction in this
step, both ID and the transconductance (gm) are studied at once.
Linear Mode
 Focusing in the weak-inversion region (ID vs. VG curve with y-axis in logarithmic scale),
NFACTOR, which is related to the sub-threshold slope of the ID, can be extracted. Fur-
thermore, a ﬁne tuning of the NDEP and VFB parameters may be performed, if needed.
In case the values of NDEP and VFB obtained during the ﬁtting of ID vs. VG characteristic
differ importantly from those obtained during the ﬁtting of the CGG vs. VG characteristic
before (Section 7.2.1), then the parameters NDEPCV and VFBCV can be used for the
dynamic operation (CV) and the NDEP and VFB for the static current operation (IV). In
general, though, using different values for NDEP and NDEPCV for IV and CV operation
is not recommended as it introduces an artiﬁcial discrepancy of the model behavior
between the two regimes of operation.
 From the strong-inversion region, the low-ﬁeld mobility U0, the parameter ETAMOB for
the calculation of the vertical effective ﬁeld, the parameters related to the effect of mobility
reduction due to vertical ﬁeld UA and EU and the parameters for the coulomb scattering
effect UD and UCS, are extracted. Furthermore, the parameters for S/D series resistances
are also extracted under the same bias conditions. If RDSMOD= 0 (internal S/D series
resistances), RDSW is extracted. Otherwise, RSW and RDW are extracted.
Saturation
 From the weak-inversion region (ID vs. VG curve with y-axis in logarithmic scale), the
CDSCD parameter, which is linked to the dependence of the sub-threshold slope on drain
bias, is extracted.
 Focusing in the strong-inversion region, the parameters that are connected to the velocity
saturation effect, namely VSAT, PSAT, PTWG and PSATX, can be extracted.
Finally, from the accumulation to the depletion region, in both linear mode and saturation,
the parameters related to the GIDL effect are extracted. First, the selector GIDLMOD should
be set to 1, in order to activate GIDL/GILS currents, and then the parameters AGIDL, BGIDL,
CGIDL and EGIDL are extracted. In principle, and depending on the fabrication process and
the layout of the device, GIDL and GILS currents should be equal, so it is sufﬁcient to extract
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the AGIDL, BGIDL, CGIDL and EGIDL parameters. But in case GIDL and GISL currents differ,
then parameters AGISL, BGISL, CGISL and EGISL can also be used and should be extracted
separately from corresponding source current measurements.
IG vs. VG Analysis, various VD, VS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
From the IG vs. VG analysis the parameters related to the gate current can be extracted. First,
the gate oxide tunneling components should be activated by setting to 1 the selectors IGCMOD
and IGBMOD. Different parameters are extracted in different regions of operation. More
speciﬁcally the following points can be drawn:
Accumulation to Weak-inversion Region
 The AIGBACC, BIGBACC, CIGBACC and NIGBACC, which are linked to the gate-to-
substrate current component determined by electron tunneling from conduction band
(ECB).
 The AIGS, BIGS and CIGS, which are linked to the tunneling current between the gate
and the source diffusion region and the AIGD, BIGD and CIGD, which are linked to the
tunneling current between the gate and the drain diffusion region.
 The DLCIG and DLCIGD, which are linked to the S/D overlap length for the IGS and the
IGD, respectively.
Weak- to Strong-inversion Region
 AIGBINV, BIGBINV, CIGBINV, EIGBINV and NIGBINV, which are linked to the gate-to-
substrate current component determined by EVB.
 AIGC, BIGC, CIGC, NIGC and PIGCD, which are linked to the gate-to-channel current.
PIGCD is expressing the VD dependence of gate-to-channel current.
ID vs. VD Analysis at various VG, VS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
In this step, both the ID vs. VD and the output conductance (gds) vs. VD characteristics are
studied simultaneously. Different effects impact both characteristics and the parameters
related to those effects are extracted. In detail the following parameters are extracted, based
on the corresponding notes:
 DELTA, which is a smoothing factor for the transition between VDS and VDS,sat.
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 PDITS and PDITSD, which are linked to the DITS effect.
 PCLM, PCLMG and FPROUT, which are linked to the channel length modulation (CLM)
effect.
 PDIBLC,which is linked to the impact of the DIBL effect on Rout.
 PVAG, which is linked to the VG dependence on Early voltage.
CGG vs. VG Analysis at VDS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
The velocity saturation (VSAT) and the channel length modulation (CLM) effects not only
affect the static behavior of the transistor but its dynamic performance as well. The extraction
of VSAT and PCLM from the ID vs. VG and the ID vs. VD curves should be sufﬁcient in order to
capture these effects for CV operation consistently. To verify that, the CGG vs. VG characteristic
for different VDS = 0 V values, from linear mode to saturation must be studied. If different
values for VSAT and PCLM are necessary for accurate ﬁtting of the CV behavior at different
VD biases, then the VSATCV and PCLMCV can be used to ﬁne tune the dynamic operation
without affecting the static one.
ID vs. VG Analysis at VD = [VD,lin,VD,sat] & various VSB
In this step almost the same procedure as in Section 7.2.1 is repeated in order to extract the
parameters that are linked to the body effect. Similar to the Section 7.2.1, it is very important
that during the extraction in this step both ID and gm are studied simultaneously.
Linear Mode
 Focusing in the weak-inversion region, CDSCB, which is linked to the VSB dependence
of the sub-threshold slope, is extracted. Also K2, which is linked to the VTH shift due to
vertical non-uniform doping, is extracted in the same region.
 In the strong-inversion region, UC, which is linked to the VB (or VS) dependence of mobil-
ity, is extracted. The parameter for VSB dependence of S/D series resistances, PRWB, is
also extracted under the same bias conditions.
Saturation
 In the strong-inversion region, the parameter that is connected to VSB dependence of the
velocity saturation effect, i.e. PSATB, is extracted.
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In order to validate that the values of the parameters, which are linked to VSB dependencies,
are correctly extracted, it is useful to check ID vs. VD and gds vs. VD characteristics at various
VG & VSB = 0 V and, if needed, to ﬁne tune the values of the parameters.
Fitting Veriﬁcation
After all the extraction steps of this part have been performed, the ﬁtting of the model should
be checked for all the analysis carried out up to this point. In case the ﬁtting is not accurate
enough for any of the analyses, all the steps (from 7.2.1 to 7.2.1) must be repeated for ﬁne
tuning the parameters.
7.2.2 Extraction of Short Channel Effects & Length Scaling Parameters
Once the behavior of the wide/long channel device has been accurately modeled, the next step
is the extraction of the parameters that are either related to short channel effects or express
the different length dependencies. consequently at this phase, devices across the entire length
range of the technology, from the shortest to the longest one, are studied simultaneously.
In order to avoid the impact of narrow channel effects or of the width dependencies these
devices should, ideally, have the same channel width. The extraction that is carried out follows
the same ﬂow as in Section 7.2.1, but now a set of devices with constant channel width but
different channel lengths is used.
CGG vs. VG Analysis at VS = 0 V , VD = 0 V & VB = 0 V
In this step, the parameters related to the overlap and the fringing capacitances as well as
those that are linked to the length dependence of the doping concentration and the ﬂat-band
voltage are extracted. More speciﬁcally:
 NDEPL1, NDEPLEXP1, NDEPL1 and NDEPLEXP1, which are the length scaling param-
eters for the doping concentration, are extracted from CGG in the depletion region. If
possible, it is recommended that those parameters are extracted from CGB vs. VG analysis,
while the S and D terminals are grounded.
 The extraction of parameters related to the overlap and the fringing capacitances is carried
out by studying the entire range of VG bias of CGG vs. VG characteristic. These parameters
are: CGSO, CGDO, CGBO, CGSL, CGDL, CKAPPAS, CKAPPAD and CF. If possible, it is
recommended that CGSO, CGDO, CGBO and CF are extracted from CGD vs. VG at low VB
values and with the S and D terminals being connected together and grounded and with
the B terminal biased, while CGSL, CGDL, CKAPPAS and CKAPPAD are extracted from
CGD vs. VG at high VB, again with the S and D terminals being connected together and
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grounded and with the B terminal biased.
 DLC, which is the channel-length offset parameter for the CV model, is extracted in the
strong-inversion region of CGG.
 VFBCVL and VFBCVLEXP, which express the length dependence of the ﬂat-band voltage
at CV, are extracted from the depletion region and till the onset of strong-inversion. In
order to be able to use VFBCVL and VFBCVLEXP parameters, VFBCV must be = 0  .
ID vs. VG Analysis at VD = [VD,lin,VD,sat], VS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
In this step, parameters related to short channel effects or to length dependencies of ID vs. VG,
are extracted. Similar to the procedure described in Section 7.2.1, the parameters are divided
into two groups. The ﬁrst group includes the parameters which are extracted in linear mode
(i.e. VD  VG −VTH) and the latter group includes the parameters which are extracted in
saturation (i.e. VD 	VG−VTH). It is very important that during the extraction both ID and gm
of all the devices are studied in parallel.
Linear Mode
 Focusing in the weak-inversion region (ID vs. VG characteristic in the VG < VTH region
and preferably with the y-axis in logarithmic scale), NFACTORL and NFACTORLEXP,
which are related to the length dependence of the sub-threshold slope of ID vs. VG, can be
extracted. Furthermore, LINT, which is the channel length offset parameter, is used to
ﬁt both the sub-threshold slope and the VTH itself. For ﬁtting the VTH of the devices also
DVTP0 and UD can prove to be useful. UD should be used only for ﬁne tuning because it
mainly affects the strong-inversion region above threshold voltage. It is recommended
that the parameters NDEPL1, NDEPLEXP1, NDEPL1 and NDEPLEXP1 keep the already
extracted values from the CGG vs. VG analysis (Section 7.2.2). But, if the ﬁtting of the VTH
across the entire length range cannot be achieved without changing the values of NDEPL1,
NDEPLEXP1, NDEPL1 and NDEPLEXP1, then these parameters are used for static cur-
rent operation (IV) and NDEPCVL1, NDEPCVLEXP1, NDEPCVL1 and NDEPCVLEXP1
parameters are used for dynamic operation (CV).
 In the strong-inversion region, the parameters related to the length dependence of: i) the
mobility; U0L and U0LEXP, ii) the effect of mobility reduction due to vertical ﬁeld; UAL,
UALEXP, EUL and EULEXP and iii) the coulomb scattering effect; UDL and UDLEXP, are
extracted. Furthermore, parameters for the length dependence of S/D series resistances,
namely RDSWL and RDSWLEXP (when RDSMOD= 0) or RSWL, RSWLEXP, RDWL and
RDWLEXP (when RDSMOD= 1), are also extracted under the same bias conditions.
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Saturation
 In the weak-inversion region (ID vs. VG characteristic with the y-axis in logarithmic scale),
CDSCDL and CDSCDLEXP paramerers, which are linked to the length dependence of
the sub-threshold slope dependence on drain bias, are extracted. Moreover, parameters
for the DIBL effect, which control VTH when VDS = 0, namely ETA0 and DSUB, are also
extracted in the same region.
 Focusing in the strong-inversion region, the length scaling parameters linked to the veloc-
ity saturation effect, i.e VSATL, VSATLEXP, PSATL, PSATLEXP, PTWGL and PTWGLEXP,
can be extracted.
Finally, from the accumulation to depletion region, in both linear mode and saturation, the
parameters AGIDLL/AGISLL, which are related to the length dependence of the GIDL effect
(GIDL/GISL currents), are extracted.
IG vs. VG Analysis at various VD, VS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
From the IG vs. VG analysis, the parameters related to the length dependence of gate current
are extracted. These parameters are: AIGCL, AIGSL, AIGDL and PIGCDL.
ID vs. VD Analysis at various VG, VS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
In this step, both ID vs. VD and gds vs. VD characteristics should be studied simultaneously.
Similar to the procedure described in the Section 7.2.2 the parameters that are extracted are:
 DELTAL and DELTALEXP, which are related to the length dependence of the velocity
saturation effect and the smoothing factor for the calculation of VDS as it approaches
VDS,sat.
 PDITSL, which is linked to the length dependence of the DITS effect.
 PCLML, PCLMLEXP, FPROUTL and FPROUTLEXP, which are linked to the length de-
pendence of the CLM effect.
 PDIBLCL and PDIBLCLEXP, which are linked to the length dependence of the impact of
the DIBL effect on Rout.
It is very important to be mentioned here, that if the slope of the gds vs. VD curve at low levels
of inversion is steeper than the measurements, then ETA0 should be decreased and, at the
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same time, DVTP1 can be used in order to achieve an accurate ﬁt for the VTH in saturation.
CGG vs. VG Analysis at VDS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
The extraction of the length scaling parameters of VSAT and PCLM from the ID vs. VG and the
ID vs. VD characteristics (Steps 7.2.2 and 7.2.2) should be sufﬁcient in order to capture VSAT
and CLM effects for the CV behavior as well. To verify that, CGG vs. VG characteristic of all wide
devices with various gate lengths, for different VDS = 0 V , from linear mode to saturation, must
be studied. If different values for VSATL, VSATLEXP, PCLML and PCLMLEXP are necessary
for accurate ﬁtting of the CV behavior across the length axis, then VSATCVL, VSATCVLEXP,
PCLMCVL and PCLMCVLEXP can be used.
ID vs. VG Analysis at VD = [VD,lin,VD,sat] & various VSB)
In this step almost the same procedure as in Section 7.2.1 will be repeated in order to extract
the length scaling parameters that are linked to the body effect. Similar to the Section 7.2.1, it
is also very important that during the extraction in this step both ID and gm of all devices are
studied simultaneously.
Linear Mode
 Focusing in the weak-inversion region, K2L and K2LEXP, which are linked to the length
dependence VTH shift due to vertical non-uniform doping, are extracted.
 In the strong-inversion region, UCL and UCLEXP, which are linked to the length depen-
dence of mobility reduction on the VSB bias, are extracted. The parameters for the length
dependence of S/D series resistances on the VSB bias, namely PRWBL and PRWBLEXP,
are also extracted under the same bias conditions.
Saturation
 In the weak-inversion region (ID vs. VG characteristic when y-axis is in logarithmic scale),
the parameters related to the length dependence of the DIBL effect dependence on VSB,
namely ETAB and ETABEXP, are extracted.
In order to validate that the values of the length scaling parameters, which are linked to VSB
dependencies, are correctly extracted, it is useful to check ID vs. VD and gds vs. VD character-
istics under various VG & VSB = 0 V conditions and, if needed, to ﬁne tune the values of the
parameters.
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Fitting Veriﬁcation
When all the steps for the extraction of the short channel effects and length scaling parameters
have been performed, the ﬁtting of the model should be checked for all the analysis carried
out in the Section 7.2.2. In case the ﬁtting is not accurate enough, all the steps (from 7.2.2 to
7.2.2) must be repeated for ﬁne tuning the parameters.
7.2.3 Extraction of Narrow Channel Effects & Width Scaling Parameters
The next step in the parameter extraction procedure is the extraction of the parameters that
are either related to narrow channel effects or express the different width dependencies. So at
this part, devices across the entire width range of the technology, from the narrowest to the
widest one, are studied simultaneously. In order to avoid the impact of short channel effects
or of the length dependencies these devices should ideally have the same long channel. The
extraction that is carried out follows the same ﬂow as in Section 7.2.2, but now a set of devices
with constant long channel but different channel widths is used.
CGG vs. VG Analysis at VS = 0 V , VD = 0 V & VB = 0 V
In this step, parameters related to the width dependencies of the CV behavior of the device,
e.g. width dependence of the doping concentration and ﬂat-band voltage, are extracted. More
speciﬁcally:
 NDEPW and NDEPWEXP, which are the width scaling parameters for the doping concen-
tration, are extracted fromCGG in the depletion region. If possible, it is recommended that
those parameters are extracted from CGB vs. VG analysis and with the S and D terminals
being grounded.
 DWC, which is the channel-width offset parameter for the CV model, is extracted in the
strong-inversion region of CGG.
 VFBCVW and VFBCVWEXP, which express the width dependence of ﬂat-band voltage at
CV, are extracted along the entire VG bias range of the CGG characteristic. In order to be
able to use VFBCVW and VFBCVWEXP parameters, VFBCV must be = 0  .
ID vs. VG Analysis at VD = [VD,lin,VD,sat], VS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
In this step, parameters related to the width dependencies of ID vs. VG, are extracted. Similar
to the procedure described in Section 7.2.1, the parameters are divided in two groups, those
which are extracted in the linear mode (i.e. VD VG−VTH) and those which are extracted in
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saturation (i.e. VD 	VG−VTH). It is very important that during the extraction both ID and gm
of all the devices are studied in parallel.
Linear Mode
 Focusing in the weak-inversion region (ID vs. VG characteristic when y-axis is in logarith-
mic scale), NFACTORW and NFACTORWEXP, which are related to the width dependence
of the sub-threshold slope of ID vs. VG, can be extracted. Furthermore, WINT, which is
the channel width offset parameter, is used to ﬁt both the sub-threshold slope and the
VTH across W. It is recommended that the parameters NDEPW and NDEPWEXP keep the
values extracted from the CGG vs. VG analysis (Section 7.2.3). However, in the case that
a good description of the VTH across the entire width range cannot be achieved without
changing the values of NDEPW and NDEPWEXP, then these parameters are used for
static operation (IV) and the NDEPCVW and NDEPCVWEXP parameters are used for
dynamic operation (CV).
 In the strong-inversion region, the parameters related to the width dependence of the
mobility reduction due to vertical ﬁeld effect, namely UAW, UAWEXP, EUW and EUWEXP,
are extracted.
Saturation
 Focusing in the strong-inversion region, the width scaling parameters linked to the velocity
saturation effect, i.e. VSATW and VSATWEXP, can be extracted.
Finally, from the accumulation to depletion region, in both linear mode and saturation, the
parameters AGIDLW/AGISLW, which are related to the width dependence of GIDL effect
(GIDL/GISL currents), are extracted.
In order to validate that the values of the width scaling parameters are correctly extracted,
it is useful to check ID vs. VD and gds vs. VD characteristics under various VG & VSB = 0 V
bias conditions and, if needed, to ﬁne tune the values of the parameters, depending on the
priorities and the modelling focus of the process.
IG vs. VG Analysis at various VD, VS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
From the IG vs. VG analysis, the parameters related to the width dependence of gate current
are extracted. These parameters are: AIGCW, AIGSW and AIGDW.
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CGG vs. VG Analysis at VDS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
The extraction of the width scaling parameters of VSATW and VSATWEXP from ID vs. VG
and ID vs. VD characteristics (Step 7.2.3) should be sufﬁcient in order to capture VSAT for
CV operation. To verify that, the CGG vs. VG characteristic of all devices, for different VDS =
0 V , from linear mode to saturation, must be studied. If different values for VSATW and
VSATWEXP are necessary for accurate ﬁtting of the CV behavior across W, then VSATCVW and
VSATCVWEXP can be used.
ID vs. VG Analysis at VD = [VD,lin,VD,sat] & various VSB
In this step, from the weak-inversion region of linear mode, K2W and K2WEXP, which are
linked to the width dependenceVTH shift due to vertical non-uniform doping, can be extracted.
For validation purposes, it is useful to check: i) the ID vs. VG and gm vs. VG characteristics in
weak- and strong-inversion and for both the linear mode and saturation, and ii) the ID vs. VD
and gds vs. VD characteristics at various VG & VSB = 0 V and, if needed, extract K2W and
K2WEXP to ﬁt both (i) and (ii) cases.
Fitting Veriﬁcation
When all the extraction steps for the width scaling have been performed, the ﬁtting of the
model should be checked for all the analysis carried out in Section 7.2.3. In case the ﬁtting is
not accurate enough, all the steps (from 7.2.3 to 7.2.3) must be repeated for ﬁne tuning the
parameters.
7.2.4 Extraction of Parameters for Narrow/Short Channel Devices
The ﬁnal part in the parameter extraction procedure from a geometrical point of view, is
the extraction of the parameters for narrow/short channel devices. These devices have the
minimum dimensions so it is of the highest difﬁculty to capture their behavior. Since the
minimum channel device parameters can affect the already performed ﬁtting across length
and width, it is recommended that two different sets of devices are studied simultaneously, i.e.
one set with constant short channels but different channel widths (from narrowest to widest)
and one set with constant narrow channels but different channel lengths (from the shortest
to the longest one). This way, the minimal dimensions device is reached by two different
axis and the appropriate modeling level of all the geometrical region of the narrow and short
geometries is assured.
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CGG vs. VG Analysis at VS = 0 V , VD = 0 V & VB = 0 V
In this step, the geometry dependent parameters for modeling the CV behavior of the nar-
row/short channel devices, are extracted. More speciﬁcally:
 NDEPWL and NDEPWLEXP, which are used to ﬁt the doping concentration of small
channel devices, are extracted from the CGG in the depletion region. If possible, it is
recommended that those parameters are extracted from the CGB vs. VG analysis with the
S and D terminals being shorted to the ground.
 LWLC and WWLC, which are the coefﬁcients of the length and the width dependencies
for CV model, respectively, are extracted in the strong-inversion region of the CGG.
 VFBCVWL and VFBCVWLEXP, which are used to ﬁt the ﬂat-band voltage at CV, are ex-
tracted from the depletion till the onset of strong-inversion region of the CGG characteris-
tic. In order to be able to use VFBCVWL and VFBCVWLEXP parameters, VFBCV has to
be set = 0  .
ID vs. VG Analysis at VD = [VD,lin,VD,sat], VS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
In this step, the geometry dependent parameters for modeling ID of the narrow and short chan-
nel devices, are extracted. Similar to the procedure described in Section 7.2.1, the parameters
are divided in two groups, those which are extracted in the linear mode (i.e. VD VG−VTH)
and those which are extracted in the saturation (i.e. VD 	VG−VTH). It is very important that,
during the extraction, both ID and gm of all the devices are studied at the same time.
Linear Mode
 Focusing in weak-inversion region (ID vs. VG characteristic when y-axis is in logarithmic
scale), NFACTORWL and NFACTORWLEXP, which are used to ﬁt the sub-threshold slope
of ID vs.VG for small channel devices, can be extracted. It is recommended that the param-
eters NDEPWL and NDEPWLEXP keep the values extracted from the CGG vs. VG analysis
(Section 7.2.4). But, if the ﬁtting of the VTH for both sets of devices cannot be achieved
without changing the values of NDEPWL and NDEPWLEXP, then these parameters are
used for the static operation (IV) and the NDEPCVWL and NDEPCVWLEXP parameters
are used for the dynamic operation (CV).
 In the strong-inversion region, the parameters which are used to model the effect of mo-
bility reduction due to vertical ﬁeld in small channel devices, namely UAWL, UAWLEXP,
EUWL and EUWLEXP, are extracted.
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Saturation
 Focusing in the strong-inversion region, the parameters which are used to model the
velocity saturation effect in small channel devices, i.e. VSATWL and VSATWLEXP, can be
extracted.
In order to validate that the values of the parameters, which model the behavior of narrow
and short channel devices, are correctly extracted, it is useful to check the ID vs. VD and
gds vs. VD characteristics at various VG & VSB = 0 V and, if needed, to ﬁne tune the values of
the parameters.
CGG vs. VG Analysis at VDS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
The extraction of the parameters, which are used to model to the velocity saturation effect in
small channel devices, VSATWL and VSATWEXP, from the ID vs. VG and ID vs. VD characteris-
tics (Step 7.2.4) should be sufﬁcient in order to capture the VSAT for CV operation, as well. To
verify that, theCGG vs.VG characteristic of all devices, for differentVDS = 0V , from linear mode
to saturation, must be studied. If different values for VSATWL and VSATWLEXP are necessary
for accurate ﬁtting of the CV behavior of devices, then VSATCVWL and VSATCVWLEXP can
be used.
ID vs. VG Analysis at VD = [VD,lin,VD,sat] & various VSB
In this step, from the weak-inversion region of linear mode, the K2WL and K2WLEXP parame-
ters, which are linked to the VTH shift due to vertical non-uniform doping in small channel
devices, can be extracted. For validation purposes, it is useful to check: i) the ID vs. VG and
gm vs. VG characteristics in weak- and strong-inversion and for both linear mode and satu-
ration, and ii) the ID vs. VD and gds vs. VD characteristics at various VG & VSB = 0 V and, if
needed, update K2WL and K2WLEXP to ﬁt both (i) and (ii).
Fitting Veriﬁcation
When all the steps for narrow and short channel devices have been performed, the ﬁtting of
the model should be checked for all the analysis carried out in Section 7.2.4. In case the ﬁtting
is not accurate enough, all the steps (from 7.2.4 to 7.2.4) must be repeated for the ﬁne tuning
the parameters.
7.2.5 Extraction of Temperature Dependence Parameters
Up to this point of the parameter extraction procedure, the temperature dependence of the
parameters has been ignored since all the parameters were extracted at TNOM, and all the
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reference data were considered at this temperature. In this part, the parameters that are
related to the impact of the temperature on the behavior of devices are extracted, and for
that, data across a certain temperature range of the technology are necessary. The behavior
of devices is studied with the same geometrical sequence as the previous steps, while the
temperature dependence parameters are extracted in the same regions of operation as the
parameters of the corresponding physical effects.
Wide & Long Channel Devices
The ﬁrst step, in the extraction of temperature (T) dependence parameters, is to study the
behavior of a long and wide channel device at different T and for different analyses. It is
recommended that the same device as the one in Section 7.2.1 is used. In more detail, the
following guidelines are drawn:
ID vs. VG analysis at VD =VD,lin, VS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
 From the weak-inversion region (ID vs.VG characteristic when y-axis is in logarithmic scale),
the parameters TBGASUB and TBGBSUB, which control the temperature dependence of
the energy band-gap (Eg), are extracted. Also, TNFACTOR is extracted in order to ﬁt the
sub-threshold slope of ID in different T, while KT1 and KT1EXP are extracted by ﬁtting the
VTH across T.
 From the strong-inversion region, the mobility temperature exponent, UTE and the tem-
perature coefﬁcients: i) for mobility reduction due to vertical ﬁeld effect, namely UA1 and
UD1, ii) for the coulomb scattering effect, UCSTE and iii) for the S/D series resistances,
PRT, are extracted.
ID vs. VG analysis at VD =VD,sat, VS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
 From the strong-inversion region, the parameters that are used to model the temperature
dependence of the velocity saturation effect, i.e. AT and PTWGT, are extracted.
It is very important that in the above analysis both ID and gm of all the devices are studied
at once. Furthermore, from the accumulation to depletion region, in both linear mode and
saturation of the ID vs. VG analysis, the parameter TGIDL, which controls the temperature
dependence of GIDL effect, is extracted.
ID vs. VD Analysis at various VG, VS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
From ID vs.VD analysis in different temperatures, TDELTA, which is related to the temperature
dependence of the smoothing factor for the effective VDS as it approaches VDS,sat, is extracted.
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ID vs. VG Analysis at VD =VD,lin & various VSB
 From the weak-inversion region (ID vs. VG characteristic when y-axis is in logarithmic
scale) KT2, which is linked to the temperature dependence of VTH shift due to vertical
non-uniform doping with VSB bias, is extracted.
 From the strong-inversion region, the temperature coefﬁcient for the mobility reduction
with VSB bias, namely UC1, is extracted.
For validation purposes, it is useful to check: i) the ID vs. VG and gm vs. VG characteristics in
the weak- and strong-inversion and for both linear mode and saturation, and ii) the ID vs. VD
and gds vs. VD characteristics at various VG & VSB = 0 V and, if needed, extract KT2 and UC1
to ﬁt both (i) and (ii).
Length Scaling of Wide Channel Devices
The following step in the extraction of temperature dependence parameters, is to study the
temperatures dependences across the length axes. For this reason, data at different T of a set
of devices with constant wide channel but different channel lengths are used.
ID vs. VG analysis at VD =VD,lin, VS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
 From the weak-inversion region (ID vs. VG characteristic when y-axis is in logarithmic
scale), the parameter KT1L is extracted for ﬁtting the VTH across the length, at different
temperatures.
 From the strong-inversion region, the length scaling parameters for: i) the mobility temper-
ature exponent, UTEL and for the temperature coefﬁcients or mobility reduction due to
vertical ﬁeld effect, namely UA1L and UD1L, are extracted.
ID vs. VG analysis at VD =VD,sat, VS = 0 V & VB = 0 V
 From the weak-inversion region (ID vs. VG characteristic when y-axis is in logarithmic
scale), the parameter TETA0, which is related to the temperature dependence of DIBL
effect and thus is controlling the VTH in saturation, is extracted.
 From strong-inversion region, the parameters that are used to model the temperature
dependence of velocity saturation effect across the length, i.e. ATL and PTWGTL, are
extracted.
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It is very important that in the above analysis both ID and gm of all the devices are studied at
once. For validating that the values of length scaling parameters for temperature dependence
parameters are extracted correctly, it is useful to check also the ID vs. VD and gds vs. VD
characteristics and, if needed, to ﬁne tune the values of the corresponding parameters by
repeating Step 7.2.5.
7.3 Conclusions
The development of the compact models is based on their ﬂexibility and their ability to adapt
their predictive behavior on the actual measurements of a speciﬁc technology against which
they are called to be used. The parameter extraction methodology can be regarded as a
crude mathematical problem, on one side. However, this approach does not allow the user
to exploit the maximum of the analytical and physics based structure of the model and it is
characterized by an over-demanding computationally effort. On the other side, the parameter
extraction procedure may be regarded as a physics-based problem, whose solution is based
on identifying the regions and the bias conditions on which each phenomenon manifests it
self more intensively. This approach minimizes the effort in computational terms, however, it
might not exploit all the mathematical space for improvement due to various higher order
effects that are correlated and depend on each other.
Practically, the best approach to be used is a path which lays in between the two extreme
approaches mentioned above. The physics and the knowledge of the model will set a clear
path on the process and the will deﬁne the main conditions under which each parameter and
corresponding phenomenon is to be treated. However, at a second level some iterations are
going to be needed in order to balance out all the correlations between the various effects
and to minimize the distance between the model and the targeted data in the full range of the
technology, covering various geometries and temperature conditions. This hybrid approach
was described above and is illustrated in Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 7.2.
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ID, gm vs. VG
@ VD=[VD,lin, VD,sat], VS=VB=0 V
fine tune: NDEP, VFB
NFACTOR (WI)
U0, ETAMOB, UA, EU, UD, 
UCS, RDSW (or RSW/RDW) (SI)
CDSCD (WI)
VSAT, PSAT, PTWG, PSATX (SI)
AGIDL, BDIGL, CGIDL, EGIDL
Preliminary Step:
SET: TNOM, LLONG, WWIDE
Recommended: 
EPSROX, EPSRSUB, TOXE, TOXP (DTOX), 
NDEP, NGATE, NSD, XJ, XW/XL
LONG WIDE 
DEVICES
CGG vs. VG 
@ VS=VD=VB=0 V
NDEP, TOXE, VFB, NGATE,
ADOS, BDOS, QM0, ETAQM
IG vs. VG
@ various VD, VS=VB=0 V
AIGBACC, BIGBACC, CIGBACC, NIGBACC,
AIGS, BIGS, CIGS, AIGD, BIGD, CIGD,
DLCIG, DLCIGD,
AIGBINV, BIGBINV, CIGBINV, EIGBINV, NIGBINV, 
AIGC, BIGC, CIGC, NIGC, PIGCD
lin
sat
Acc. to WI
WI to SI
ID, gds vs. VD 
@ various VG, VS=VB=0 V
DELTA, PDITS, PIDTSD, PCLM, 
PCLMG, FPROUT, PDIBLC, PVAG
CGG vs. VG 
@ VDS≠0, VB=0 V 
fine tune: VSAT, PCLM
ID, gm vs. VG 
@ VD=[VD,lin, VD,sat], VB≠0 V, VS=0 V
CDSCB, K2 (WI)
UC, PRWB (SI)
PSATB (SI)
lin
sat
L SCALING 
WIDE DEVICES
CGG vs. VG 
@ VS=VD=VB=0 V
NDEPL1, NDEPLEXP1, NDEPL2, NDEPLEXP2, 
CGSO, CGDO, CGBO, CGSL, CGDL, 
CKAPPAS, CKAPPAD, CF, DLC, 
VFBCVL, VFBCVLEXP (if VFBCV≠0)
ID, gm vs. VG
@ VD=[VD,lin, VD,sat], VS=VB=0 V
fine tune: NDEPL1, NDEPLEXP1, NDEPL2, NDEPLEXP2
NFACTORL, NFACTORLEXP, LINT, (*DVTP0, *UD) (WI)
U0L, U0LEXP, UAL, UALEXP, EUL, EULEXP, 
UDL, UDLEXP, RDSWL, RDSWLEXP 
(or RSWL, RSWLEXP/RDWL, RDWLEXP) (SI)
CDSCDL, CDSCDLEXP, ETA0, DSUB (*DVTP1) (WI)
VSATL, VSATLEPX, PSATL, PSATLEXP, 
PTWGL, PTWGLEXP (SI)
AGIDLL
lin
sat
IG vs. VG
@ various VD, VS=VB=0 V
AIGSL, AIGDL, AIGCL, PIGCDL
ID, gds vs. VD 
@ various VG, VS=VB=0 V
DELTAL, DELTALEXP, PDITSL, PCLML, PCLMLEXP, 
FPROUTL, FPROUTLEXP, PDIBLCL, PDIBLCLEXP
CGG vs. VG 
@ VDS≠0, VB=0 V 
fine tune: VSATL, VSATLEXP, PCLML, PCLMLEXP
ID, gm vs. VG 
@ VD=[VD,lin, VD,sat], VB≠0 V, VS=0 V
K2L, K2LEXP (WI)
UCL, UCLEXP, PRWBL, PRWBLEXP (SI)
ETAB, ETABEXP (SI)
lin
sat
GOOD 
FITTING?
YESNO
GOOD 
FITTING?
YESNO
@ TNOM
Figure 7.1 – The parameter extraction procedure and guidelines of BSIM6 expressed in the form of a
ﬂowchart - part A.
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W SCALING 
LONG DEVICES
CGG vs. VG 
@ VS=VD=VB=0 V
NDEPW, NDEPWEXP, DWC, 
VFBCVW, VFBCVWEXP (if VFBCV≠0)
ID, gm vs. VG
@ VD=[VD,lin, VD,sat], VS=VB=0 V
fine tune: NDEPW, NDEPWEXP
NFACTORW, NFACTORWEXP, WINT(WI)
UAW, UAWEXP, EUW, EUWEXP (SI)
VSATW, VSATWEPX (SI)
AGIDLW
lin
sat
IG vs. VG
@ various VD, VS=VB=0 V
AIGSW, AIGDW, AIGCW
CGG vs. VG 
@ VDS≠0, VB=0 V 
fine tune: VSATW, VSATWEXP
ID, gm vs. VG
@ VD=[VD,lin], VB≠0 V, VS=0 V
K2W, K2WEXP (WI)
W SCALING of SHORT &
L SCALING of NARROW DEVICES
CGG vs. VG 
@ VS=VD=VB=0 V
NDEPWL, NDEPWLEXP, LWLC, WWLC 
VFBCVWL, VFBCVWLEXP (if VFBCV≠0)
ID, gm vs. VG
@ VD=[VD,lin, VD,sat], VS=VB=0 V
fine tune: NDEPWL, NDEPWLEXP
NFACTORWL, NFACTORWLEXP(WI)
UAWL, UAWLEXP, EUWL, EUWLEXP (SI)
VSATWL, VSATWLEPX (SI)
lin
sat
CGG vs. VG 
@ VDS≠0, VB=0 V 
fine tune: VSATWL, VSATWLEXP
ID, gm vs. VG
@ VD=[VD,lin], VB≠0 V, VS=0 V
K2WL, K2WLEXP (WI)
PARAMETERS RELATED
TO TEMPERATURE
LONG WIDE 
DEVICES
ID, gm vs. VG
@ VD=[VD,lin, VD,sat], VS=VB=0 V
TBGASUB, TBGBSUB, TNFACTOR,
KT1, KT1EXP (WI)
UTE, UA1, UD1, UCSTE, PRT (SI)
AT, PTWGT (SI)
TGIDL
lin
sat
ID, gds vs. VD 
@ various VG, VS=VB=0 V
TDELTA
ID, gm vs. VG 
@ VD=[VD,lin], VB≠0 V, VS=0 V
KT2 (WI)
UC1 (SI)
L SCALING 
WIDE DEVICES
ID, gm vs. VG
@ VD=[VD,lin, VD,sat], VS=VB=0 V
KT1L (WI)
UTEL, UA1L, UD1L (SI)
TETA0 (WI)
ATL, PTWGTL (SI) sat
lin
NOTES: 
1) PARAMETERS PRECEEDED BY * MIGHT PROVE USEFULL FOR FITTING,
 ALTHOUGH THEIR USE IS NOT NECESSARY
2) WHEN FITTING THE PARAMETERS RELATED TO BODY EFFECT ( VB≠0 V ),
 IS RECCOMMENDED TO CHECK ALSO ID, gds vs. VD CHARACTERISTICS
GOOD 
FITTING?
YESNO
GOOD 
FITTING?
YESNO
GOOD 
FITTING?
YESNO
END
@ various T
Figure 7.2 – The parameter extraction procedure and guidelines of BSIM6 expressed in the form of a
ﬂowchart -part B.
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CMOS Technologies
8.1 Introduction
State-of-the-art technologies need more complex models that subsequently demand more
time to be developed. Taking also into account both the advancements of technology and
the time required for a model to be adopted by the design community, the actual lifetime of a
model is reduced signiﬁcantly. Under the described conditions, it is crucial that the model
is thoroughly benchmarked from its ﬁrst steps to speedup its development and adoption.
BSIM6 went through an extensive validation from its early development years. Thanks to this
evaluation, the model proved its abilities to accurately represent the behavior of nanoscale
bulk CMOS processes, facilitating its standardization.
In this chapter, results of this broad evaluation procedure are demonstrated. The model is
validated against measurements of the two commercial, state-of-the-art 40 nm and 28 nm
bulk CMOS technologies, over a wide range of biases and geometries, for nMOS and pMOS
devices, and for different modes of operation, namely dynamic (CV), static (IV) and RF. In
order for the model to be evaluated, different global model cards (different for nMOS and
pMOS devices and different for the two processes) were extracted. A full extraction procedure
is carried out as follows. The ﬁrst step is to extract a global model card, that can be used: a)
across the geometry plane (W/L), b) for all bias conditions; from weak- to strong-inversion and
from linear operation to saturation, c) for the whole temperature (T) range of the technology
and d) for CV and IV operation, as described in Ch. 7. Then this model card is extended for RF
operation by: a) ﬁne tuning some of the parameters so that the model can capture the changes
in CV and IV behavior of the RF devices, which stem from the differences in the topology of
the RF DUTs with respect to the DC ones, and b) including the contribution of the parasitic
capacitances and resistances that surround the intrinsic channel of the devices and become
dominant in the RF regime. Finally, the RF noise parameters are extracted, forming the ﬁnal
model card [111].
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(b) pMOS
Figure 8.1 – Normalized total gate capacitance cgg vs. |VG −VT0,lin| at VS = VD = VB = 0 V of a 40 nm
CMOS process. (a) nMOS and (b) pMOS DC DUTs, with W = 1 μm and L = [40n,60n,120n,240n,1μ] m.
8.2 Validation against a 40 nm CMOS Process
BSIM6 was evaluated extensively against measurements of an advanced 40 nm CMOS techno-
logy. At the time that BSIM6 was under development, the 40 nm node was the state-of-the-art
commercial node. As a result, more results are demonstrated against this technology, com-
pared to the 28 nm technology. In this section, a selection of the most representative results
of the comparison between the model and measurements of the 40 nm process is presented.
In each analysis the bias conditions and the DUTs that are used are described.
8.2.1 CV Operation
One of themost challenging, but also signiﬁcant, properties of a compactmodel is its capability
to provide a reliable description of the dynamic behavior of devices, especially of those that are
scaled down to the nanometer range. In Fig. 8.1, the normalized total gate capacitance cgg vs.
VG−VT0,lin for nMOS and pMOS DC DUTs, extending from the accumulation region to strong-
inversion and for devices having different channel lengths, is presented. The CGG capacitance
is normalized to Cox ·Wtot ·L according to Eq. (3.18). VT0,lin represents the threshold voltage of
the long channel device (different for nMOS and pMOS devices) when there is no body-effect,
i.e. VSB = 0 V. The results verify the correct behavior of the model even for the shortest channel
devices with Lmin = 40 nm [111].
Capacitances can be extracted not only through AC measurements but also from RF measure-
ments. Using the Y-parameters,CGG andCGD can be obtained from Eq. (3.11c) and Eq. (3.11d),
respectively. In [72, 86] BSIM6 was evaluated under very low-bias conditions, speciﬁcally
in linear mode and from weak- to strong-inversion. It should be noted here that linear op-
eration is a region that is usually unexplored during the RF characterization of nanoscale
devices. Fig. 8.2, displays the normalized form of the capacitances Cgg and Cgd vs. |VG−VT0|,
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from depletion region to strong-inversion, where VT0 is the threshold voltage of each DUT at
|VD| = 0.3 V. Even though |VD| = 0.3 V is quite low, the impact of velocity saturation (VS) and
channel length modulation (CLM) effects on capacitances should not be neglected. BSIM6
is able to capture the CV behavior of the device correctly, which is strongly affected by the
overlap/fringing capacitances and the VS/CLM effects.
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(b) pMOS
Figure 8.2 – Normalized capacitances cgg and cgd vs. |VG−VT0|, at |VD| = 0.3 V: (a) nMOS and (b) pMOS
minimum channel length RF DUTs of a 40 nm CMOS, with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2μm and L = 40nm.
8.2.2 DC Operation
In this section different plots of the comparison of the model against measurements, when the
transistor is in DC operation, are demonstrated. All the results are also normalized according
to the relations presented in Table 6.1.
Corner DUTs
In Sec. 6.4 different results displaying the length scaling capabilities of the model were demon-
strated. The evaluation of the scaling features of a model is meaningful only after the model’s
ability to describe accurately the overall behavior of at least one device, with all the involved
physical phenomena, is shown. For consistency, the results of the model simulations for the
fundamental DC analyses compared to measurements concerning the four corner nMOS DC
DUTs of the technology are presented [105].
In Fig. 8.3a, Fig. 8.3b, Fig. 8.3c and Fig. 8.3d, the normalized drain current id vs. VG −VT0
for linear operation and saturation, in both logarithmic and linear scale is demonstrated,
while in Fig. 8.3e and Fig. 8.3f, the normalized gate transconductance gm vs. VG −VT0 for
linear operation and saturation is shown. VT0 is the threshold voltage of the speciﬁed region.
Fig. 8.4a, shows the normalized normalized transconductance efﬁciency gms
/
id vs. IC, which
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in saturation is calculated after:
gms
id
= n · gm
id
=
n · Gm
Gspec
ID
Ispec
= nUT ·Gm
ID
. (8.1)
Finally, Fig. 8.4b and Fig. 8.4c demonstrate the id and gds vs. VD for weak- and strong-inversion.
The results verify the correct behavior of the model across all regions of operation for the
extreme geometries of the studied technology.
W and L Scaling
A reliable model should be able to predict the drain current for all combinations of VG and VD,
across W and L. In order to further demonstrate this property of the model, the normalized
current in linear operation and in saturation for different levels of inversion is presented in
Fig. 8.5. From the plots we observe that the model demonstrates a very good scalability not
only across the L, which was veriﬁed in Sec. 6.4, but also across the W axis.
Temperature Scaling
The model was also evaluated for its ability to capture the static behavior across T . Fig. 8.6,
shows the |ids| vs. VG−VT0 characteristics of the shortest channel DC devices, for 3 different
temperatures including the extreme temperatures of the technology i.e., T = −40 oC and
T = 150 oC , in linear operation and saturation. The results show that the model is accurately
capturing the impact of the temperature on the behavior of MOS transistor, while at the same
time it is correctly predicting the temperature independent value of the drain current [111].
Study of the Model’s Symmetry
Source and drain symmetry is a fundamental feature of an ideal MOSFET model. To check
if this longitudinal symmetry is preserved by BSIM6 when the same parameter set extracted
for this process is used, the Gummel symmetry test (GST) in weak- and strong-inversion was
carried out [109]. The device that was selected is a short channel device where the symmetry
of the model is more difﬁcult to be preserved due to the prevailing short channel effects.
The model was tested for the current IX = ID − IS vs. VX = VD −VS, when VD = −VS, and its
derivatives up to the 5th degree (Fig. 8.7). The quantities are normalized to their maximum
values as:
iX = IX
max(IX)
(8.2)
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(a) id,lin - logarithmic scale
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(b) id,lin - linear scale
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(c) id,sat - logarithmic scale
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(d) id,sat - linear scale
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(f) gm,sat
Figure 8.3 – Normalized drain current id and gate transconductance gm vs. VG−VT0 for the corner nMOS
DC DUTs of a 40 nm CMOS process: (a) id,lin vs. VG−VT0,lin at VD = 0.05 V (linear mode), in logarithmic
scale, (b) id,lin vs. VG −VT0,lin at VD = 0.05 V (linear mode), in linear scale, (c) id,sat vs. VG −VT0,sat at
VD = 1.1 V (saturation), in logarithmic scale, (d) id,sat vs. VG−VT0,sat at VD = 1.1 V (saturation), in linear
scale, (e) gm vs. VG −VT0,lin at VD = 0.05 V (linear mode) and (f) gm,sat vs. VG −VT0,sat at VD = 1.1 V
(saturation).
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(c) gds
Figure 8.4 – Transconductance efﬁciency gms
/
id vs. IC and normalized drain current id and output
concuctance gds vs. VD for the corner nMOS DC DUTs of a 40 nm CMOS process: (a) gms
/
id vs. id
at VD = 1.1 V (saturation), (b) id vs. VD for VG−VT0 =−0.26 V (weak-inversion) and VG−VT0 = 0.73 V
(strong-inversion) and (c) gds vs. VD for VG −VT0 = −0.26 V (weak-inversion) and VG −VT0 = 0.73 V
(strong-inversion).
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(c) id,lin vs. W
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(d) id,sat vs. W
Figure 8.5 – Length and width scaling of the normalized drain current id for various VG for nMOS
DC DUTs of a 40 nm CMOS process. (a) id vs. L, VD = 0.05 V (linear mode), (b) id vs. L, VD = 1.1 V
(saturation) (c) id vs. W , VD = 0.05 V (linear mode) and (d) id vs. W , VD = 1.1 V (saturation).
and
∂niX
∂V nX
=
∂n IX
∂V nX
max
(
∂n IX
∂V nX
) . (8.3)
The model exhibits a smooth behavior around VDS = 0.
8.2.3 RF Operation
In this part the model is compared against RF measurements of the 40 nm technology. As
described in Ch. 2, each RF DUT of this process consists of a number of multi-ﬁnger devices
in parallel, isolated by a deep buried n-well layer (connected to the ground for nMOS devices).
Since increased complexity can affect the simulation speed of a model, the surrounding
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(a) id,lin - logarithmic scale
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(b) id,lin - linear scale
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(c) id,sat - logarithmic scale
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(d) id,sat - linear scale
Figure 8.6 – Normalized drain current |id| vs. VG−VT0, at T = [−40,25,250] oC , for the shortest nMOS
and pMOS DC DUTs of a 40 nm CMOS process, with W = 10 μm and L = 40 nm. (a) |id| at VD = 0.05 V
(linearmode) in logarithmic scale, (b) |id| atVD = 0.05 V (linearmode) in linear scale, (c) |id| atVD = 1.1 V
(saturation) in logarithmic scale and (d) |id| at VD = 1.1 V (saturation) in linear scale.
parasitic network should be kept as simple as possible. A 3-R network was found to be accurate
enough to model the substrate network for the CMOS process under study, while it was very
important that the parasitic contribution of the isolation layer was accounted for. Although
the deep n-well layer that is spreading below the whole device is distributed in nature [118], a
simpliﬁed model, proposed in [64], was used. A ﬁnal overview of the RF MOSFET equivalent
schematic, that was used to model RF devices of the speciﬁc 40 nm process, is presented in
Fig. 8.8. Among all the extrinsic components only the resistance Riso and the capacitance
Ciso of the isolation layer are not provided by the BSIM6 compact model and had to be added
externally [72,86].
During the last years, the interest for ultra-low power RF applications which employ transistors
at low-bias conditions has increased [119–121], while applications with operating frequencies
above the Ft have already been proposed [122–124]. Thus, results from the validation of BSIM6
not only in saturation but also at those regions of very low-power operation, including regions
close and above the transit frequency Ft, will be presented.
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(a) weak-inversion
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(b) strong-inversion
Figure 8.7 – Gummel symmetry test (GST) of BSIM6 model at (a) VG = 0.2V (weak-inversion) and (b)
VG = 1.1V (strong-inversion), using the model card derived for nMOS DC DUTs of a 40 nm CMOS
process. iXvs. VX and its partial derivatives up to 5th degree are shown.
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Figure 8.8 – RF MOSFET equivalent schematic including the parasitic contribution of the isolation
layer.
Y-parameters
The RF validation process begins with the study of the de-embedded Y-parameters. The
BSIM6 model has been thoroughly validated in different bias conditions [5, 72, 86, 88, 111].
The Y-parameters are normalized to Gspec according to Eq. (3.20). In Fig. 8.9 and Fig. 8.10,
the model is compared against measurements of the Y-parameters across frequency, in weak-
and moderate-inversion at low VD (VD = 0.3 V), for the shortest nMOS RF device, showing an
excellent consistency. In addition, in Fig. 8.11 the normalized Y-parameters vs. IC at 20 GHz
are presented. Although it is challenging to achieve a good ﬁtting of the Y-parameters over
such a wide range of bias points, the model displays sufﬁcient precision, verifying its RF
abilities at very low-bias conditions and even for frequencies above the transit frequency of
the device.
In Fig. 8.12 and Fig. 8.13, the model is compared against measurements of the Y-parameters
across frequency, for different levels of inversion at VD = 1.1 V, for the shortest nMOS RF
device. The analytical model presented in Ch. 3 is also included for reference. We see that
BSIM6 is representing correctly the Y-parameters, even at the lower RF frequencies of ℜ{Y22},
which is strongly affected by the isolation layer that expands below the DUT and is accounted
for in the simulations with BSIM6, but not in the analytical model.
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(a) ℜ{y11}
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(b) ℜ{y12}
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(c) ℜ{y21}
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(d) ℜ{y22}
Figure 8.9 – Normalized real part of the Y-parameters vs. frequency of a minimum channel length RF
nMOS DUT of a 40 nm CMOS process, with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at VG−VT0 =
[−0.2,−0.15,−0.05,0.05] V and VD = 0.3 V: (a) Real(y11), (b) Real(y12), (c) Real(y21) and (d) Real(y22).
Note that at VG−VT0 = [−0.2,−0.15] V the device is in weak-inversion (IC < 0.1), while at VG−VT0 =
[−0.05,0.05] V the device is in moderate inversion (0.1< IC < 10).
RF Figures-of-Merit
To further evaluate the BSIM6 model at RF, RF FoMs interesting from a designer’s point of view
are also studied, for two different VD points, namely VD = 0.3 V and VD = 1.1 V. Especially for
VD = 1.1 V that the device operated in saturation the analytical model presented in Ch. 3 is
also included for reference. In Fig. 8.14a and Fig. 8.14c, the magnitude of the small-signal
current gain |H21| is displayed. We can observe that at low levels of inversion and beyond a
speciﬁc frequency, |H21| becomes independent of the frequency. This occurs for frequencies
above the transit frequency and as a result it does not have an impact on the behavior of Ft,
which is the frequency at which |H21| = 1. Therefore, even at low-bias conditions Ft can still be
119
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(a) ℑ{y11}
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(b) ℑ{y12}
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(c) ℑ{y21}
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(d) ℑ{y22}
Figure 8.10 – Normalized imaginary part of the Y-parameters vs. frequency of a minimum channel
length RF nMOS DUT of a 40 nm CMOS process, with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at
VG−VT0 = [−0.2,−0.15,−0.05,0.05] V and VD = 0.3 V: (a) Imag(y11), (b) Imag(y12), (c) Imag(y21) and (d)
Imag(y22). Note that at VG−VT0 = [−0.2,−0.15] V the device is in weak-inversion (IC < 0.1), while at
VG−VT0 = [−0.05,0.05] V the device is in moderate inversion (0.1< IC < 10).
calculated using the same approximation as in strong-inversion:
Ft = fspot · |H21( fspot)|  1
2π
· Gm( fspot)
Cgg( fspot)
, (8.4)
where fspot is the frequency at which Ft is calculated. However, especially for low levels of
inversion, fspot must be carefully chosen before the point at which |H21| levels off, i.e. in the
−20 dB/dec part of the |H21| characteristic, so that Eq. (8.4) provides a correct estimation of
the Ft. The transit frequency vs. IC is shown in Fig. 8.14b and Fig. 8.14d. It is worth mentioning
that in moderate-inversion the Ft is already some tens of GHz.
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(b) ℜ{y12}
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(d) ℜ{y22}
Figure 8.11 – Normalized Y-parameters vs. IC of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT of a 40 nm
CMOS process, with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at 20GHz and VD = 0.3 V: (a) y11, (b)
y12, (c) y21 and (d) y22. The real part corresponds to the left axis whereas the imaginary part to the
right.
Fig. 8.15a and Fig. 8.15c show Mason’s Unilateral GainU , which can be calculated as deﬁned
in Eq. (3.29). As already discussed in Ch. 3, the slope ofU with respect to frequency changes as
we move towards lower levels of inversion. The above observation points out that Fmax, which
is the frequency at whichU = 1, can no longer be calculated as Fmax = fspot ·
√
U ( fspot), with
fspot being the frequency at which Fmax is calculated. Instead, Fmax must be calculated as the
frequency at whichU , extrapolated with the correct slope, becomes equal to 0 dB, for each
operating point. This method was used to obtain Fmax vs. IC in Fig. 8.15b and Fig. 8.15d.
The comparison between the BSIM6 model and the measurements validates the abilities of
the model to capture with precision the behavior of nanoscale devices, including at very-low
bias conditions, provided that a correct parameter extraction is performed. The model is
able to predict the RF operation, which is strongly affected by all the higher order physical
phenomena, over more than four decades for RF of current density, across all different levels
of inversion and speciﬁcally from weak- to strong-inversion.
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(b) ℜ{y12}
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(c) ℜ{y21}
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(d) ℜ{y22}
Figure 8.12 – Normalized real part of the Y-parameters vs. frequency of a minimum channel length RF
nMOS DUT of a 40 nm CMOS process, with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at VG−VT0 =
[−0.25,−0.05,0.15,0.35,0.75] V andVD = 1.1 V: (a) Real(y11), (b) Real(y12), (c) Real(y21) and (d) Real(y22).
Note that at VG−VT0 =−0.25 V the device is in weak-inversion (IC < 0.1), at VG−VT0 = [−0.05,0.15] V
the device is in moderate-inversion (0.1 < IC < 10) and at VG −VT0 = [0.35,0.75] V the device is in
strong-inversion (IC > 10).
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(a) ℑ{y11}
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(b) ℑ{y12}
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(c) ℑ{y21}
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(d) ℑ{y22}
Figure 8.13 – Normalized imaginary part of the Y-parameters vs. frequency of a minimum channel
length RF nMOS DUT of a 40 nm CMOS process, with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at
VG−VT0 = [−0.25,−0.05,0.15,0.35,0.75] V andVD = 1.1 V: (a) Imag(y11), (b) Imag(y12), (c) Imag(y21) and
(d) Imag(y22). Note that at VG−VT0 =−0.25 V the device is in weak-inversion (IC < 0.1), at VG−VT0 =
[−0.05,0.15] V the device is in moderate-inversion (0.1< IC < 10) and at VG−VT0 = [0.35,0.75] V the
device is in strong-inversion (IC > 10).
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(a)
∣∣H21∣∣ at VD = 0.3 V
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(b) Ft at VD = 0.3 V
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(c)
∣∣H21∣∣ at VD = 1.1 V
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(d) Ft at VD = 1.1 V
Figure 8.14 –
∣∣H21∣∣ vs. frequency and Ft vs. IC of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT of a
40 nm CMOS process. (a)
∣∣H21∣∣ vs. frequency at VG−VT0 = [−0.2...0.65] V and VD = 0.3 V, (b) Ft vs. IC
at VG−VT0 = [−0.2...0.65] V and VD = 0.3 V, (c)
∣∣H21∣∣ vs. frequency at VG−VT0 = [−0.25...0.75] V and
VD = 1.1 V and (d) Ft vs. IC at VG−VT0 = [−0.25...0.75] V and VD = 1.1 V.
RF Noise
At RF and especially at low bias conditions the noise generated in the device plays an important
role in the overall system characteristics. Therefore, accurate modeling of the RF noise is a
requirement for low noise, RF IC design. BSIM6 includes all the different noise sources to
accurately capture the noise behavior of the device, i.e. ﬂicker noise, channel thermal noise
(including induced gate noise), gate current shot noise and thermal noise of resistances.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the BSIM6 model, the de-embedded RF noise parameters
of the RF nMOS DUT, namely NFmin, Rn, Gopt and Bopt, were used. In Fig. 8.16 and Fig. 8.17 the
four RF noise parameters of the device are compared with the BSIM6 model versus frequency,
for low and high VD bias, namely, VD = [0.3,1.1] V. In saturation, i.e. VD = 1.1 V, the analytical
RF noise model presented in Ch. 4 is also included for reference. Since, it is very difﬁcult
to carry out RF noise measurements at very-low current densities the noise parameters are
displayed only in moderate- and strong-inversion and not in weak-inversion. Besides, in
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(a)U at VD = 0.3 V
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(b) Fmax at VD = 0.3 V
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(c)U at VD = 1.1 V
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(d) Fmax at VD = 1.1 V
Figure 8.15 – U vs. frequency and Fmax vs. IC of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT of a
40 nm CMOS process. (a) U vs. frequency at VG −VT0 = [−0.2...0.65] V and VD = 0.3 V, (b) Fmax vs.
IC at VG −VT0 = [−0.2...0.65] V and VD = 0.3 V, (c) U vs. frequency at VG −VT0 = [−0.25...0.75] V and
VD = 1.1 V and (d) Fmax vs. IC at VG−VT0 = [−0.25...0.75] V and VD = 1.1 V.
Fig. 8.18, NFmin and Rn, are plotted with respect to IC, and although the noise measurements
present a great variance across frequency, the model is still very close to the measurements.
From Fig. 8.18a and Fig. 8.18c, we observe that the minimum NFmin is achieved in the higher
levels ofmoderate inversion for bothVD biases. The RFnoise characteristics verify the accuracy
withwhich BSIM6predicts the noisy behavior of the device frommoderate- to strong-inversion
region.
8.3 Validation against a 28 nm CMOS Process
Similar to the evaluation of the BSIM6 model against the 40 nm CMOS process, in this section
the abilities of the model are veriﬁed even for the lowest standard bulk CMOS node, i.e. the
28 nm HK-MG bulk CMOS technology. For this part of the validation, we focus on the CV and
DC operation of nMOS DC devices and we highlight particularly the model’s length scaling
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(d) Bopt
Figure 8.16 – The four RF noise parameters vs. frequency of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT
with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at VD = 0.3 V and VG−VT0 = [−0.05,0.05,0.25] V, with
Z0 = 50Ω: (a) NFmin, (b) Rn, (c) Gopt and (d) Bopt.
abilities. Given the fact that a broad evaluation of the model has already been carried out
for the 40 nm CMOS technology, for the 28 nm process only the most indicative results are
demonstrated.
8.3.1 CV Operation
In Fig. 8.19, the normalized capacitances vs. V −VT0,lin of wide (W = 10 μm) nMOS DC devices
with different channel lengths, from the long to short, are shown. More speciﬁcally, Fig. 8.19a
shows the normalized total gate capacitance cgg vs. VG −VT0,lin when all the other device
terminals, i.e. D, S, B, are connected to the ground, Fig. 8.19b shows the normalized gate to
bulk capacitance cgb vs. VGB−VT0,lin when the D and S terminals are connected to the ground
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(d) Bopt
Figure 8.17 – The four RF noise parameters vs. frequency of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT
with M = 6, Nf = 10, W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, at VD = 1.1 V and VG −VT0 = [0.05,0.15,0.55] V, with
Z0 = 50Ω: (a) NFmin, (b) Rn, (c) Gopt and (d) Bopt.
and Fig. 8.19c shows the normalized gate to bulk capacitance cgd,s vs. VGD,S−VT0,lin when the
voltage applied to the B terminal is VB =VGD,S. When CGD,S is measured, choosing to apply to
the B terminal a bias that follows the VGD,S helps to be able to collect the AC signal at any VGD,S.
In this way, at any time, a zero voltage drop is applied to the diodes CJD and CJS and thus the
limitation to stop the VGD,S biasing before the voltage drop at the diodes is equal to 0.7 V does
not exist. The capacitances are normalized to Cox ·Wtot ·L according to Eq. (3.18), while VT0,lin
represents the threshold voltage of the long channel device when there is no body-effect, i.e.
VSB = 0 V.
When observing closer the three CV plots, a few remarks concerning the impact of different
short channel effects on the capacitance arise. In Fig. 8.19a and Fig. 8.19c, in depletion region
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(a) NFmin at VD = 0.3 V
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(b) Rn at VD = 0.3 V
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(c) NFmin at VD = 1.1 V
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(d) Rn at VD = 1.1 V
Figure 8.18 – NFmin and Rn vs. IC, of a minimum channel length RF nMOS DUT with M = 6, Nf = 10,
W = 2 μm and L = 40 nm, with Z0 = 50Ω. (a) NFmin at VD = 0.3 V and f = 14 GHz, (b) Rn at VD = 0.3 V
and f = 14 GHz, (c) NFmin at VD = 1.1 V and f = [10 GHz, 14 GHz] and (d) Rn at VD = 1.1 V and
f = [10 GHz, 14 GHz]. It is clearly observed that the minimum values of NFmin and Rn are achieved
in the onset between moderate and strong-inversion.
(where there is no inversion charge), we see an increase of the capacitances as we move from
the long channel DUT to the shorter ones. This is the impact of the overlap and fringing
capacitances. From the same plots, in the low part of the inversion region, we can see how
the quantum mechanical effects impact the slope of the characteristics, e.g. the slope of cgg
between VG−VT0,lin ≈ 0.2 to 0.5 V is steeper for the long channel device when compared to the
the slope of cgg between VG−VT0,lin ≈ 0.4 to 0.6 V of the shortest one. Finally, from Fig. 8.19b
in depletion region we can see the impact of the change in the value of the effective channel
doping.
The comparison of the BSIM6 model against CV measurements of the 28 nm CMOS techno-
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(b) cgb
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(c) cgd
Figure 8.19 – Normalized capacitances for nMOS DC DUTs of a 28 nm CMOS process, with W = 10 μm
and L = [30n,40n,80n,600n,10μ] m. (a) cgg vs. VG−VT0,lin at VS =VD =VB = 0 V, (b) cgb vs. VGB−VT0,lin
at VS =VD = 0 V and (c) cgd vs. VGD,S−VT0,lin at VB =VGD,S.
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logy shows that the model is able to represent with sufﬁcient accuracy the dynamic behavior
of the transistors of this nanoscale node.
8.3.2 DC Operation
In the plots that are presented in this section, different IV characteristics are demonstrated.
More speciﬁcally, Fig. 8.20 shows the id and gm vs. VG−VT0, in linear mode and saturation,
while in Fig. 8.21 the id and gds vs. VD, in weak- and strong-inversion are presented. VT0
is the threshold voltage of the speciﬁed region, while all the results are also normalized
according to the relations presented in Table 6.1. The different characteristics correspond
to wide (W = 10 μm) nMOS DC devices with different channel lengths, from long to short.
The model can capture the behavior of all the DUTs precisely, accounting for all the second
order effects. To further demonstrate the abilities of the model, the sub-threshold slope SS,
the normalized threshold voltage vtb (vtb = VTB
/
VT0,long, with VT0,long being the threshold
voltage of the long channel device in the deﬁned region of operation when VSB = 0 V ) and the
normalized maximum current max(id) vs. L, in both linear mode and saturation, for different
VB biases, are presented in Fig. 8.22. The BSIM6 model is once again proving its excellent
scalability and its suitability for advanced nanoscale CMOS technologies.
8.4 Conclusions
The comparison between the BSIM6 model and the measurements validates the abilities
of the model to capture with precision the behavior of nanoscale devices, both nMOS and
pMOS, including at very-low bias conditions, provided that a correct parameter extraction
is performed. Despite the complexity of all the higher order effects that appear in nanoscale
devices, the model is able to predict the static, dynamic and RF operation (including RF noise),
over more than seven decades for DC and three decades for RF of current density, across all
different levels of inversion and speciﬁcally from weak- to strong-inversion.
Concerning the RF operation, using a simple extrinsic parasitic network, the model captures
the RF behavior accurately for a wide frequency range, even beyond Ft. In addition, the
model represents precisely the limits of the technology, e.g. the slope change in the Unilateral
gain, which can prove critical when designing close to these regions. The presented results
demonstrate that BSIM6 is very well-suited for the design of ultra-low power analog/RF IC.
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(a) id,lin - logarithmic scale
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(b) id,lin - linear scale
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(c) id,sat - logarithmic scale
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(d) id,sat - linear scale
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(e) gm,lin
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(f) gm,sat
Figure 8.20 – Normalized drain current id and gate transconductance gm vs. VG−VT0, for nMOS DC
DUTs, with W = 10 μm and L = [30n,60n,120n,300n,10μ] m, of a 28 nm CMOS process. (a) id,lin vs.
VG −VT0,lin at VD = 0.05 V (linear mode), in logarithmic scale, (b) id,lin vs. VG −VT0,lin at VD = 0.05 V
(linear mode), in linear scale, (c) id,sat vs. VG−VT0,sat at VD = 1.0 V (saturation), in logarithmic scale,
(d) id,sat vs. VG−VT0,sat at VD = 1.0 V (saturation), in linear scale, (e) gm vs. VG−VT0,lin at VD = 0.05 V
(linear mode) and (f) gm,sat vs. VG−VT0,sat at VD = 1.0 V (saturation).
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(b) gds
Figure 8.21 – Normalized drain current id and its derivative gds vs. VD for VG −VT0 = −0.1 V (weak-
inversion) and VG −VT0 = [0.26,0.8] V (strong-inversion) at VS = VD = VB = 0 V, for nMOS DC DUTs,
with W = 10 μm and L = [30n,60n,120n,300n,10μ] m, of a 28 nm CMOS process. (a) id and (b) gds.
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(c) vtb,lin
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(d) vtb,sat
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(e) max(id,lin)
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(f) max(id,sat)
Figure 8.22 – Length Scaling of: (a) SSlin , (b) SSsat, (c) vtb,lin , (d) vtb,sat, (e) max(id,lin), (f ) max(id,sat) for
nMOS DC DUTs of a 28 nm CMOS process, at VD = 0.05 V (linear mode) and VD = 1.0 V (saturation)
and for |VSB| = [0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0] V.
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9 Device Level Figures-of-Merit as
Design Guidelines
9.1 Introduction
The necessity of both compact and analytical models for the design process is unquestionable.
The former are the built-in tools in simulators without which the IC design cannot be carried
out easily and the latter provide us with a deep understanding of the behavior of the devices;
an important step that should precede any design activity. And, although both types of models
are used widely by circuit designers, they rarely enjoy a treatment as anything more than a
black box.
Nevertheless, analog/RF IC design is a demanding and complex task which requires from the
designer to identify the optimum choices according to the degrees of freedom available and
at the same time achieve the highest performance in metrics such as gain, current efﬁciency,
bandwidth, noise, and linearity [125]. On top of that, the “changes” imposed by the aggressive
downscaling of CMOS technology (reduction of voltage supply, increase in the leakage current,
profound variability etc.) complicate further the design of analog circuits [126], especially
at RF frequencies where parasitics start to dominate. Apparently, any guidance to navigate
within this multi-variable design space would be valuable.
In the last years, there is an increased interest in the concept of the inversion coefﬁcient
IC as the main design parameter even for very advanced technologies [127, 128]. The IC
based design methodology [39] can prove to be especially useful for the design of low-power
analog/RF circuits, where the operating point is pushed from the traditional strong-inversion
region towards the moderate- or even the weak-inversion.
In this "design-oriented" chapter we present simple analytical expressions which may not
account for all the physical phenomena present in nanoscale technologies but are able to
predict certain aspects of the behavior of the MOS transistor with sufﬁcient accuracy. Their
simplicity makes them an attractive option for designers, who would like to have a ﬁrst
estimation of their design variables before they turn to a circuit simulator. Different FoMs
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are modeled across all levels of inversion in saturation, using only very few parameters. A
very easy and handy procedure for the extraction of these parameters from measurements
is additionally presented. The models are then compared against measurements of two
commercial bulk CMOS processes, namely, 28 nm and 40 nm, and with the BSIM6 compact
model, focusing on short-channel devices. At last, different aspects on the design of a simple
single-MOS CS ampliﬁer, which is chosen as case study based on the IC design methodology,
are discussed.
9.2 Modeling the Gate Transconductance - Gm
One of the most important small-signal parameters of a MOSFET is the gate transconductance
Gm deﬁned as:
Gm = ∂ID
∂VG
. (9.1)
Not only is it a signiﬁcant characteristic of the device, but also several other design metrics
such as Gm
/
ID, Gds, Av, Ft, F , etc. strongly depend on it. As a result, modeling accurately
the Gm is important if not mandatory. The gate transconductance can be expressed by the
formula [39]:
Gm = Gms
n
= gms ·Gspec
n
= gms · Ispec
n ·UT
=
gms · Ispec ·
W
L
n ·UT
. (9.2)
9.2.1 Modeling the Normalized Source Transconductance - gms
In advanced nanoscale CMOS devices the impact of velocity saturation is prominent. Velocity
saturation effect appears when the longitudinal electric ﬁeld Ex within the device increases
beyond a certain value, called the critical electric ﬁeld Ec, above which the drift velocity of
the carriers, υdrift, starts to saturate to a maximum value υsat [39]. The normalized source
conductance in saturation, including the effect velocity saturation is given by [88,129]:
gms = Gms
Gspec
=
√
λ2c IC
2+2λc IC+4 IC+1−1
λ2c IC+λc+2
, (9.3)
where λc is the velocity saturation parameter. λc depends on the length of the device through
the relation:
λc = Lsat
L
, (9.4)
with Lsat = 2μ0UT
/
υsat being the length of the part of the channel that the velocity of the
drift carriers is saturated, where μ0 is the low-ﬁeld mobility constant [39]. λc tends to zero for
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Figure 9.1 – gms vs. IC in saturation for a short and a long-channel device, having L =40 nm and
L =10 μm, respectively. The gms of the short-channel device saturates at a value equal to 1
/
λc. The
velocity saturation effect is strongly limiting the short channel performance, especially in comparison
with the long-channel, above IC = 1/λc2.
long-channel devices, while it can reach a value of up to 0.7 for a 30 nm MOSFET. The value of
λc actually shows the part of the channel length that velocity saturation effect prevails, e.g.
a value of λc = 0.7 means that in 70% of the device channel length the drift carriers cannot
increase their velocity any further, even if VD is increased.
In Fig. 9.1, an example of the source transconductance gms vs. IC for a short (L =40 nm) and
a long (L =10 μm) channel device, is presented. The value of Lsat was chosen to be 20 nm,
meaning that for the long device λc ≈ 0, while for the short-channel device λc = 0.5. From the
graph we see that in weak-inversion gms is proportional to IC for both the devices. However,
when moving to strong-inversion, the long-channel device demonstrates a gms proportional
to

IC , whereas for the short-channel device the gms saturates to a value equal to 1
/
λc. The
strong-inversion asymptotes for both devices can be obtained through Eq. (9.3). For the
long-channel device, where there is no velocity saturation effect, we assume λc  0 and IC 	 1:
gms
∣∣∣∣
SI asymptote w/o. VS
=

IC =
√
id, (9.5)
knowing that the normalized drain current in saturation is [39]:
id =
IDsat
Ispec
= IC. (9.6)
To calculate the asymptote for the short-channel device, where the velocity saturation effect
dominates, we assume λc IC 	 1:
gms
∣∣∣∣
SI asymptote w. VS
= 1
λc
. (9.7)
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The velocity saturation parameter proves to be useful when it comes to understand at which
inversion level the velocity saturation effect starts to be important. In Fig. 9.1, we see that
the weak- and strong-inversion asymptotes for the short-channel device cross at IC = 1/λc,
meaning that for an IC value above 1
/
λc the velocity saturation effect emerges. In addition,
we see that the strong-inversion asymptotes of both devices cross at IC = 1/λc2, so for any
value of the IC beyond that point the velocity saturation effect becomes signiﬁcant and affects
strongly the behavior of short-channel devices. Actually, IC = 1/λ2c can serve as a critical
inversion coefﬁcient [130] to deﬁne the onset of velocity saturation. Therefore, an effective
inversion coefﬁcient that includes the effect of velocity saturation [125,129] can be deﬁned as:
ICeff = IC ·
(
1+ IC
4ICcrit
)
, (9.8)
with ICcrit = 1
/
(λ2c).
9.2.2 Extraction of Parameters - n, Ispec,λc
Combining Eq. (9.2), Eq. (9.3) and Eq. (9.4) we observe that Gm can be modeled with the use of
only three parameters namely, n, Ispec and Lsat. In order to facilitate the extraction procedure
the transconductance efﬁciency Gm
/
ID will be used.
Modeling the Normalized Transconductance Efﬁciency - gms
/
id
The transconductance efﬁciency Gm
/
ID can be normalized as follows:
Gm
ID
= gm ·Gspec
id · Ispec
= gm
id ·UT
= gms
id
1
n ·UT
. (9.9)
In saturation, the normalized transconductance efﬁciency gms
/
id is found if we combine
Eq. (9.3) and Eq. (9.6):
gms
id
=
√
λ2c IC
2+2λc IC+4 IC+1−1
λ2c IC
2 +λc IC+2 IC
. (9.10)
The normalized transconductance efﬁciency gms
/
id for a short- and long-channel device is
shown in Fig. 9.2. We see that gms
/
id remains invariant and equal to 1 for both devices in
weak-inversion, whereas in strong-inversion it degrades much faster for the short-channel
device due to the effect of velocity saturation. The strong-inversion asymptotes for both
devices can be obtained through Eq. (9.10) using the same assumptions that where used for
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Figure 9.2 – gms
/
id vs. IC in saturation for a short and a long-channel device, having L =40 nm and
L =10 μm, respectively. We see that the gms
/
id of the short-channel device degrades much faster in SI
compared to the long-channel device, due to the effect of velocity saturation.
Eq. (9.5) and Eq. (9.7). So, for the long-channel device, without velocity saturation, we get:
gms
id
∣∣∣∣
SI asymptote w/o. VS
= 1
IC
= 1√
id
, (9.11)
while for the short-channel device, with velocity saturation, we get:
gms
id
∣∣∣∣
SI asymptote w. VS
= 1
λc IC
= 1
λc id
. (9.12)
Similar to Fig. 9.1, in Fig. 9.2, we see that the different asymptotes cross at the same points,
meaning that the weak and strong-inversion asymptotes for the short-channel device cross at
IC = 1/λc, and that the strong-inversion asymptotes of both devices cross at IC = 1/λc2.
After the description of the Gm
/
ID FoM, the extraction procedure of the three parameters n,
Ispec and Lsat will be presented. The parameters are extracted accounting for the character-
istics of the Gm
/
ID in different regions. This procedure can be used for any DUT and at any
temperature (as long as the impact of the T on theUT is accounted for) irrespectively of the
process. It should be mentioned though that a different parameters should be extracted for
nMOS and pMOS devices. In order to describe the procedure, ID vs. VG measurements of
nMOS RF DUTs of a 40 nm CMOS process at VD = 1.1 V will be used.
 Extraction of n
As described above, in weak-inversion gms
/
id = 1. So, using the Eq. (9.9) and solving for
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Figure 9.3 – Extraction of the slope factor n, which corresponds to the minimum value of the curve
ID
/
(Gm ·UT). The measurements correspond to an RF DUT having M = 6, Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and
L = 40 nm, at VD = 1.1 V.
the slope factor n, we get:
n = 1
Gm
ID
·UT
. (9.13)
The slope factor can be then easily extracted if we plot ID
/
(Gm ·UT) vs. ID, set both axes in
logarithmic scale, so that weak-inversion region is displayed better, and ﬁnd its minimum
value. The extraction of the n of a short-channel device is shown in Fig. 9.3.
 Extraction of Ispec
The extraction of the Ispec should be carried out in a wide/long-channel device so that
there are no short-channel effects and the device behaves in a manner close to ideal. From
Eq. (9.11) we know that the SI asymptote of gms
/
id for a long-channel device is equal to
1
/√
id, which in terms of non-normalized quantities can be translated into:
Gm ·n ·UT
ID
∣∣∣∣
SI asymptote w/o. VS
=
√
Ispec
ID
. (9.14)
So, we can extract the Ispec if we plot (Gm ·n ·UT)
/
ID vs. ID, with both axes in logarithmic
scale, draw the asymptote of (Gm ·n ·UT)
/
ID in strong-inversion and calculate Ispec as the
current ID at which the asymptote is equal to 1. Of course the extraction of n for this device
must have preceded this step. The extraction of the Ispec is shown graphically in Fig. 9.4.
After extracting Ispec, we can then calculate Ispec from:
Ispec = Ispec ·
W
L
. (9.15)
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Figure 9.4 – Extraction of the speciﬁc current Ispec, which corresponds to the value of ID at which
the SI asymptote is equal to 1. The measurements correspond to an RF DUT having M = 6, Nf = 10,
Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 1.8 μm, at VD = 1.1 V. The extraction of n should have been carried out already.
The above method cannot be used for short-channel devices since in strong-inversion
(Gm ·n ·UT)
/
ID no longer varies as 1
/
IC, but instead it varies as 1
/
(λc IC) and λc is
extracted in the next step.
Keeping Ispec as a constant parameter for all devices of a process (note that different
Ispec parameters should be calculated for nMOS and pMOS devices) is a very rough
approximation. Ispec is expressed as [39]:
Ispec = 2nμCoxU2T, (9.16)
so, it is affected by any change in n, μ and Cox. Assuming that μ and Cox remain almost
constant (the effective low-ﬁeld mobility μeff and the effective gate capacitance per unit
area Coxeff do change due to the short-channel effects but μ and Cox will be considered
constant for simplicity), we can take into account the change of n. Ideally, we would like to
have a slope factor that is the same for all devices and equal to the n of long-channel device,
however we observe an increase of the slope factor as the channel length is decreased.
A simple approach to calculate Ispec of each device, taking into account the change in
the slope factor, is by using as a reference the Ispec of a long-channel device, using the
following formula:
IspecDUT = Ispeclong ·
nshort
nlong
. (9.17)
 Extraction of Lsat
Parameters n and Ispec are sufﬁcient to model the Gm of a long-channel device. The
extraction of Lsat, is only required for short-channel devices where velocity saturation
effect manifests. For the extraction of Lsat we follow a similar procedure as the one that
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Figure 9.5 – Extraction of the velocity saturation parameter λc, which corresponds to the inverse value
of the IC at which the SI asymptote is equal to 1. The measurements correspond to an RF DUT having
M = 6, Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 40 nm, at VD = 1.1 V. The values of n and Ispec should have been
extracted already.
was presented for the extraction of Ispec , but in that case using data for a short-channel
DUT. In details, from Eq. (9.12) we know that the SI asymptote of gms
/
id of a short-channel
device is equal to 1
/
(λc IC), which in terms of non-normalized quantities is translated into:
Gm ·n ·UT
ID
∣∣∣∣
SI asymptote w. VS
= Ispec
λc · ID
. (9.18)
Having already extracted from the previous steps n and Ispec , that are needed for the
calculation of Ispec, we can now proceed to the extraction of the λc. For this we plot (Gm ·n ·
UT)
/
ID vs. IC, with both axes in logarithmic scale, draw the asymptote of (Gm ·n ·UT)
/
ID
in strong-inversion and calculate λc as the inverse of the IC at which the asymptote is
equal to 1. The extraction of the λc is shown graphically in Fig. 9.5. Then we can calculate
Lsat from Eq. (9.4).
Eq. (9.4) offers a quite simplistic approximation for the calculation of λc, assuming a
constant Lsat value for all the devices of a process. However, as a second order effect, Lsat
also demonstrates a length dependence, and as a result can be considered constant only
for a small range of channel lengths. In a case that we would like to have a model able
to capture the effect of velocity saturation for all the DUTs of the process, we might need
to take into account a length dependent Lsat, either through binning ot by introducing a
scaling formula.
9.2.3 Model Veriﬁcation
Now that all the parameters required to model Gm, as described by Eq. (9.2), have been
extracted, we can proceed to the comparison of the model against measurements. In Fig. 9.6
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(b) L = 62.5 nm
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(c) L = 76 nm
Figure 9.6 – Normalized transconductance gm vs. IC for three RF DUTs of a 40 nm CMOS process
having M = 6, Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 40 nm, 62.5 nm, 76 nm, at VD = 1.1 V. Here, a comparison
between theory, measurements and BSIM6 model is made. The extracted values of the parameters of
each device are also shown. All the devices have Ispec = 650 nA.
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(a) L = 30 nm
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(b) L = 44.5 nm
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(c) L = 58 nm
Figure 9.7 – Normalized transconductance gm vs. IC for three RF DUTs of a 28 nm CMOS process
having M = 6, Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 31 nm, 44.5 nm, 58 nm, at VD = 1.0 V. Here, a comparison
between theory and measurements is made. The extracted values of the parameters of each device are
also shown. All the devices have Ispec = 870 nA.
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Figure 9.8 – Transconductance efﬁciency Gm ·n ·UT
/
ID vs. IC for long RF DUTs of 28 nm and 40 nm
CMOS process. We see that after proper normalization, Ispec and n being different for each device, all
the measured points nicely fall on the same analytical curve.
the analytical model is compared with measurements of a 40 nm CMOS process and BSIM6,
whereas in Fig. 9.7 the model is compared with measurements of a 28 nm CMOS process. In
both ﬁgures the comparison is done for three short-channel devices having different channel
lengths. To achieve better accuracy, a local parameter extraction is selected, meaning that n
and Lsat are extracted for each device, whereas Ispec is kept the same for all the devices of
each process. We see that the analytical model is able to capture with precision the Gm of
nanoscale devices, with the use of only three parameters. Since gm = gms
/
n, the gm saturates
at a value equal to gmsat = 1
/
(n ·λc) for IC > 1
/
λ2c.
9.3 Modeling the Transconductance Efﬁciency - Gm
/
ID
The transconductance efﬁciency Gm
/
ID FoM is one of the most important performance
metrics for analog circuit design. It is a measure of how much gain can be produced for a given
bias current and it can be expressed as a function of the inversion coefﬁcient as described
earlier with Eq. (9.10). Gm
/
ID is a quantity that is also very useful in the context of general
circuit sizing [131,132]. Recently, it was shown that Gm
/
ID can be used even to calculate the
harmonic distortion of a MOSFET [133].
For long-channel devices, where there are no short-channel effects, the gms
/
id characteristic
is almost invariant to the technology. This means that all the measured points nicely fall on
the analytical curve after proper normalization as shown in Fig. 9.8 for two CMOS processes,
namely, 28 nm and 40 nm.
On the contrary, when we move to short-channel devices, λc is dependent on the channel
length and thus the strong-inversion asymptote of the gms
/
id curve is no more geometry and
technology invariant, as it is for the long-channel devices. In Fig. 9.9 and Fig. 9.10, we see the
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(a) L = 40 nm
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(b) L = 62.5 nm
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(c) L = 76 nm
Figure 9.9 – Transconductance efﬁciency Gm ·n ·UT
/
ID vs. IC for three RF DUTs of a 40 nm CMOS
process having M = 6, Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 40 nm, 62.5 nm, 76 nm, at VD = 1.1 V. Here, a
comparison between theory, measurements and the BSIM6 model is made. The extracted values of the
parameters of each device are also shown.
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(b) L = 44.5 nm
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(c) L = 58 nm
Figure 9.10 – Transconductance efﬁciency Gm ·n ·UT
/
ID vs. IC for three RF DUTs of a 28 nm CMOS
process having M = 6, Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 31 nm, 44.5 nm, 58 nm, at VD = 1.0 V. Here, a
comparison between theory and measurements is made. The extracted values of the parameters of
each device are also shown.
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Gm ·n ·UT
/
ID vs. IC for the same devices that were employed for the gm vs. IC plots, using
the same parameters. As it can be seen from these ﬁgures, the effect of velocity saturation is
degrading the transconductance efﬁciency in strong-inversion, meaning that more current is
required to obtain the same transconductance than the one that would be obtained without
velocity saturation. Nevertheless, irrespectively of the channel length, the transconductance
efﬁciency Gm ·n ·UT
/
ID (or the normalized value gms
/
id) remains invariant (gms
/
id = 1) in
weak-inversion. And although the short-channel effects have a strong impact on the drain
current ID and the gate transconductance Gm, e.g. DIBL impacts the weak-inversion region
and velocity saturation the strong-inversion region, their ratio remains unaffected in WI. This
can be explained if we take into account that Gm is proportional to ID in weak-inversion and
thus ID and Gm are affected in the same way in this region [134].
9.4 Modeling the Output Conductance - Gds
In analog circuit design a small output conductance Gds is desirable. As it will be explained
in Sec. 9.5, Gds is directly linked to the intrinsic voltage gain of the transistor Avi through
[39,125,135]:
Avi =
Gm
Gds
= gm
gds
, (9.19)
and, thus, the smaller the Gds the larger the Avi that is achieved. In short-channel devices,
there are different effects that affect the output conductance with the Drain Induced Barrier
Lowering (DIBL) and the Channel Length Modulation (CLM) to impact Gds more profoundly.
In order to model Gds in a simplistic way we will start with:
Gds =
∂ID
∂VD
= ∂ID
∂VT0
· ∂VT0
∂VD
. (9.20)
Since, ID can be regarded as a function of VG−VT0, using Eq. (9.1), we can write:
∂ID
∂VT0
=− ∂ID
∂VG
=−Gm. (9.21)
Gm is already modeled in Sec. 9.2, so the remaining part left to be evaluated in Eq. (9.20) is the
calculation of ∂VT0
/
∂VD, which is the VT0 shift due to the impact of VD or in other words the
effect of DIBL. We can therefore deﬁne a parameter:
αdibl =−
(∂VT0
∂VD
)−1
, (9.22)
with the minus sign in the above equation coming from Eq. (9.21), and thus Gds becomes:
Gds =
Gm
αdibl
. (9.23)
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Note thatDIBL causes a reduction ofVT0 with the increase ofVD, whichmeans that (∂VT0
/
∂VD)−1
will be negative and consequently αdibl will be positive.
Using Eq. (9.23) to model Gds we found out that although it is valid in weak-inversion, in
strong-inversion Gds does not saturate as fast as Gm. This can be attributed to the impact of
CLM effect which causes an increase in ID as VD increases. Nevertheless, we can use a similar
formula to Gm in order to model Gds, but in that case we will use a different "λc" parameter,
which will be deﬁned as λsat_gds. As a result, the normalized output conductance can be
calculated through:
gds =
Gds
Gspec
= 1
n ·αdibl
·
√
λ2sat_gds IC
2+2λsat_gds IC+4 IC+1−1
λ2sat_gds IC+λsat_gds+2
. (9.24)
9.4.1 Extraction of Parameters -αdibl,λsat_gds
Now that we have Eq. (9.24) to model gds, we need to extract the parameters αdibl and λsat_gds.
Considering that DIBL and CLM become more intense with the reduction of L, both parame-
ters will depend on the channel length and, hence, they need to be extracted separately for
each device. Below, the extraction procedure for these parameters will be demonstrated for a
40 nm nMOS RF DUT.
Starting with the αdibl parameter, we need to mention that the shift in VT0 due to the DIBL
effect is not a linear function of VD. As a result, αdibl is better to be extracted close to the VD
bias of interest. In our case VD = 1.1, so we will focus in that region of operation.
An easy way to extract the value of αdibl, requires to estimate ﬁrst the VT0 in at least two
different VD points close to the VD bias of interest and then calculate αdibl through Eq. (9.22).
Taking this into account, we estimated the VT0 at VD = [0.9,1.1]V , using the constant current
method proposed in [115](different methods also exist e.g. [136]). Then we found:
αdibl =−
ΔVD
ΔVT0
=− 0.2V−0.023V = 8.7. (9.25)
Since, Gds has a very similar expression to Gm (only shifted by a factor αdibl and having its own
λsat_gds), it is reasonable to follow the same procedure to extract the value of λsat_gds as for the
extraction of λc parameter in Sec. 9.2.2. In more details, we will now use Gds
/
ID, which in its
normalized form is given by:
Gds
ID
= gds ·Gspec
id · Ispec
= gds
id
· 1
n ·UT ·αdibl
, (9.26)
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Figure 9.11 – Extraction of the parameter λsat_gds, which corresponds to the inverse value of the IC
at which the SI asymptote is equal to 1. The measurements correspond to an RF DUT having M = 6,
Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 40 nm, at VD = 1.1 V. The values of n and Ispec should have been
extracted already.
where
gds
id
=
√
λ2sat_gds IC
2+2λsat_gds IC+4 IC+1−1
λ2sat_gds IC
2+λsat_gds IC+2 IC
. (9.27)
From the above equation, we expect that the SI asymptote of gds
/
id is the line 1
/
(λsat_gds IC),
which in terms of non-normalized quantities is translated into:
Gds ·n ·UT ·αdibl
ID
∣∣∣∣
SI asymptote
= Ispec
λsat_gds · ID
. (9.28)
Having already extracted in Sec. 9.2.2 n and Ispec , needed for the calculation of Ispec, we can
now proceed to the extraction of the λsat_gds. For this we plot (Gds ·n ·UT ·αdibl)
/
ID vs. IC,
with both axes in logarithmic scale, draw the asymptote of (Gds ·n ·UT ·αdibl)
/
ID in strong-
inversion and calculate λsat_gds as the inverse of the IC at which the asymptote is equal to 1.
The extraction of the λsat_gds is shown graphically in Fig. 9.11.
The αdibl parameter shows how much lower is Gds compared to Gm in the weak-inversion
region. This is the maximum difference that can be achieved between Gm and Gds. In strong-
inversion where Gds does not saturate as fast as Gm due to CLM, this difference is expected
to be lower. Therefore, in short-channel devices where the αdibl is already quite low (in the
example of Fig. 9.11 αdibl is only 8.7), it means that Gds degrades Avi signiﬁcantly and in
strong-inversion this degradation becomes even higher.
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(c) L = 76 nm
Figure 9.12 – Normalized output conductance gds vs. IC for three RF DUTs of a 40 nm CMOS process
having M = 6, Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 40 nm, 62.5 nm, 76 nm, at VD = 1.1 V. Here, a comparison
between theory, measurements and the BSIM6 model is made. The extracted values of the parameters
of each device are also shown.
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(c) L = 58 nm
Figure 9.13 – Normalized output conductance gds vs. IC for three RF DUTs of a 28 nm CMOS process
having M = 6, Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 31 nm, 44.5 nm, 58 nm, at VD = 1.0 V. Here, a comparison
between theory and measurements is made. The extracted values of the parameters of each device are
also shown.
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Figure 9.14 – Normalized output conductance gds vs. IC for a long-channel RF DUT of a 40 nm CMOS
process having M = 2, Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 1.8 μm, at VD = 1.1 V. Here, we see that the gds of a
long-channel device is proportional to IC.
9.4.2 Model Veriﬁcation
After the extraction of all the parameters required to model Gds, as described by Eq. (9.26), we
can proceed to the comparison of the model against measurements. In Fig. 9.12 the analytical
model is compared with measurements of a 40 nm CMOS process and BSIM6, whereas in
Fig. 9.13 the model is compared with measurements of a 28 nm CMOS process. The model is
capturing accurately the output conductance behavior for all the DUTs demonstrated.
From the ﬁgures we see that the saturation of gds mainly happens for short channel devices,
whereas for longer ones, for non-minimum length DUTs with L < 2 · Lmin, where Lmin is
the nominal channel length of the process, there is almost no saturation and gds becomes
∝ IC in strong-inversion. For devices with L ≈ 2 ·Lmin, λsat_gds becomes zero and thus
gds can be modeled only with αdibl parameter. Despite the fact that Gds is quite high for
short-channel devices, the saturation of Gds in strong-inversion can be considered at least
beneﬁcial, since the degradation of Aviwould be worse if the Gds of short-channel devices
would follow the same trend as the longer ones. For long-channel devices, gds is no longer
varying proportionally to

IC but instead it varies proportional to IC as shown in Fig. 9.14.
9.5 Modeling the Intrinsic Voltage Gain - Avi
The intrinsic voltage gain Aviof a MOSFET is deﬁned as the low-frequency, small-signal, gate-
to-drain voltage gain of a MOSFET in a CS (common-source) conﬁguration, when the drain
is connected to an inﬁnite resistance [39,125, 135]. To explain the derivation of the Avi , we
will use a simple CS MOS ampliﬁer as shown in Fig. 9.15a, with its simpliﬁed small-signal
equivalent circuit in saturation displayed in Fig. 9.15b. If a small-signal input, vin, is applied
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W/L
vin
vout
R
VDD
(a) Simple MOS Ampliﬁer in CS Conﬁguration
ΔvoutGm·Δvin Gds  R
(b) Small-Signal Equivalent Circuit in Saturation
Figure 9.15 – Simple MOS ampliﬁer in a CS conﬁguration (a), with its simpliﬁed small-signal equivalent
circuit in saturation (b). This conﬁguration is ideal to explain the derivation of Avi .
then:
Av = vout
vin
=− Gm
Gds+
1
R
, (9.29)
which means that the magnitude of the output voltage is the input voltage ampliﬁed by a gain
factor of Gm
/
(Gds+1
/
R). Even when R approaches inﬁnity, the voltage gain cannot exceed
the intrinsic or maximum voltage gain of the transistor Avi =Gm
/
Gds given in Eq. (9.19).
In Sec. 9.2 and Sec. 9.4, we demonstrated how we can model Gm and Gds. Since, the intrinsic
voltage gain is just the ratio of these two quantities we can model Avi as well. In Fig. 9.16
and Fig. 9.17 the Avi vs. IC is demonstrated. The analytical model is compared against
measurement and the BSIM6 model for the 40 nm CMOS process and against measurements
for the 28 nm CMOS process. As it was expected in weak-inversion the Avi is equal to αdibl
parameter resulting from:
Avi
∣∣∣∣
WI asymptote
=
Gm
∣∣
WI asymptote
Gds
∣∣
WI asymptote
=
gm
∣∣
WI asymptote
gds
∣∣
WI asymptote
= IC
/
n
IC
/
(n ·αdibl)
=αdibl, (9.30)
whereas the strong-inversion asymptote can be calculated as:
Avi
∣∣∣∣
SI asymptote
=
Gm
∣∣
SI asymptote
Gds
∣∣
SI asymptote
=
gm
∣∣
SI asymptote
gds
∣∣
SI asymptote
= 1
/
(n ·λc)
1
/
(n ·λsat_gds ·αdibl)
=αdibl ·
λsat_gds
λc
.
(9.31)
Since λsat_gds <λc, it is obvious that the Avi will degrade in strong-inversion but how fast this
will happen depends on the difference between the parameters λsat_gds ans λc. The bigger the
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(c) L = 76 nm
Figure 9.16 – Intrinsic voltage gain Avi vs. IC for three RF DUTs of a 40 nm CMOS process having M = 6,
Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 40 nm, 62.5 nm, 76 nm, at VD = 1.1 V. Here, a comparison between
theory, measurements and the BSIM6 model is made. The extracted values of the parameters of each
device are also shown.
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(c) L = 58 nm
Figure 9.17 – Intrinsic voltage gain Avi vs. IC for three RF DUTs of a 28 nm CMOS process having M = 6,
Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 31 nm, 44.5 nm, 58 nm, at VD = 1.0 V. Here, a comparison between
theory and measurements is made. The extracted values of the parameters of each device are also
shown.
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difference is, the faster Avidegrades.
For long-channel devices, we saw that Gm is proportional to IC in weak-inversion and pro-
portional to

IC in strong inversion, whereas Gds is almost proportional to IC from weak- to
strong-inversion. This means that the intrinsic gain Avi should be constant in weak-inversion
and proportional to 1
/
IC in strong-inversion.
Although in Fig. 9.16 and Fig. 9.17 the model seems not to demonstrate sufﬁcient accuracy,
we should mention that the difference between the model and the measurements does not
exceed an error of 10%. Similar results for the Avi trend vs. IC were demonstrated in case of
DG (double-gate) MOSFETs [137].
9.6 Modeling the Transit Frequency - Ft
The transit frequency Ft is a metric widely used for characterizing the RF behavior of a MOSFET.
Many other performance metrics, such as the RF gain and the minimum noise factor Fmin,
are directly linked to Ft [39]. The downscaling of modern CMOS processes has resulted in an
impressive boost of the transit frequency. This is especially in favor of low-power RF circuit
design since it allows for operation within the frequency range in the order of tens of GHz
while the transistor is still biased in moderate-inversion region. A good approximation of the
Ft is given by [5,39]:
Ft = Gm
2π ·CGG
. (9.32)
with
CGG =CGGi +CGGe (9.33)
being the total gate capacitance comprising of the intrinsic CGGi and the extrinsic CGGe part.
CGGe includes the contribution of both the overlap and fringing capacitances and in weak-
inversion it can regarded as a linearly scaling quantity with respect to the overall width of the
device that can be approximated using [39,138]:
CGGe =CGeW ·W. (9.34)
In Eq. (9.32) both Gm and CGG are bias dependent and as a result Ft is bias dependent too. In
WI though, CGG can be considered almost constant and thus the variation is coming from
Gm, meaning that Ft is proportional to IC. Similarly to Gm
/
ID, Ft can be normalized to Ftspec
deﬁned as the value of the Ft on the WI asymptote at IC = 1. The exact calculation of Ftspec will
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follow. The normalized transit frequency is then given by:
ft = Ft
Ftspec
= gms =
√
λ2c IC
2+2λc IC+4 IC+1−1
λ2c IC+λc+2
. (9.35)
In agreement with the gms, in strong-inversion and under the effect of velocity saturation
(i.e. for IC > 1/λ2c), ft saturates to 1/λc. For longer devices, where λc has also a lower value,
velocity saturation prevails at higher IC values and thus there is a region between IC = 1/λc
and IC = 1/λ2c where ft follows the ideal (no velocity saturation) SI asymptote IC . We can
calculate the analytical expression of Ftspec in WI, assuming that CGG ≈CGGe, as follows:
ft = gms ⇒
Ft
Ftspec
= gms ⇒
gms ·Ftspec =
Gm
2π ·CGG
CGG≈CGGe⇒
gms ·Ftspec =
gms ·Gspec
2π ·n ·CGGe
⇒
Ftspec =
Gspec
2π ·n ·CGeW ·W
⇒
Ftspec =
Ispec ·
W
L
2π ·nUT ·CGeW ·W
⇒
Ftspec =
Ispec
2π ·nUT ·CGeW ·L
, (9.36)
which scales roughly as 1
/
L. It is also interesting to point out that the absolute value of the
maximum value of Ft is given by:
Ftmax =
Ftspec
λc
Eq. (9.4)= υsat ·Cox
2π ·CGeW
, (9.37)
showing that Ftmax does not scalewith 1
/
L anymore, meaning that the onlyway to increase Ftmax
is to increase Cox and/or decrease CGeW [138]. This is an explanation why the improvement of
the Ftmax is slowing down since a few recent technology nodes compared to earlier generations.
9.6.1 Extraction of Parameters - CGGeW
Since, Ft = gms ·Ftspec and Ftspec is given by Eq. (9.36), we have all the elements to model Ft, (the
expression of gms and the values of n, Ispec and λc), except for the value of the parameter
CGeW. We can extract the value of CGeW if we plot Ft vs. IC, with both axes in logarithmic scale,
draw the weak-inversion asymptote and calculate Ftspec as the point at which the asymptote
meets the IC = 1 line. The extraction of Ftspec is shown graphically in Fig. 9.18. After extracting
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Figure 9.18 – Transit frequency Ft vs. IC and extraction of the parameter CGeW. First, Ftspec , which
corresponds to the value of the WI asymptote at IC = 1, is extracted and thenCGeW is calculated through
Eq. (9.38). The measurements correspond to an RF DUT having M = 6, Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and
L = 40 nm, at VD = 1.1 V. The values of n, Ispec and λc should have been extracted already.
Ftspec we can calculate CGeW through:
CGeW =
Ftspec ·2π ·nUT ·L
Ispec
. (9.38)
In the same ﬁgure, we see clearly that Ft is proportional to IC in WI, while it follows the
asymptote

IC between IC = 1/λc and IC = 1/λ2c and saturates at the value Ftmax = Ftspec/λc
in strong-inversion.
9.6.2 Model Veriﬁcation
After the extraction of the CGeW parameter we can now proceed to the comparison of the
analytical model against measurements. In Fig. 9.19 and Fig. 9.20 we see the normalized
transit frequency ft vs. IC. The model is compared against measurements of three devices for
the two processes under study namely, 40 nm and 28 nm. For the 40 nm process the BSIM6
model is also shown. From the ﬁgures we see that the analytical model is able to capture the
transit frequency with sufﬁcient accuracy for both technologies, with only one additional
parameter to those extracted for modeling the Gm.
9.7 Modeling the Gm
/
ID ·Ft RF FoM
Both Gm
/
ID and Ft are very important metrics/FoMs from an analog/RF design perspective:
the former characterizes the DC performance of a device while the latter characterizes its high-
frequency performance. In low-power operation we should target for high Gm
/
ID meaning
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(b) L = 62.5 nm
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(c) L = 76 nm
Figure 9.19 – Normalized transit frequency ft vs. IC for three RF DUTs of a 40 nm CMOS process
having M = 6, Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 40 nm, 62.5 nm, 76 nm, at VD = 1.1 V. Here, a comparison
between theory, measurements and the BSIM6 model is made. The extracted values of the parameters
of each device are also shown.
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(b) L = 44.5 nm
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(c) L = 58 nm
Figure 9.20 – Normalized transit frequency ft vs. IC for three RF DUTs of a 28 nm CMOS process
having M = 6, Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 31 nm, 44.5 nm, 58 nm, at VD = 1.0 V. Here, a comparison
between theory and measurements is made. The extracted values of the parameters of each device are
also shown.
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small values of IC in order to maximize the efﬁciency. This inevitably means a compromise
in speed (gain-bandwidth) since Ft remains quite low at low IC values. This fundamental
trade-off between the two quantities is revealed if we take a closer look at Fig. 9.5 and Fig. 9.18.
So, we could deﬁne an FoM by combining these two quantities that have their maxima on the
opposite ends of the IC axis. This FoM is then given by the product of the Gm
/
ID and Ft and
serves as a guide to locate the optimum IC [139].The normalized Gm
/
ID ·Ft FoM is deﬁned
as [88]
f omrf =
gms · ft
id
= g
2
ms
id
. (9.39)
In Fig. 9.21 and Fig. 9.22 the normalized FoM fomrf vs. IC is shown. As it can be seen from
these ﬁgures, fomrf shows a peaking behavior [54,138,139] and thus can be used to locate the
optimum IC. This is because of the degradation of Gm and Gm
/
ID in SI due to the effect of
velocity saturation [88,130]. In the absence of velocity saturation (for long-channels), in SI,Gm
(consequently ft) and Gm
/
ID are respectively proportional to

ID and 1
/
ID, implying that
the FoM would simply saturate in this region. The peak of the fomrf lies at the higher end of the
moderate-inversion region for longer devices [88,134], and moves deeper into the moderate-
inversion region with decreasing channel lengths, as shown in Fig. 9.21 and Fig. 9.22. In the
same ﬁgures we see also that in WI, gms
/
id = 1 and ft = IC , so fomrf = IC, while in SI inversion
accounting for the effect of velocity saturation, gms
/
id = 1
/
(λc · IC), ft = 1
/
λc resulting in
fomrf = 1
/
(λ2c · IC). In [129] it was shown that the peak of the fomrf lies around IC = 1
/
λ4/3c ,
which is also veriﬁed by Fig. 9.21 and Fig. 9.22. That means that we could deﬁne an optimum
IC as ICopt = 1
/
λ4/3c . The fact that this ICopt lies in moderate-inversion is attractive for the
low-power RF design.
From a low-power RF design perspective, it was shown that this FoM can be interpreted as
the ratio of the small-signal voltage gain over the product of noise times current of a simple
common-source (CS) stage loaded by an identical stage [88]. Maximizing this FoM therefore
means maximizing the gain while minimizing the noise and current.
9.8 Modeling the Noise Factor - F
High Ft is not the only desired aspect. Low-noise is also a requirement for realistic RF circuits,
especially when operating in low-power. Modeling the RF noise, thus, can prove to be a useful
feature. In this section, we will try to provide a simple analytical expression to model the noise
factor - F . The noise factor is the ratio of the total output noise to the input noise resulting
only from the noise at the two-port input and can be written in terms of the four RF noise
parameters as [39,140]:
F = Fmin+ Rn
Gs
·
[(
Gs−Gopt
)2+ (Bs−Bopt)2] . (9.40)
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(b) L = 62.5 nm
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(c) L = 76 nm
Figure 9.21 – fomrf vs. IC for three RF DUTs of a 40 nm CMOS process having M = 6, Nf = 10,
Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 40 nm, 62.5 nm, 76 nm, at VD = 1.1 V. Here, a comparison between theory,
measurements and the BSIM6 model is made.
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(b) L = 44.5 nm
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(c) L = 58 nm
Figure 9.22 – fomrf vs. IC for three RF DUTs of a 28 nm CMOS process having M = 6, Nf = 10,
Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 31 nm, 44.5 nm, 58 nm, at VD = 1.0 V. Here, a comparison between theory
and measurements is made.
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Combining Eq. (9.40) with the expressions of the four RF noise parameters, namely, Rn, Gopt,
Bopt, Fmin, as they where presented in Ch. 4 with Eq. (4.31) [5] and assuming a constant source
impedance ZS =RS = 1
/
Gs = 50Ω, we can calculate a simpliﬁed expression for the noise factor
as:
F = 1+ 1
50Ω
·
(
γnD
Gm
+RG
)
. (9.41)
From the above expression, we see that in order to analytically model F we lack the values of
γnD and RG (Gm has been already calculated in Sec. 9.2).
9.8.1 Extraction of Parameters - RG, γnD
The methodology to extract the values of RG and γnD directly from measurements, at any
VG bias in saturation, was thoroughly demonstrated in Ch. 3, Ch. 4 and [5]. In Fig. 3.3c and
Fig. 4.4a, we saw that RG remains almost constant with respect to IC, but γnD demonstrates
an IC dependence.
Since in this chapter we do not aim for excellent accuracy, but for simple, handy expressions,
we can make even more simpliﬁcations. Regarding RG we can use a constant value equal to the
mean value of the extracted RG parameter across IC or even use one extracted value of the RG
at any IC using Eq. (3.12a). The latter might decrease the accuracy of the analytical simpliﬁed
expression, but it requires only one extracted value of the RG. In our case we preferred to use
the mean value of the RG as demonstrated in Fig. 3.3c, which would provide us with better
accuracy. Finally, we need to model the IC dependence of γnD. From Fig. 4.4 we see that
from moderate- to strong-inversion the γnD parameter shows an almost linear IC dependence,
which at low levels of inversion tends to 1, and can be approximated by:
γnD = 1+αγnD · IC. (9.42)
So, in order to have a simple expression of γnD across IC, we need to extract the value of the
αγnD parameter. To do so, we can extract the value of γnD at any IC using Eq. (4.33a) and then
calculate αγnD using:
αγnD =
γnD−1
IC
, (9.43)
which results from Eq. (9.42).
In our case we used the extracted value of γnD at the highest available IC point in strong
inversion. In Fig. 9.23, we demonstrate how we extracted the αγnD parameter and we compare
γnD extracted from measurements (the values are the same as in Fig. 4.4a) against the γnD
given by Eq. (9.42). We see that assuming a linear IC dependence for γnD is a quite good
approximation.
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Figure 9.23 – γnD vs. IC and extraction of the parameter αγnD . First, γnD at an ICspot needs to be
extracted using CITE EQUATION, and then αγnD can be calculated. The RF DUT which was used has
M = 6, Nf = 10, Wf = 1.8 μm and L = 40 nm, at VD = 1.1 V. The values of n and Ispec should have been
extracted already.
Combining all the elements of the above discussion, F becomes:
F = 1+ 1
50Ω
·
(1+αγnD |ICspot · IC
Gm
+RG|ICspot
)
, (9.44)
which requires the extraction of two parameters, namely RG and αγnD , at an IC = ICspot (note
that we do not have to use the same ICspot for both RG and αγnD), in order to model the noise
factor between moderate and strong-inversion.
9.8.2 Model Veriﬁcation
After the simpliﬁcation of the noise factor F , we can proceed to the comparison of the analytical
model against measurements. In Fig. 9.24 we see the F −1 vs. IC. We have chosen to show
F −1 because this is the noise that is generated by the transistor itself. Thus it is a good way
to see how a single device contributes to the total output noise. The model is compared
against measurements and the BSIM6 model for two devices of a 40 nm CMOS process for
F −1 and F50−1. The difference between F −1 and F50−1, is that the former is measured at
a varying ZS around 50Ω (as shown in Fig. 4.7b), while the latter is calculated at a constant
source impedance ZS = RS = 50 Ω using (4.34). Nevertheless, we see that there is not a big
discrepancy between the two. For the calculation of F −1 and F50−1 the mean value across
frequency at each bias point was used.
In Fig. 9.24, we clearly see that that the minimum F −1 is located at the lower end of strong-
inversion for longer devices and moves towards moderate-inversion as the channel length is
decreased. This adds one more argument in favor of biasing the transistor in MI for RF circuits,
when targeting for low-power and low-noise operation [5,54,86–88,141].
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(a) L = 40 nm
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(b) L = 76 nm
Figure 9.24 – RF noise F−1 vs. IC for two RF DUTs of a 40 nm CMOS process having M = 6, Nf = 10,Wf =
1.8 μm and L = 40 nm, 76 nm, at VD = 1.1 V. Here, a comparison between theory, measurements and
the BSIM6 model is made. For measurements and simulations both F−1 and F50−1 are demonstrated,
while the values at each IC correspond to the mean values across frequency. The extracted values of
the parameters of each device are also shown.
9.9 Single-Transistor Common-Source Ampliﬁer
Advanced nanoscale transistors may offer an impressive Ft but there are applications that
operate in the low GHz range and do not necessarily require such high transit frequencies. For
these applications it is possible to employ longer than the minimum length transistors which,
even though exhibit lower speed, are less affected by short-channel effects. The question that
arises is how to choose the optimal L of the transistor whilst meet the speciﬁcations posed by
the application. In an attempt to deﬁne some design guidelines that can help to answer the
above question, a simple single-MOS capacitively loaded common-source ampliﬁer, as shown
in Fig. 9.25, is used. From the following analysis certain useful remarks, related to the behavior
of the mos transistor, are drawn.
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W/L
vin
vout
VDD
IDb
CL
Figure 9.25 – Single-MOS capacitively loaded CS ampliﬁer.
Using the BSIM6 RF model card, which was extracted for the 40 nm CMOS process, several
simulations for this CS ampliﬁer were carried out. Based on the IC design methodology, IDb
(the drain bias current), IC and L are considered the unknown design parameters. When these
three design parameters are deﬁned, W can be calculated using:
W = IDb ·L
Ispec · IC
. (9.45)
For short-channel devices the output conductance Gds and the parasitic capacitances, espe-
cially those that affect directly the output, have an important contribution in the behavior of
the transistor and consequently they cannot be ignored. Along these line, and neglecting the
rest of the elements of the circuit, the small-signal voltage gain Av of the circuit, that is loaded
with a capacitance CL, can be approximated as:
Av =
Avi
jω ·Ctot
Gds
+1
, (9.46)
where Avi is given by Eq. (9.19) and Ctot is:
Ctot =W L ·CGDWL +CL. (9.47)
In Eq. (9.47), CGDWL is the total gate-to-drain capacitance per unit area.
To validate that Eq. (9.46) is indeed able to predict the Av of this simple CS ampliﬁer, in
Fig. 9.26 the Av vs. frequency, at a speciﬁc IDb, IC and L, that results from the simulation of the
circuit using BSIM6 (with the extracted RF model card) is compared with the mathematical
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Figure 9.26 – Av vs. frequency of a single-MOS capacitively loaded CS ampliﬁer at ICspot = 9.558 and
IDbspot = 1.778 mA for a short channel device with L = 40 nm. Here a comparison between simulations
using BSIM6 and the mathematical calculation based on Eq. (9.46) is made.
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Figure 9.27 – Avi , Gm, Gdsvs. L of a single-MOS capacitively loaded CS ampliﬁer at ICspot = 9.558 and
IDbspot = 1.778 mA.
calculation.
For a speciﬁc IDb and IC the intrinsic gain Avi (ω = 0) is decreasing as we move to shorter
channel devices. This occurs due to the impact of the short-channel effects that degrade both
the transconductance and the output conductance of the transistor, as shown in Fig. 9.27.
In that plot, Gm, Gds and Avi vs. L are shown. Since IDb and IC need to be kept constant for
all points, the W changes proportionally to L, meaning that the W
/
L ratio is also constant.
Taking this into account, in the Gm and Gds vs. L curves, we observe the actual inﬂuence of the
short-channel effects on the device behavior. Regarding Avi , we can draw the long- and the
short-channel asymptotes and we see that they cross at a point that corresponds to a channel
length which we call Lcrit. It is obvious from Fig. 9.27 that this Lcrit deﬁnes the channel length
below which the Avi starts to be affected strongly by short-channel effects.
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If we now plot the Lcrit vs. IC under the same IDb as shown in Fig. 9.28, we notice that Lcrit
does not vary signiﬁcantly for different levels of inversion. Interestingly, this results from the
fact that the two different slopes of the long- and the short-channel asymptotes of Avi vs. L
remain almost constant across the IC range, although this is not the case for the slopes of
the long- and the short-channel asymptotes of Gm and Gds vs. L. The above can be further
explained graphically through Fig. 9.29, which presents the different slopes that are calculated
from the long- and short-channel asymptotes of Avi , Gm and Gds when they are plotted
vs. L with both axes in logarithmic scale, across IC. In Fig. 9.29a we see the long-channel
asymptote slopes and we observe that for long-channel devices both Gm and Gds scale, as
expected, proportionally to 1
/
L across IC, while Avi remains almost length independent. The
situation becomes more complicated when we analyze the short-channel asymptote slopes
shown in Fig. 9.29b. There we see that the length scaling properties of Gm and Gds differ
between weak- and strong-inversion. As far as Gm is concerned in weak-inversion it scales
proportionally to 1
/
L behaving similarly to the long-channel devices. In strong-inversion
though, it becomes length independent due to the effect of velocity saturation. On the other
hand Gds is demonstrating a strong length dependence equal to 1
/
L2 in weak-inversion due
to the effects of DIBL and CLM, while this dependence is progressively reduced to 1
/
L for
strong-inversion. Nevertheless, and no matter what are the mechanisms that affect differently
weak- and strong-inversion regions of the short-channel asymptote slopes of Gm and Gds, the
intrinsic gain Avi of short-channel devices scales always almost proportionally to 1
/
L across
the whole IC range, resulting only in slight variations of Lcrit. As it was mentioned earlier, W
changes proportionally to L, so in order to derive, in Fig. 9.29, these slopes and isolate only the
length-scaling contribution, the proportional dependence of W on L has been ignored. This is
especially important for Gm and Gds but not for Avi in which the W
/
L ratio that is inherently
in both Gm and Gds is eliminated. This is explained further using the following example. In
Fig. 9.27 we observe that for long-channel devices Gm vs. L remains almost constant. This is
due to the fact that no matter the value of the L, W is always proportional to it (remember
Gm ∝W
/
L). However, this does not reﬂect the real L dependence of Gm. So, in Fig. 9.29a,
in which the fact that W ∝ L is ignored, we end up with a value of −1 for the long-channel
asymptote slope of Gm, meaning that Gm shows a length dependence equal to 1
/
L.
In a real design, a circuit should provide a desired intrinsic gain and operate under a speciﬁc
bias current. From Lcrit we can know below which channel length the Avi starts to be affected
by short-channel effects, but how to size the transistor when a speciﬁc Avi and IDb are deﬁned
is a different question. In Fig. 9.30 the Avi contours for various IC and L is demonstrated. In
this plot we see that in order to achieve a larger intrinsic gain we would require a longer, and
therefore a wider transistor (W and L scale proportionally). But, we further observe, that the
minimum of each contour corresponds to an IC in the moderate-inversion region. This means
that there is a minimum L for which the desired Avi can be achieved and if this L is chosen,
the transistor should be biased in low moderate-inversion region, and this appears to be true
regardless of the Avi level.
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Figure 9.28 – Lcrit vs. IC of a single-MOS capacitively loaded CS ampliﬁer at IDbspot = 1.778 mA.
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(b) short-channel
Figure 9.29 – Slopes of the (a) long- and (b) short-channel asymptotes of Avi , Gm andGds vs. L in log-log
scale across IC of a single-MOS capacitively loaded CS ampliﬁer at ICspot = 1.778 mA.
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Figure 9.30 – Avi contours for different IC and L of a single-MOS capacitively loaded CS ampliﬁer at
IDbspot = 1.778 mA. We observe that the minima of the contours always fall in the lower part of the
moderate-inversion region.
In addition to achieving the required Avi , an RF circuit has also limitations regarding its
bandwidth (BW) or gain-bandwidth (GBW). In this case study, where we investigate circuits
that operate in the low GHz range, we set the speciﬁcations for the BW and GBW to 2.4 GHz
and 16.8 GHz (7 x BW), respectively and we opt for operation in the Av = Avi part. The BW is
deﬁned by the 3-dB corner frequency Fc, calculated by:
Fc = Gds
2π ·Ctot
, (9.48)
while the GBW is deﬁned by the transit frequency Ft, given by:
Ft = Gm
2π ·Ctot
. (9.49)
Similar to the analysis followed for the Avi , we can plot the Fc and Ft vs. L for a speciﬁc IDb
and IC, as shown in Fig. 9.31. For both Fc and Ft, we can draw the long- and short-channel
asymptotes and then check for which length the corresponding asymptote crosses the target
BW and GBW, respectively. We can then deﬁne Lmax_BW and Lmax_GBW as the maximum lengths
that can be selected to size the transistor in order to achieve the speciﬁed BW or GBW. In
Fig. 9.32 the Lmax_BW and Lmax_GBW vs. IC are plotted and we observe that the minimum ICmin
for both metrics lies in the limit between weak- and moderate-inversion. An IC lower than
ICmin is not an option since it would require a transistor shorter than the Lmin of the process.
We also see that the BW speciﬁcation sets more strict limits compared to the GBW, since the
Lmax_BW remains considerably lower compared to Lmax_GBW, providing less design ﬂexibility.
Taking Lcrit into account, which is also plotted in Fig. 9.32, we notice that in the lower part
of moderate-inversion region it is necessary to choose a transistor with L < Lcrit in order to
achieve the required BW or GBW. Nonetheless, for IC > 1 we can choose a transistor that
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its Avi is not inﬂuenced by short-channel effects. In other words, it is possible to achieve a
speciﬁc, relatively low BW or GBW without designing using minimum length devices, avoiding
in this way the degradation that results from short-channel effects, and still remain in the
moderate-inversion region.
In this last part of the analysis, the impact of Ctot on Fc and Ft should not be underestimated.
For small devices the load capacitance CL is mainly contributing to Ctot, but for larger devices,
usually when the operation of the transistor is pushed towards very low levels of inversion
or when the required intrinsic gain is high (L should be high), W L ·CGDWL 	CL and so the
parasitic and internal MOS capacitances have a leading role over the load. This of course
inﬂuences the scaling properties of Fc and Ft. For small devices Fc and Ft follow the scaling
properties of Gds and Gm respectively, but for larger ones the L factor introduced by the
CGD capacitance should be added. To give an example, and taking into account the length
dependencies of Gm an Gds presented in Fig. 9.29, the short-channel asymptote of Fc vs. L in
weak-inversion would demonstrate 1
/
L3 length dependence, whereas in strong-inversion it
would maintain the 1
/
L length dependence of Gds (in this example and in order to isolate the
length dependence the proportionality of W is not accounted for).
9.10 Conclusions
In this chapter, the concept of the inversion coefﬁcient IC as the main design parameter
covering the whole range of points from weak- to strong-inversion was used. Several simple
analytical expressions that are able to model different analog
/
RF design FoMs with only a few
parameters are presented. These expressions might not account for all the physical phenom-
ena that exist in nanoscale devices, but they are easy to use and offer a handy procedure for
the extraction of their parameters. The comparison of the models with measurements from
two commercial bulk CMOS processes, namely, 28 nm and 40 nm, and the BSIM6 compact
model and the excellent results that are demonstrated, prove that these simple formulas can
be indeed used for advanced nanoscale devices providing a valuable guidance during the
design procedure. As a ﬁnal part of this chapter, a simple case of a single-MOS capacitively
loaded CS ampliﬁer was investigated based on the IC design methodology. Different metrics
were studied for their dependencies on L and IC, demonstrating once more the advantages of
moderate-inversion when the speed requirements of an RF circuit are not that high.
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Figure 9.31 – Fc and Ft vs. L of a single-MOS capacitively loaded CS ampliﬁer at ICspot = 9.558 and
IDbspot = 1.778 mA.
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Figure 9.32 – Lcrit, Lmax_BW and Lmax_GBW vs. IC of a single-MOS capacitively loaded CS ampliﬁer at
IDbspot = 1.778 mA.
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10 Conclusion
Moore’s law, in spite of being an observation based on the information and the trends of the
initial steps of the development of microelectronics, managed to dictate the pace that was
obeyed by the semiconductor industries for the following decades up to today. To adhere to
this law was not a trivial task that merely required the downscaling of CMOS technologies,
but several innovative fabrication techniques and technology boosters had to come to the
rescue. Despite all the difﬁculties, the semiconductor industries succeeded to surpass all the
obstacles and reach for the contemporary bulk CMOS process a nominal channel gate length
of 28 nm, which was inconceivable when Moore’s law appeared.
And although such nanoscale devices are at the disposal of the IC designers, the societal and
industrial present needs deﬁne a particular set of constraints and speciﬁcations that cannot
be easily met. There is a wide range of applications that demand extra low-power operating
conditions and are used in rapidly emerging ﬁelds, such as RF wireless communications and
autonomous sensing systems. For these kinds of applications the speed and size of the device,
which are the focal points of the technological development road-map, are not of principal
importance. Nonetheless, they can also beneﬁt from state-of-the-art record high performance,
by trading-off this exceptional speed with lower power consumption. This can be achieved
by shifting the operating point from the traditional maximum performance strong-inversion
towards moderate- or even weak-inversion region. Even though designing in lower inversion
levels does not exploit fully the speed capabilities of advanced nanoscale devices, the transit
frequency remains high enough for the speciﬁcations posed by an ample range of low-power
applications. At the same time, the power consumption at these operating conditions is
reduced drastically.
Given the aforementioned facts, the target of this thesis has been to investigate, analyze,
expand and evaluate the capabilities of the state-of-the-art modeling approaches that are used
under this particular RF low-power perspective. Even though an extensive characterization
and modeling effort has been made already, the particular intersection where RF operation
meets weak-inversion for advanced nanoscale technologies has not been explored sufﬁciently.
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10.1 Summary of Results
The conclusions of thiswork have beendocumented already in themain body of thismanuscript
and the more important points are summarized below.
10.1.1 Analytical Small-Signal RF Modeling
One main objective of this work was to model analytically the RF behavior of nanoscale
devices, focusing especially on low levels of inversion. For this, a simple, ﬁrst-order small-
signal equivalent circuit of the transistor was employed. At ﬁrst, the Y-parameters were
modeled and then this circuit was expanded so as to include RF noise and model directly
the four RF noise parameters. The comparison between the RF analytical expressions and
the measurements attested that such a circuit, even though similar approaches have been
long used for much older technologies, can still provide accurate results from weak- to strong-
inversion region for state-of-the art devices. The analytical expressions were used to provide
a step-by-step procedure to extract both the RF circuit components and the RF noise model
parameters. Especially, for the extraction of the RF noise model parameters, such a procedure
was presented for the ﬁrst time. The overall structure of the analytical model and the parameter
extraction procedure remains consistent with existing standard advanced compact MOSFET
models. Using these analytical expressions the differences in the operation of the MOSFET
between weak- and strong-inversion were highlighted, analyzed and successfully modeled.
This analysis resulted into showing for the ﬁrst time analytical expressions able to capture
different RF FoMs for minimum channel length devices from deep weak-inversion to strong-
inversion .
10.1.2 Compact Modeling with BSIM6
The functionality of the analog
/
RF circuit simulators has been drastically increased by the
built-in integration of compact models. Yet, a compact model is not only useful from a design
perspective, it is, furthermore, an invaluable tool when it comes to the characterization of
a process. Another main task of this thesis has been the evaluation of the behavior of the
state-of-the-art BSIM6 compact model by comparing it with measurements of advanced
CMOS technologies. This study has resulted into the identiﬁcation of its weaknesses and
led to the development of a series of enhancements for displaying improved accuracy for
nanoscale technologies. Under this framework, an important contribution to the model was
the development of the geometrical scaling equations. It was shown that using one single
empirical scaling expression for all the parameters except one (the parameter related to the
channel doping) and thanks to the ﬂexibility offered by the model, it was possible to capture
with high accuracy the full geometrical scaling characteristics of advanced technology nodes.
Note that in such technologies the channel length of the device extents over almost three
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decades. It is also important to mention that the scaling equations that were adopted have
no impact on the wide
/
long channel devices, minimizing this way the iterations required
during the parameter extraction procedure. Furthermore, the subset of the model parameters
on which the scaling rules applied was determined. The scaling equations that were chosen
boosted the behavior of the model with respect to its previous versions. Besides, an efﬁcient
and almost straight-forward step-by-step parameter extraction procedure was established,
which facilitates importantly the usage of the model. A section of the BSIM6 technical manual
is dedicated on these parameter extraction guidelines. Finally, the model went through a
broad evaluation in all modes of operation (CV, IV and RF), and its suitability for analog and RF
design using state-of-the-art devices, even in very low-power conditions, was demonstrated.
10.1.3 Analytical Modeling of FoMs
In the last years there is an increased interest in the concept of the inversion coefﬁcient as the
main design parameter even for very advanced technology nodes. Within the scope of this
thesis, several ﬁrst-order analytical expressions that can be used to model different analog
/
RF
design FoMs were either employed or developed. These expressions might not account for
all the physical phenomena that exist in modern devices, but their beauty lays in the fact
that they remain simple and they use only a few parameters that can be extracted easily
from measurements, while also being sufﬁciently accurate. The comparison of the different
analytical expressions against measurements, proved that these models can be indeed used
even for very short devices. Their simplicity and their straightforwardness are their major
advantages which allow them to be easily used by a wide range of related engineers other than
model developers, who do not always master all the physics of the device, but they just need
an overall insight in the device behavior. In this way such analytical expressions can offer
a valuable guidance in various cases such as during the process characterization or design
procedure.
10.1.4 General Remark
In overall, this work has demonstrated the promising potential of biasing nanoscale devices in
moderate- or even weak- inversion in order to achieve low-power operation in RF. Based on
the conclusions of this study, the key suggestion is that moderate-inversion region has been
hiding a well-balanced trade-off in terms of gain, transit frequency, power consumption, noise
and linearity, and promises an uncharted land to the designers to explore and exploit in order
to meet the exhausting speciﬁcations of the advanced ultra-low-power RF systems.
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10.2 Suggestions for Future Work
Based on the work carried out for this thesis, the following areas of research can be proposed
as its natural continuation which would strengthen further its value and expand its results
beyond the scope of a single Ph.D. dissertation. To make the points of future work that can
stem out from this thesis more clear to the reader, a set of question has been added to the
following discussion. Which are the key questions that emerged after the completion of this
study?
 Geometrical Scaling in RF
The geometrical scaling of the RF behavior is an aspect that would beneﬁt from further
investigation. The presented RF analytical expressions of the ﬁrst part of this thesis could be
enhanced to include the geometrical scaling properties of nanoscale RF devices. How do the
RF components and the RF noise model parameters scale across the width
/
length plane? Do
they scale in the same way in all levels of inversion? In addition, using the simple analytical
expressions for the FoMs presented in the last part of the thesis, it would be interesting to
study the geometrical scaling of the model parameters. Are there simple expressions, even if
empirical, to represent the scaling proﬁles of the different parameters? BSIM6 could also be
evaluated for its ability to model accurately the scaling properties of the transistor in RF
operation. Do the scaling equations regarding the parasitic RF components and the RF noise
model parameters in BSIM6 need to be enhanced?
 Large-Signal RF Modeling
The large-signal RF behavior of nanoscale devices does also form an interesting ﬁeld for
research. What are the modiﬁcations needed in the equivalent small-signal RF circuit so
that it can be used for modeling the large-signal RF behavior? How are the Y-parameters
and the four RF noise parameters inﬂuenced under large-signal operation? Is there a way to
analytically model their expressions?
 Evaluation of Analytical Expression in Design Level
Although the analytical expressions in this thesis have been compared against measure-
ments of real nanoscale devices, and this consists a strong and typical evaluation step for
models, they could also be evaluated when used in design level. Do they result in circuits
that meet the required speciﬁcations when they are used to size and bias the transistor
/
transistors?
Are there any guidelines that could be provided to designers when they need to make speciﬁc
decisions during the design procedure? Among these guidelines are any of them generic
enough so that they can be applied to any circuit?
 Extension of the Analytical Expressions to more Advanced Devices
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There is a popular estimation that the contemporary bulk CMOS technologies will be used
for many more years to come for a plethora of applications. Nevertheless the semiconduc-
tor industry has already expanded its path to more advanced CMOS processes in order to
keep up with the Moore’s law. The main successors of the conventional bulk MOS transistor
that have been already selected for the technology nodes beyond 28 nm are the FD-SOI
(Fully-Depleted Silicon-on-Insulator) and the FinFet (Fin Field-Effect-Transistor) transis-
tors. Since the development of models should keep up with the technology advancements,
an interesting research area would be the exploration of the RF behavior of these devices
from weak- to strong-inversion. What are the changes needed in the small-signal equivalent
schematic presented in this thesis in order to be capable to provide accurate analytical expres-
sions? How do these analytical expressions differ from the ones used for contemporary bulk
CMOS devices? How do the Y-parameters, the four RF noise parameters and the different RF
FoMs behave? Are there any different trends between weak- and strong-inversion observed?
The progress in the technology should be also considered in the IC design methodology. Can
the IC design methodology be extended and used for these more advanced structures? What
are the enhancements needed to cover also the behavior of these devices?
 RF Parameter Extraction in BSIM6
From a more practical point of view, it is also essential that the parameter extraction
methodology of BSIM6 is extended to cover the RF small-signal operation. Can the ex-
traction methodology for the RF circuit components and the RF noise model parameters
presented in the ﬁrst part of the thesis be enhanced, if necessary, and then introduced into
BSIM6? What happens with the extraction of the values of the RF parasitic components when
a more complicated equivalent small-signal circuit is chosen? In that case, is it possible to
extract the values of the components directly from measurements?
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Model  
? Extraction of Model Parameters of BSIM6 MOSFET Model for Advanced 40nm & 
28nm bulk CMOS Technologies 
? Working on Compact & Analytical RF MOSFET Modeling for Advanced CMOS 
Technologies 
 
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Lausanne, Switzerland Teaching Assistant 
Teaching Assistant at “Advanced Analog and RF IC Design I” & “Advanced Analog 
and RF IC Design II” Master Courses 
Sep. 2011 to Dec. 2014 
? Delivering Exercise Sessions  
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Lausanne, Switzerland Internship 
Model Developer Sep. 2011 to Jan. 2012 
? Collaborating with the BSIM Team for the development of BSIM6 MOSFET 
Model  
 
Dolphin Integration, Grenoble, France Internship 
Circuit Simulator Developer April to Aug., 2011 
? Implementation and Validation of Verilog-A Compact Models in SMASH (SPICE-
like Circuit Simulator) 
? EKV3 MOSFET Model and HV-MOSFET EPFL Model have been implemented 
 
EM Microelectronic Marin-SA, Neuchatel, Switzerland Project Assignment 
Model Developer Oct. to Nov. 2010 
? Extraction of Model Parameters of EKV2.6 MOSFET Model for 180nm CMOS 
Technology 
 
 
 
Technical University of Crete, Chania, Greece Teaching Assistant 
Teaching Assistant at “Electronics II” Undergraduate Course                             Semesters 2009 & 2010 
? Providing Assistance during Experiments in the Laboratory  
? Delivering Exercise Sessions 
 
Technical University of Crete, Chania, Greece Research 
Master & Undergraduate Student Researcher Feb. 2008 to Feb. 2011 
? Characterization of a series of Advanced CMOS Technologies down to 90nm 
(TOSHIBA, IBM, TSMC, ATMEL, EM) 
? Work with- and Parameter Extraction of- different MOSFET Models (EKV3, PSP, 
EKV2.6, BSIM) 
 
 
 
 
Languages 
Greek (native) 
English (fluent) 
German (basic) 
French (basic) 
 
 Certificate of Proficiency in English, University of Cambridge & University of Michigan 
 Zertifikat Deutsch, Goethe Institut  
 
 
Programming Languages & Software 
Verilog-A, Spice 
C, C++, Java, MATLAB 
MySQL 
VHDL, Assembly (MIPS, ATMEL AVR) 
IC-CAP-Agilent, ADS-Agilent, SMASH-Dolphin 
Visual Studio-Microsoft, MATLAB-MathWorks, Mathematica, Mathcad 
MySQL Server  
MaxPlus-Altera, AVR Studio-ATMEL, Electric, Pro-Engineering-PTC 
 
 
Publications 
Journals: 
? M.-A. Chalkiadaki, C.C. Enz, “Analytical RF and RF-Noise Modeling and Parameter Extraction of Nanoscale 
MOSFET from Weak to Strong Inversion“, in IEEE Trans. on Microwave Theory and Techniques, vol. 63, num. 7, 
pp. 2173 - 2184, May 2015. 
? G. Guitton, A. Mangla, M.-A. Chalkiadaki, F. Fadhuile, T. Taris, and C.C. Enz, “Design of Ultra Low-Power RF 
Oscillators based on the Inversion Coefficient Methodology using BSIM6 model“, in International Journal of 
Circuit Theory and Applications, published online: Mar. 2015. 
? M.-A. Chalkiadaki, C.C. Enz, “Accurate RF modeling of nanoscale MOSFET using BSIM6 including low levels of 
inversion”, in Microelectronics Journal, vol. 45, num. 9, pp. 1159-1167, Sep. 2014. 
? Y.S. Chauhan, S. Venugopalan, M.-A. Chalkiadaki, M.A. Karim, H. Agarwal, S. Khandelwal, N. Paydavosi, J.P. 
Duarte, C. Enz, A. Niknejad, C. Hu, “BSIM6: Analog and RF Compact Model for Bulk MOSFET”, in IEEE Trans. on 
Electron Devices, vol. 61, no. 2, pp. 234-244, Feb. 2014. 
? M.-A. Chalkiadaki, C. Valla, F. Poullet, M. Bucher, “Why?and how?to integrate Verilog?A compact models in 
SPICE simulators”, in International Journal of Circuit Theory and Applications, vol. 41, no. 11, pp. 1203-1211, 
Nov. 2013. 
? A. Mangla, M-A. Chalkiadaki, F. Fadhuile, T. Taris, Y. Deval, C.C. Enz, “Design methodology for ultra low-power 
analog circuits using next generation BSIM6 MOSFET compact model”, in Microelectronics Journal, vol. 44, no. 7, 
pp. 570-575, July 2013. 
? M.-A. Chalkiadaki, M. Bucher, “Large-signal RF modeling with the EKV3 MOSFET model”, Journal of 
Telecommunications and Information Technology (JTIT), vol.1, pp. 25-28, Jan. 2010. 
Conferences / Workshops: 
? C.C. Enz, M.-A. Chalkiadaki, “Nanoscale MOSFET Modeling for Low-power RF Design using the Inversion 
Coefficient”, Asia-Pacific Microwave Conference (APMC2015), Nanjing, China, Dec. 6-9, 2015. 
? C.C. Enz, M.-A. Chalkiadaki, A. Mangla, “Low-Power Analog/RF Circuit Design Based on the Inversion 
Coefficient”, Proceedings at European Solid-State Circuits/Device Research Conference (ESSCIRC/ESSDERC), 
Graz, Austria, Sep. 14-18, 2015. 
? M.-A. Chalkiadaki, C.C. Enz, “RF Characterization and Modeling of Nanoscale MOSFET from Weak to Strong 
Inversion”, MOS-AK Workshop at European Solid-State Circuits/Device Research Conference (ESSCIRC/ESSDERC), 
Venice Lido, Italy, Sep. 26, 2014.  
? M.-A. Chalkiadaki, C.C. Enz, “RF Characterization and Modeling of Nanoscale MOSFET from Weak to Strong 
Inversion”, MOS-AK Workshop at European Solid-State Circuits/Device Research Conference (ESSCIRC/ESSDERC), 
Venice Lido, Italy, Sep. 26, 2014. 
? H. Agarwal, S. Venugopalan, M.-A. Chalkiadaki, N. Paydavosi, J.P. Duarte, S. Agnihotri, C. Yadav, P. Kushwaha, 
Y.S. Chauhan, C.C Enz, A. Niknejad, C. Hu, “Recent Enhancements in BSIM6 Bulk MOSFET Model”, International 
Conference on Simulation of Semiconductor Processes and Devices (SISPAD), Glasgow, Scotland, Sep. 3-5, 2013. 
? M.-A. Chalkiadaki, C.C. Enz, “Low-Power RF Modeling of a 40nm CMOS Technology Using BSIM6”, 20th 
International Conference Mixed Design of Integrated Circuits and Systems (MIXDES), Gdynia, Poland, June  20-
22, 2013 
? Y.S. Chauhan, M.-A. Chalkiadaki, S. Venugopalan, M.A. Karim, N. Paydavosi, S. Jandhyala, J.P. Duarte, C.C. Enz, 
A. Niknejad, C. Hu, “Global Geometrical Scaling in BSIM6”, MOS-AK Workshop, San Francisco, USA, Dec. 12, 
2012. 
? M.-A. Chalkiadaki, A. Mangla, C.C. Enz, Y.S. Chauhan, M.A. Karim, S. Venugopalan, A. Niknejad, C. Hu, 
“Evaluation of the BSIM6 compact MOSFET model's scalability in 40nm CMOS technology”, Proceedings at 
European Solid-State Circuits/Device Research Conference (ESSCIRC/ESSDERC), Bordeaux, France, Sep. 17-21, 
2012. 
? C.C. Enz, A. Mangla, M.-A. Chalkiadaki, “Design Methodology for Ultra Low-Power Analog Circuits using Next 
Generation BSIM6 Compact Model”, Workshop on Compact Modeling (WCM) at the Nanotech 2012, Santa Clara, 
California, USA, 18-21 June, 2012. 
? Y.S. Chauhan, M. Karim, S. Venugopalan, P. Thakur, N. Paydavosi, A. Sachid, A. Niknejad, C. Hu, W. Wu, K. 
Dandu, K. Green, T. Krakowski, G. Coram, S. Cherepko, S. Sirohi, A. Dutta, R. Williams, J. Watts, M.-A. 
Chalkiadaki, A. Mangla, W. Grabinski , C.C. Enz, "Transitioning from BSIM4 to BSIM6", International Workshop on 
Device Modeling for Microsystems, Noida, India, Mar. 17, 2012. 
? Y. S. Chauhan, M. A. Karim, S. Venugopalan, A. Sachid, A. Niknejad, C. Hu, W. Wu, K. Dandu, K. Green, G. 
Coram, S. Cherepko, J. Wang, S. Sirohi, J. Watts, M.-A. Chalkiadaki, A. Mangla, A. Bazigos, F. Krummenacher, 
W. Grabinski, C. Enz, "BSIM6: Symmetric Bulk MOSFET Model", The Nano-Tera Workshop on the next generation 
MOSFET Compact Models, Lausanne, Switzerland, Dec. 15-16, 2011. 
? M.-A. Chalkiadaki, M. Bucher, A. Bazigos, “RF Parameter Extraction in 90 nm CMOS with EKV3 Compact Model“, 
4th Int. Conf. on Micro-Nanoelectronics, Nanotechnologies & MEMS (Micro&Nano 2010), Athens, Greece, Dec. 12-
15, 2010. 
? M.-A. Chalkiadaki, M. Bucher, A. Bazigos, “RF Modeling and Parameter Extraction with the EKV3 MOSFET 
Model”, 8th Graduate Student Meeting on Electronic Engineering, Tarragona, Spain, June 28-29, 2010. 
? M. Bucher, M.-A. Chalkiadaki, A. Bazigos, “The EKV3 MOS Transistor Model for RF Circuit Simulation”, 16th Int. 
Conf. Mixed Design of Integrated Circuits and Systems (MIXDES 2009), Lodz, Poland, June 25-27, 2009.  
? M.-A. Chalkiadaki, M. Bucher, “Large Signal RF Modelling with the EKV3 MOSFET model”, 8th Diagnostics & Yield 
Symposium, Warsaw, Poland, June 22-24, 2009.  
? M. Bucher, A. Bazigos, M.-A. Chalkiadaki, “Aspects of High-Frequency Modelling of MOSFETs with EKV3”, MOS-AK 
Workshop at European Solid-State Circuits/Device Research Conference (ESSCIRC/ESSDERC), Edinburgh, 
Scotland, Sep. 19, 2008. 
Technical Manuals: 
? M.-A. Chalkiadaki, C. C. Enz, “Parameter Extraction Procedure” in BSIM6.1.1 MOSFET Compact Model Technical 
Manual, pp. 81-99, 2014. Online: http://www-device.eecs.berkeley.edu/bsim/?page=BSIM6. 
 
Training Courses 
? “Teaching Toolkit”, Lausanne, Switzerland, September 18, 2014. 
? “Management of Innovation and Technology Transfer”, Lausanne, Switzerland, June 03-04 & 11-12, 2014. 
? “Nanoscale MOS transistors: Semi-classical modeling and applications”, Udine, Italy, May 20-24, 2013. 
? “Training Courses on Compact Modeling (TCCM 2010)”, Tarragona, Spain, June 30, 2010 - July 1, 2010 
? “Disruptive Technologies for More Moore”, Athens, Greece, September 14, 2009. 
? IDESA Training Course, “Advanced RF Implementation flow”, Warsaw, Poland, June 15-19, 2009. 
 
Activities and Interests 
Scouting Volunteer Scout Leader from 2001-2010 
Sports Hiking, Sea Sports (Sailing License, Speedboat License), Kick Boxing 
Music Guitar Playing 
 
 
